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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1.

Be able to reflect on relevant scientific and engineering knowledge in context of behavioural
design.

2.

Be able to formulate clear research aims based on identified potential scientific problems in
context of behavioural design.

3.

Be able to identify, select, and discuss relevant scientific literature to set a theoretical framework
for the project and project activities.

4.

Be able to bring together scientific theory and current practices in industry in order to bring real
world relevance to the project.

5.

Be able to guide the empirical work by applying a relevant scientific methodology.

6.

Be able to select and apply relevant design tools and methods to support the project.

7.

Be able to develop a ready-to-test product based on relevant theory, literature, and observations of
current practices in industry.

8.

Be able to conduct, compare, and reflect on observations of current practices against observations
of pilot implementation of the tool, in order to determine an initial proof of potential.

9.

Be able to communicate the project work in an understandable manner.

10.

Be able to provide proper documentation, references, and a complete reference list.

11.

Be able to manage a large student project involving multiple actants.

12.

Be able to adjust the staging of the project based on assessment of magnitude of the task,
complexity, and desired result.
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ABSTRACT
The interest in behavioural design is increasing, and multiple companies and municipalities seek
consultancy advice on including behavioural design in their solutions. However, there is a lack of
structured support methods to assist - especially early stage development - design activities in
behavioural design. Observations of current practices in behavioural consultancy /KL7 revealed that the
attributes of the few, existing support methods developed specifically for behaviour design activities,
are difficult to apply on a broad range of cases, resulting in few support methods being used. In this
project, theory and practice is bridged in order to develop a structured, however flexible support tool for
early stage development activities in behavioural design, based on design literature, behaviour theories,
and current practices at /KL.7. To support the development, a series of development workshops with
students and experts were conducted. The final tool was presented to technical consultancy DELTA, and
/KL.7 - and has been implemented as part of /KL.7’s practices in a pilot implementation period, with
positive feedback from the company. The developed tool is The Intervention Design Tool, consisting of a
list of design activities provided in a 3 step framework:


Analyse:

Creating a common understanding within the project team. Mapping the existing
behaviour and defining the target audience.



Ideate:

Ideating interventions that can break the existing, unwanted behaviour.



Explore:

Improving ideas with potential. Exploring how ideas affect the current behaviour
from step 1.

The tool activities in each of the 3 steps are designed to support a flexible use, where several of the
activities can be customized to fit company, case, and personal preferences. The tool activities are
designed to be used either consecutively in early stage development or individually during longer
project phases, by designers or engineers. The tool provides structure and a better overview of early
stage development activities and moreover provides a foundation for later activities in a behavioural
design project; enhancing chances of project success, and reducing risks of costly iterations.
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NOMENCLATURE
Behavioural design:

A specific type of design where designers seek to develop products
and/or systems that influence human behaviour through interventions
(Hartlev & Durazo, 2015). Closely related to persuasive technology.

Constraints:

Explicit or tacit factors governing what the creative actor/s must,
should, can and cannot do; and what the creative output must, should,
can and cannot be (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015).

Design:

In this thesis, design refers to the overall term of engineering design;
The creation of a synthesised solution to satisfy the perceived needs
through the mapping process between the FRs [Functional
Requirements], which exist in the functional domain, and the DPs
[Design Parameters], which exist in the physical domain“, (Suh, 1990).

Design mindset:

Sets the frame for the project, including knowledge needed to gain
optimal value of using a support method within a specific field of
design (Andreasen, 2003).

Design process:

A composition of different design phases (e.g. Phal and Beitz, 2007;
Cross, 2006).

Design tools:

Delimited design activities that support the design phases in order to
complete development tasks (Andreasen, Mogensen & Cash, 2015).

Intervention:

A product, system or feature, which triggers a specific behaviour
(Hartlev & Durazo, 2015). Subfunction of behavioural design.

Persuasive technology:

Technology that aims to change behaviour (Fogg, 2009a). Closely
related to behavioural design.

Priming:

Temporary internal activation of response (Bargh & Chartrand, 2000).

Support methods:

An overall term for design mindsets, design processes and design tools.
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1 - INTRODUCTION
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1.1 - Why is this project relevant?
During a day, we all make thousands of unconscious decisions based on intuition that transform into
behaviour. Harvard Business School professor Gerald Zaltman claims that unconscious decision making
accounts for up to 95% of the total decision making in our lives (website 1). Knowing that the majority of
what we do every day is steered by intuition and priming from our surroundings, the context we behave
in becomes far more important than what might be expected. As a result of the increased awareness of
unconscious decision making, the designing of solutions that take into account and advantage of the
irrationality and compulsiveness of the human mind is now more popular than ever. The number of
consultancies and companies working either partially or solely with behavioural design is therefore also
rising, seen with e.g. Danish consultancies /KL.7, iNudgeyou, Is It a Bird, and Decision Design, who was
all founded within the last 6 years.
Behaviour is a complex phenomenon, and designing for behaviour change is therefore a complex
task. The amount of research that has gone into defining, exploring, and explaining human behaviour
from a psychological point of view is staggering and even reaches back hundreds of years. The research
that has gone into exploring how to apply this knowledge practically in the field of engineering and
design is however far more limited and only stretches back a couple of decades - e.g. Norman’s The

Psychology of Everyday Things (1988). For this reason the scientifically based knowledge, resources, and
tools that can support behavioural designers in in practise is also relatively limited. With this as
justification for the project presented in this thesis, the overall aim is set and described in the following
section.

1.2 - Aim of project
The project aims to improve the quality of behavioural design solutions, and make it easier for
designers and engineers to work within the field of behavioural design, by developing a support method
to bring structure to early stage development design activities, and thereby aid to behavioural design
development processes. We target an overall aim, as follows:


Developing a relevant support method to assist designers and engineers in behavioural design
projects.

To address the overall aim, and determine the definition of ‘relevant’ in context of this project, a list of
sub-areas is to be addressed and conducted:


Clarification of behavioural design, and how it differs from generic design.



Clarification of behaviour and behaviour change, and how can it be designed through
behavioural design.



Clarification of the structure of behavioural design project process phases, including an
exploration of which support methods are currently used in industry.



Exploration of which behavioural design support methods that already exist, and how they can
support behavioural design projects.



Identification of which type of support methods that can be developed to assist designers and
engineers working with behavioural design, by providing a relevant, theoretical foundation
specific in context of behaviour change.
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Exploration of how creativity theory can be implemented in context of behavioural design.

The aim of the project underlies the project approach and activities, and is elaborated on during the
thesis, and especially in the discussion (chapter 8) and conclusion (chapter 9).

1.3 - Report structure and reading guide
The report is structured to be read coherently, however, chapter 6 describes the developed tool and
can be read separately.
First, we provide a short introduction to behavioural design. Next, in chapter 2, we explain the overall
project methodology applied to the project, together with the project activities in each of the four project
phases: literature review, observations of current practices, tool development, and pilot implementation
of tool in practice.
The next 3 chapters (chapter 3-5) explains the detailed findings and project activities in the first three
project phases, where chapter 3 is the literature review, chapter 4 is observations of current practices in
industry, and chapter 5 is the development of the Intervention Design Tool. Chapter 6 explains The
Intervention Design Tool in detail, and can be read separately. Chapter 7 explains the detailed findings
of the fourth project phase, pilot implementation of The Intervention Design Tool in industry.
Lastly, we discuss the project in chapter 8, conclude in chapter 9, and elaborate on further work in
chapter 10. Chapter 10 is followed by list of references, assignments A and B (preliminary and
postliminary assignments of the project), and appendices.
The chapters and sections will be referred to as chapter x, and section x corresponding to chapter. E.g.
section 1.1 in chapter 1 will be referred to as section 1.1.1.
The appendices are linked to the chapters, where appendix A1 contains appendices related to chapter
1, appendix A2 contains appendices related to chapter 2, etc. In addition, the first appendix for chapter 1
is named A1.1, the second A1.2 etc. Figures and tables are numbered in relation to the section they
appear in, where e.g. the first figure in section 1.1 is named figure 1.1.1, the second figure in section 1.1 is
named figure 1.1.2 etc.
References from literature is declared in parentheses including last name and year, e.g. (Nielsen &
Aakerlund, 2016), whereas references from websites are declared in parentheses stating a website
number, e.g. website 1. Further details on all references can be found in the list of references.

1.4 - Introduction to behavioural design
This project revolves around behavioural design, and designing for behaviour change. Designing for
behaviour change is a relatively new, however growing field, within design. Behavioural design
solutions that take advantage of the nature of human decision making and behaviour are becoming
increasingly present in our daily lives. An example of a behavioural design solution is the entrance to
the cinema candy store in Kinopalæet in Lyngby, seen in figure 1.4.1, which seemingly is introduced to
capture the attention of the cinemagoers, to increase chances of entering the candy store and thereby
increase chances of sales.
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Figure 1.4.1 - Entrance to the candy store in the cinema, Kinopalæet in Lyngby, using a trail of M&M’s together with a
question “What is your favourite colour?” labelled on the floor, guiding the way into the M&M’s table inside the
candy store [photo: Nielsen, 2016]

The example in figure 1.4.1 is closely related to neuromarketing, which has used aspects of
behavioural design for years. Another example of this is the characteristic sound of a bag of crisps that
is designed to make us associate it with a salty snack - and hearing the sound immediately makes us
desire a snack; featuring mechanisms similar to the experiments with Pavlov’s dogs dating back to 1928
(Pavlov, 1928). However, where neuromarketing is very much concerned with increasing sales (Morin,
2011), behavioural design focuses much more on social innovation (Tromp, 2011), by aligning design
solutions with mechanisms of human nature to solve problems in a desired way both for the individual
and for the community. An example of using behavioural design aspects to solve such a problem, is the
countdown displays on the traffic lights in Copenhagen, see figure 1.4.2.

Figure 1.4.2 - Danish countdown traffic light [photo: website 2]

The displays provide the people waiting with transparent feedback on how long they have to wait,
decreasing the number of illegal and dangerous enterings to the crossing, by decreasing the risk of
impatience due to the lack of time feedback. In addition, it provides information on how long time the
lights are green, reducing the risk of accidents and/or tensions between road users, by reducing
inattentive last minute entering to the crossings.
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Both the M&M’s labels and the countdown display are examples of designs that exploit the
mechanisms of the primeval human brain. Realising the gap between the relatively slow evolution of
the human mind (at least when considering core functions in decision making) and the relatively fast
evolution of technology and our society, where traditional design builds upon rules, laws, training and
instructions - creates a potential need for behavioural design solutions to solve problems more
effectively. Almost every person recognises performing actions that are either not in their own or the
community’s best interest - even though they often know it on forehand. However, humans are very
good at rationalising afterwards, creating the illusion of rational decision making far more often than
conducted in reality. The main explanations of the high percentage of unconscious decisions are found
in neuroscience. First, the primeval functions of the human mind that are not as rational as we might
like to think (Darnton et al., 2008). Secondly, the human brain takes in sensory input and performs
automatic processes and reactions based previous experiences and actions that have been hardwired in
the brain over time, much faster than the conscious parts of the mind can process and interpret the
input (Brodal, 2013). In other words, by the time the signal has transformed into something we can
rationalise, the brain has processed a number of options, and intuitively reacted based on experience to
take the actions that seemingly are the most efficient. Some may recognise this from experiences with
dropping a pen, and catching it in the air almost before realising they had dropped the pen in the first
place.
Realising that the human mind makes a lot of decisions unconsciously, and that decision making is
influenced by everything around us (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971) (also known as priming (Tulving &
Schacter, 1990), makes behavioural design a promising approach to solve problems. The classic
approach to influencing behaviour is founded on nudging (Thaler et al., 2008) and behavioural
economics (Robbins, 1935; Darnton et al., 2008), and

focuses primarily on unconscious behaviour.

However conscious and unconscious decision making (e.g. explained by Kahneman (2011)) is difficult to
separate completely in context of behavioural design, since behaviour in practise often is partially
conscious and unconscious (Brodal, 2013). Hence, even though the core mindset of behavioural design
focuses on aligning solutions with the nature of human behaviour by considering unconscious
mechanisms of cognitive psychology (Francis et al., 2009), it also includes the conscious mind, by
emphasising the importance of identifying which type of behaviour a solution targets, in order to
increase the chances of product or design success.
In its essence, behavioural design is a specific type of design where designers seek to develop
products and/or systems that influence human behaviour through interventions (Hartlev & Durazo,
2015). As stated in section 1.2., the aim of this project is to develop a relevant support method to assist
designers and engineers in behavioural design projects. Before discussion of the context of behavioural
design in more detail in order to narrow down the definition of ‘relevant’ in chapter 3, the project
methodology is explained in chapter 2.
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2 - METHODOLOGY

6

2.1 - Introduction to methodology
Throughout the project, we use Blessing and Chakrabarti’s (2009) Design Research Methodology as an
inspirational framework for the project activities. The project is conducted in 4 main stages inspired by
the Design Research Methodology, where each stage consist of a number of project activities as
illustrated in figure 2.1.1 below, (see appendix A2.1 for Blessing and Chakrabarti’s original model).

Figure 2.1.1 - The 4 stages of the project with sub-activities, means, and outcomes. Inspired by Blessing and
Chakrabarti’s Design Research Methodology.

The next four subsections briefly introduce the theoretical methodology of each phase together with
the overall project activities conducted in this project, however, the theoretical and practical findings
are explained in detail in chapter 3-6.

2.2 - Stage I - Research Clarification: Literature review
According to Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009) the research clarification phase focuses on finding
evidence and indications through literature, that support the initial assumptions made for conducting a
research project. In this project we conducted a literature review on generic design, behavioural design
(including existing support methods and ethics), creative support in design (including the role of
constraining), and behavioural theories. The literature review supported our overall research aim:

developing a relevant support method to assist designers and engineers in behavioural design projects
(section 1.2). Further, it helped us unpack the meaning of ‘relevant’ support method, in the context of
this project, hence, developing a creativity support tool that can aid early stage development in
Behavioural Design projects.
7

2.3 - Stage II - Descriptive Study I: Observations of current
practices
Now having an aim, the literature review gets refined in the descriptive study I phase, together with a
supplementary analysis on real life actions within the field of research by observations and interviews
(Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009). In this project, we collected observations of current practices of creative
sessions at /KL.7 [Ref. C], by filming 5 of their 1-1.5 hour brainstorms. The two main findings were: a lack
of structure in the creative sessions, together with little to no use of supporting tools. On this basis we
expanded the literature review to include behaviour theories, since understanding behaviour theories
are key to increase success with behavioural design solutions.

2.4 - Stage III - Prescriptive Study: Tool development
Now, based on the goals and understandings gathered in the two first stages, the prescriptive study
focuses on describing how addressing factors from the existing procedures can result in an
improvement of procedure. Various scenarios are made and a concept develops (Blessing & Chakrabarti,
2009). In other words - how can we bring together the theoretical findings from the literature review and
the practical findings from the observations? In this project, we linked the findings from literature and
observations by observing and analysing the current practices at /KL.7, and compared them to existing
literature on design support in early stage development, and existing support methods and tools
specifically developed for behavioural design. Based on the links between theory and practice, we
developed a list of diverse concepts which was narrowed down to one main concept, by implementing
the strengths from the already generated concepts, before conducting workshops. Through workshops
with students (design engineering students, and a psychology student) and experts (design engineers
from DELTA [Ref. D], behavioural design engineers from /KL.7, and a methodology researcher [Ref. B]), we
developed The Intervention Design Tool, by bringing together theory and practice.

2.5 - Stage IV - Descriptive Study II: Pilot implementation
of the Intervention Design Tool
Lastly, empirical studies should be conducted in stage 4 to test the effectiveness of the developed
concept (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009). In this project, we introduced the Intervention Design Tool to two
companies in industry working with development projects (DELTA and /KL.7), to receive feedback. In
addition, we gathered a set of data in a pilot implementation period at /KL.7, where they used The
Intervention Design Tool in their ideation sessions. The data was compared to initial data from current
practices, providing us with an initial proof of concept.
The next 3 chapters describe the first 3 stages in more detail, including project activities and findings.
Chapter 6 describes the developed tool, and chapter 7 describes the pilot implementation of the
Intervention Design Tool in /KL.7.
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3 - LITERATURE
REVIEW
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3.1 - Introduction to literature review
This chapter aims to identify gaps in the range of existing support methods specifically developed in
context of behavioural design, by exploring current behavioural design literature.
To contextualise behavioural design, we first describe generic engineering design, including types of
support and methods in general. This will provide a foundation for comparing more recent developed
practices of behavioural design to more established, generic design. By comparing behavioural design to
generic design we seek to identify the possibilities and limitations of generic design support and
methods for aiding behavioural design practices.
Also, we review behaviour theories to understand theoretical aspects of behaviour. Behaviour theories
are the foundation of behavioural design; and therefore considered part of the key to develop successful
support methods specific to behavioural design.
All activities described above are conducted in order to define ‘relevant’ in regards to the project aim:

developing a relevant support method to assist designers and engineers in behavioural design projects
(section 1.2).

3.2 - Generic design
In literature, engineering design is defined as “The creation of a synthesised solution to satisfy the

perceived needs through the mapping process between the FRs [Functional Requirements], which exist
in the functional domain, and the DPs [Design Parameters], which exist in the physical domain “, (Suh,
1990, p. 47). This relates well to the notion of product development which can be described as the
activities that occur in a company, associated with the development of a product or system (Andreasen,
Mogensen & Cash, 2015).
In context of engineering design in industry, a lot of different tools, methodologies, and frameworks
exist (Cross, 2008), and in order to address the different support methods, we distinguish between 3
different categories, as follows:


Design mindsets:

The overall mindset(s) that set the frame for the project, including
knowledge needed to gain optimal value of using a support method
within a specific field of design (Andreasen, 2003).



Design processes:

The overall design process(es) the project consists of (Cross, 2006),
which consists of a composition of different design phases (e.g. Phal
and Beitz, 2007).



Design tools:

The delimited design activities that support the design phases in order
to complete development tasks (Andreasen, Mogensen & Cash, 2015).

Each of the 3 categories represents a specific type of support method in design projects; from the
design mindset that provides an overall way of approaching the project (Andreasen, 2003), to the design
tools that aid specific tasks in the design phases (Andreasen, Mogensen & Cash, 2015). In theory and
generally speaking: design tools are applied in design phases, a number of design phases constitute a
design process, and both the design process and choice of support tools are shaped by the design
mindset (Cross, 2008). Even though the detail of the design phases differs from project to project, the
overall focus of each project phase (design process when combined) can typically be illustrated as the
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Double Diamond model (British Design Council, 2005). The Double Diamond model is a very overall
representation of design project phases, where divergent and convergent activities are applied
consecutively in the structure of the overall design process. Here, the model is used as an example to
show the relationship between the 3 types of design support and methods by using the Double Diamond
model as an example of a generic design process.

Figure 3.2.1 - Using the Double Diamond model (British Design Council, 2005) as example of generic design, for
illustrating the relationship between the 3 types of design support methods: design mindset, design processes, and
design tools.

Using the Double Diamond model (British Design Council, 2005) as example of a generic design
process, the design process is divided into 4 phases: Discover, Define, Develop, and Deliver. The square
bar on top represents a design mindset to support the activities within the design phases. Examples of
design mindsets could be Design for X (e.g. Huang, 1996), Bio-inspired design (Lenau et al., 2010) and
Behavioural Design (e.g. Tromp et al., 2011). Examples of design tools could be Classic brainstorming
(Osborn, 1953), supporting ideation in the Discover phase, the House of Quality (Akao, 1994), supporting
user need and technical analysis of products in the Define phase, and Morphology charts (Jones, 1992),
supporting concept development in the Develop Phase, and user testing in the Deliver phase.
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Table 3.2.1 - The 3 types of design support methods distinguished between in this thesis; design mindsets, design
processes, and design tools, including a few examples in each category, see e.g. Pérez & Dorta (2011) for more
examples.
DESIGN MINDSET
Examples: Design for X (E.g. Huang, 1996), Bio-inspired Design (E.g. Lenau et al., 2010), and Behavioural Design (E.g.
Tromp et al., 2011)
DESIGN PROCESSES
Examples: Cross’ Simple 4 Stage Process (Cross, 2008), The Double Diamond (British Design Council, 2005), and
Waterfall (Royce, 1970)
DESIGN TOOLS
Examples: Classic brainstorming (Osborn, 1953), morphology charts (Jones, 1992), and House of Quality (also
known as Quality Function Deployment) (Akao, 1994)

Research by Pérez & Dorta (2011) shows that a lot of different support methods exist in each of the 3
categories above in addition to the examples given in table 3.2.1. Further, Ulrich and Eppinger (2012)
argue, that efficient design support that combines specific theory with practice is key to successful
design. In other words; even though a lot of design support exists, the match between design support
and design project (and thereby also design mindset) is important, and not all design support methods
will aid all design projects equally well. In addition, not all support methods will aid all design activities
well, which is one of the reasons why numerous support methods exist in each category. Even though
support methods are implemented through all phases of a design project (Andreasen, Mogensen & Cash,
2015), ideation methods in particular are emphasised in literature (e.g. Gonçalves et al., 2014). One of the
reasons for this is research by Port (1998) showing that decisions in early stage development of a project
are of great influence on a product's success, by stating that 75-85% of subsequent production and
marketing support cost is accounted for in the early design phase. Considering the potential impact on
total project costs and success rate in design projects due to smart decisions in early stage
development, where avoiding unnecessary complexity and faulty designs, good support tools for early
stage development become one of the key influencers on the success of a design project. We return to
the discussion of attributes of good creativity tools for early stage development in section 3.5 and 3.6,
since a discussion of behavioural design is first needed to clarify the importance of early stage
development in behavioural design, based on a discussion of differences and similarities of the two
types of design (section 3.4).

3.2.1 - Main points


There exists numerous different types of design support methods (E.g. Pérez & Dorta, 2011),
which we in this project divide into 3 categories: design mindsets (Andreasen, 2003), design
processes (Cross, 2006), and design tools (also referred to as support tools) (Andreasen,
Mogensen & Cash, 2015).



Design support methods are particularly valuable when they are matched with a specific type of
project, and project activity corresponding to project phase, project mindset and type of project
in general (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).



Early stage development has a potential significant influence on the overall success of a project
(Port, 1998).

Based on the initial conclusions above, we next compare Behavioural Design to generic design in
order to identify which aspects that are significant to behavioural design, and thereby which aspects a
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support method developed specifically for behavioural design should be aligned with and support.
Further, we review a broad range of existing support methods specific to behavioural design (section
3.4) to identify gaps in support methods available.

3.3 - Behavioural design
Behavioural design is a specific type of design where designers seek to develop products and/or
systems that influence human behaviour through interventions (Hartlev & Durazo, 2015), and the
theoretical foundation of behavioural design is primarily founded on a range of social and cognitive
psychology theories (Francis et al., 2009). Hence, in this section we elaborate on how a behavioural
design project compares to a generic design project in order to determine what characterises a
behavioural design project. Further, we later review a range of social and cognitive psychology theories
(in section 3.7) divided into theories on understanding behaviour, and changing behaviour, in order to
identify what knowledge is needed in a support method in order to support the development of a
successful, behavioural design.

3.3.1 - Behavioural design processes compared to generic design
processes
Design projects can be very different in nature depending on, amongst other factors, type of project,
stakeholders involved, and the organisation facilitating the project. However, as we stated in section 3.2,
most design projects can be arranged and analysed in overall phases similar to the 4 project phases
used in the Double Diamond model: discover, define, develop, and deliver (British Design Council, 2005).
As a result, design process models with phases similar to the Double Diamond model are widely used in
industry (E.g. Cross, 2008). Therefore, the generic design process example (illustrated in figure 3.2.1,
section 3.2) based on the Double Diamond model, is used to compare generic design projects to
behavioural design projects in theory. To discover where generic design projects and behavioural design
projects are significantly different, we discuss the differences in each of the 4 overall phases (discover,
define, develop, deliver) separately.
Both generic design and behavioural design projects typically start by identifying or creating a
customer or user need (e.g. (Cross, 2008) and (Wendel, 2014), respectively). Then, generic design projects
often define the product specification and develop concepts (possibly by including customer feedback),
test the solution as part of either the develop- or deliver phase, and launch the product (Cross, 2008).
However, in Behavioural Design projects, the initial identified or created customer need is backed up by
a behavioural need, also known as a target behaviour (E.g. Miltenberger, 2008). Hereafter, baseline data
is needed to identify the existing, unwanted behaviour, typically gathered by fieldwork (Durazo &
Hartlev, 2015). The baseline data functions as the foundation for behavioural specification - similar to
the product specification from generic design, however this is created also from a behavioural
perspective (Durazo & Hartlev, 2015). As with concept development during generic design, interventions
are developed during behavioural design (Wendel, 2014). When an acceptable solution (intervention) is
created based on iterative development and testing (compared to baseline data), the company can
launch it (Hartlev and Durazo, 2015), (Wendel, 2014). Both Wendel’s (2014), and Hartlev and Durazo’s (2015)
models (two significant contributions to practical applicable behavioural design process models), are
shown in figure 3.3.1.1.
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Figure 3.3.1.1 - Top: Wendel’s Designing for Behaviour Change process model (Wendel, 2014)
Bottom: Hartlev and Durazo’s the Behavioral Design Method process model (Hartlev & Durazo, 2015).
Table 3.3.1.1 - comparison of overall project phases of generic design, together with key differences in project
activities, using the Double Diamond, (British Design Council, 2005), and behavioural design process phases:
Wendel’s (2014), and Durazo and Hartlev’s (2015).
Generic Design
overall process
phases

Discover

Define

Develop

Deliver

Behavioural Design
process phases

Understand / Desk
research

Discover /
Field study

Design /
Development

Define /
Development

Key differences in
project activities

A behaviour
perspective is
emphasised in
behavioural design
projects

Baseline data is needed
in behavioural design to
1) identify the solution
space, and 2) later, be
able to evaluate and
develop solutions

Baseline/test data is
included in
behavioural design
to evaluate and
develop solutions
through iterations

Baseline data is
included in
behavioural design
to evaluate and
develop solutions
through iterations

Wendel’s (2014) and Hartlev & Durazo’s (2015) behavioural design process models provide two,
somewhat similar, approaches to behavioural design projects. They both emphasise the key mindset of
behavioural design during the project activities, and agree that the target audience and context of
behaviour during the research period are important. The biggest differences between the models,
besides Wendel (2014) providing a toolbox (discussed in section 3.4) consisting of design activities to
support his behaviour change model, is the seemingly different levels of emphasis on testing. Where
Wendel (2014) advices the designers to do a baseline test to compare with the developed solution,
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Hartlev & Durazo (2015) have emphasised baseline testings as a crucial part of behavioural design.
Hartlev & Durazo (2015) state, that baseline testings are a necessary mean to, in the later stages, not only
compare testings of the developed solution with each other and standards, but also to baseline data on
current practices to increase chances of project success. In addition, Hartlev & Durazo (2015) emphasise
that design activities corresponding to Wendel’s ‘Design’ and ‘Define’ phases go hand in hand, and have
suggested the intertwined development phase as their last phase out of three, instead of Wendel’s (2014)
4 phases.
Having identified and discussed the differences and similarities between the two existing
behavioural design process models in context of generic design, provides an insight in how behavioural
design projects can be structured. In addition, early stage development phases are emphasised by both
Wendel (2014) and Hartlev & Durazo (2015), and are by both highlighted as important steps, where
especially considerations of current behaviours (measured by baseline testings), target audience and of
behaviour contexts, are of significant interest. However, we have yet to identify and explore how the
overall project activities behavioural design can be supported by tools and methods. We do this by
identifying and discussing existing support methods specifically developed to behavioural design in
section 3.4.

3.3.2 - Main points


Behavioural Design is, on an overall level, design with focus on the influencing of behaviour
by development and implementation of interventions (e.g. Hartlev & Durazo, 2015).



Overall, the behavioural design methodology consists of (Wendel, 2014, and Hartlev & Durazo,
2015):
o

The behavioural design mindset.

o

The use of baseline data gathered by fieldwork as part of the discover phase.

o

The behavioural aspect used when creating the specification in the define phase.

o

Intervention development and iterative testing comparing new data to baseline data,
as part of the development phase.



Behavioural Design projects are different from generic design projects, however, still
compatible with generic design processes (Wendel, 2014). Nevertheless, there are some
noticeable differences, e.g. the crucial need of fieldwork and iterative testings (Hartlev &
Durazo, 2015). This implies that support methods developed specifically for behavioural design
are relevant and valuable, as generic design tools do not implement the behavioural design
mindset, which is crucial in order to increase chances of successful behavioural design.

As mentioned in section 3.2, Ulrich & Eppinger (2012) have stated that efficient design support
methods, and aligning specific theory with a specific practice, are key to successful design. Above, we
conclude that behavioural design projects have some significant differences compared to generic
design, confirming a need for support methods developed specifically for behavioural design. To achieve
and/or use the behavioural design mindset in support methods, they must be aligned with relevant
social and cognitive psychological theories (Francis et al., 2009). A range of support methods
specifically developed to behavioural design already exist, and we review a broad range of them in the
following section in order to identify any gaps in the available supply.
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3.4 - Existing support specifically developed for
behavioural design
In this section, we review already existing support specific to behavioural design projects by
providing a brief overview and discussion of a list of available support methods. By exploring the
strengths and weaknesses of existing support method, and where they fit in the 3 types of support
methods (mindset, process and tools), outlined in section 3.2, we seek to identify shortcomings.
Table 3.4.1 - Overview and descriptions of existing support methods, developed specifically for Behavioural Design
Processes

The Behavioral Design
Process
(Harlev & Durazo, 2015)

The Process of Design for
Behavior Change
(Wendel, 2014a)

Fogg’s (2009a) Eight-step
Design Process

Description

An iterative 3 phase design
process model for
Behavioural Design

A 4 phase design process model
for behavioural design.

An eight-step model for
creating persuasive technology
(behavioural design).

Various early
stage
development
tools

The MINDSPACE checklist
(Dolan et. al, 2012)

The Behaviour Change Wheel
(Michie et al., 2011)

Fogg’s behaviour grid (website
3)

Description

A simple checklist with 9
behaviour influencers to
consider when doing
behavioural design.

A framework for understanding
and considering 3 aspects of
interventions: sources of
behaviour, intervention functions
and policy categories.

Behaviour change divided into
5 ways that behaviour can be
modified (start new/familiar,
stop, increase, decrease) and 3
timeframes.

Various early
stage
development
tools

Developing an Intervention
(Community Tool Box,
2006, website 4)

The Process of Design for
Behaviour Change Toolkit
(Wendel, 2014b)

The Brains, Behaviour & Design
Toolkit
(Brains, behaviour and design,
2011, website 5)

Description

A list of 13 questions for
considering: problem,
target audience, behaviour
data and analysing,
intervention criteria,
developing, testing and
implementation.

Including:
The CREATE Action Funnel for
analysing, OutcomeActor-Action, ActionEnvironment-User models,
Interface Design checklists for
clarification and ideation, and a
refine checklist for testing and
iterations.

Including: Reference cards and
Concept ecosystem poster for
analysing behaviour, and
Irrational situation guides,
Strategy cards and Loss/gain
worksheet for ideation.

Intervention
ideation tools

Design with Intent Cards
(Lockton et al., 2010;
website 6)

Behavior Change Strategy Cards
(Pfarr, 2014, website 7)

PLEX cards*
(Lucero & Arrasvuori, 2010;
website 8)

Description

101 cards grouped into 8
fields of research (lenses),
asking questions on how to
solve behavioural design
problems

23 cards grouped into 5 overall
solution types, ask suggestive
“how might we...”-questions on
how to solve a behavioural design
problem (a development of
‘Strategy cards’)

22 cards with emotional
conditions (associated with
behaviour motivations, which
can spark discussions and
creative solutions, where
emotional conditions are of
relevance.

*Lucero & Arrasvuori’s PLEX Cards are not developed directly for behavioural design, however, included since they
are developed for brainstorm on playfulness in human activities, which is closely related to areas of behavioural
design.
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Fogg’s (2009a) Eight-Step Design Process (A3.4.1) provides 8 steps for designing persuasive
technology: 1) choose a simple behaviour to target, 2) choose a receptive audience, 3) find what is
preventing the target behaviour, 4) choose an appropriate technology channel, 5) find relevant examples
of persuasive technology, 6) imitate successful examples, 7) test & iterate quickly, 8) expand on success
(Fogg, 2009a, p. 3). Hartlev and Durazo’s (2015) The Behavioral Design Process (A3.4.2), Wendel’s (2014a)

The Process of Designing for Behavior Change (A.3.4.3) (both described earlier in section 3.3.1) and
Fogg’s (2009a) Eight-Step Design Process all provide a framework for overall management of the phases
in behavioural design projects. Fogg (2009) provides assistance for phase activities in the form of
examples and guidelines in his article, however, The Eight-Step Design Process (Fogg, 2009a) is
primarily a list of good advice and is difficult to apply in practise. Hartlev & Durazo’s (2015) Behavioral

Design Process only provides limited assistance through overall guidelines, however, it is still in
development. Wendel (2009b) provides suggestions for activities to assist throughout all the phases in
his Designing for Behavior Change Toolkit (A3.4.4) (Wendel, 2009b), mainly by providing checklist
activities; however, it lacks details on how to translate behaviour knowledge into practical means
through the project activities. Dealing with the 3 process models for behavioural design discussed
above, they all emphasise a behavioural design mindset, however are difficult to apply on projects in
practise without other design methods or tools to support the activities in the project phases.
Where Hartlev and Durazo’s (2015) Behavioral Design Process is still in development, and of this stage
still operates as a standalone behavioural design process model, both Fogg (2009b) and Wendel (2014b)
have developed a list of support activities and/or models to support their processes. As part of the

Designing for Behavior Change Toolkit (Wendel, 2014b) the CREATE Action Funnel is also provided,
which helps designers to break down complex human behaviour into 5 steps: cue, reaction, evaluation,
ability and timing, whilst highlighting the risks of distractions between each step. In the rest of the tools
in the The Designing for Behavior Change Toolkit (Wendel, 2014b), Wendel provides a list of overall
questions to consider, e.g. Who is your target market? , and overall suggestions on activities, e.g. If

possible, run an A/B test or another type of controlled experiment to measure impact, however, he does
not provide guidance on how to execute the suggested activities in practise. Although, not part of an
actual toolkit, Fogg (website 3) provides the Behavior Grid (A3.4.5) (Fogg, website 3) for considering and
designing for a specific type of behaviour. The columns of the grid distinguish occurrence of behaviour
change (new/familiar behaviour, increase/decrease intensity, or stop), and the rows distinguish between
duration (doing behaviour one time, over a period of time, or from now on). Its purpose is to help the
understanding of behaviour change and what aspects in terms of time (duration and occurrence) the
designer needs to be aware of when doing behavioural design. However, guidance on how to use the

Behavior Grid (Fogg, website 3) in practise as part of designing is not provided. Many of the tools
provided in The Designing for Behavior Change Toolkit (Wendel, 2014b), and the Behavior Grid (website
3) lack concrete descriptions of applicability, and are therefore difficult to implement in practise other
than listing and highlighting factors of behaviour to consider during a behavioural design project.
Dolan et. al’s (2012) MINDSPACE Checklist (A3.4.6) provides an overview of behaviour aspects to
consider when designing for behaviour change, consisting of: messenger, incentives, norms, defaults,
salience, priming, affect, commitments, and ego, without any guidance on application. Closely related,
the Community Tool Box’s (2006, website 4) Developing an Intervention (A3.4.7) provides a list of
specific questions to assist an entire behavioural design process, however, provides no guidance on how
to apply the questions in practise. The MINDSPACE Checklist (Dolan et. al, 2012) and Developing an

Intervention (the Community Tool Box, 2006, website 4) have the advantage of offering support on an
overall, and inspiration level, and can therefore be applied in various degrees in most design projects,
including projects using Fogg’s (2009) Eight-Step Design Process (Fogg, 2009), Hartlev & Durazo’s (2015)
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Behavioral Design Process, or Wendel’s (2014) The Process of Designing for Behavior Change . However, if
the design team is not familiar with behaviour theories and the mindset of behaviour design, both The
MINDSPACE Checklist (Dolan et. al, 2012) and Developing an Intervention (the Community Tool Box,
2006, website 4), are very difficult to use. In addition, the support methods discussed so far do not
support ideation of behavioural design solutions in practise, however, they can be combined with
ideation support tools, discussed next.
First, The Brains, Behavior & Design group provides a behavioural design toolkit (Brains, Behavior &
Design, 2010, website 5) (A3.4.8) for practical application of behaviour theories. Part of the toolkit is 42
Reference Cards that describe behaviour research findings e.g. the connection between ownership and
people’s motivation, together with concrete design strategies, e.g. introducing ownership by making
things feel customised and personal. Part of the toolkit is a Concept Ecosystem Poster that show the
relationship between the subjects covered in the 42 Reference Cards, however, the poster does not
provide a guide on how to use it in practise, other than providing an overview. The toolkit also has
Irrational Situations Guides, including the three topics: Trying something new, Delayed Gratification,
and Good intentions, that highlight relevant factors to include in a behavioural design. Also, the
Irrational Situations Guides refer to Strategy Cards relevant for the topics, and thereby function as a way
to navigate in the relevance of Strategy Cards in an ideation, dependent on topic. The Strategy cards
cover the main points of 21 different strategies, together with a concrete example for each card, e.g.
“Associate a new behaviour with an existing routine , example: taking a pill at an arbitrary time a day is

more difficult than taking a pill alongside an existing routine, e.g. eating, or brushing your teeth”
(Strategy Card no. 7, (Brains, Behavior & Design, 2010, website 5). Lastly, the toolkit includes a Loss/Gain
Worksheet, for considering perspectives of gains and losses of a proposed behaviour, as a way of
developing basic ideas for interventions further. The Brains, Behavior & Design Toolkit (Brains, Behavior,
& Design, 2010, website 5) provides a lot of different support methods, however, they do not provide a
direct overview on how the provided support methods coexist. Hence, some of them are easier to use in
practise than others, since they fit more intuitively into other design activities, e.g. using the Strategy
Cards as part of an ideation session.
Existing support tools emphasising directly on ideation activities cover e.g. Michie, et al. (2011), The
Behaviour Change Wheel (A3.4.9) provides a theoretical framework consisting of a 3 level circle for
discussing intervention ideas. The inner part consists of 6 sources of behaviour divided into capability,
opportunity and motivation. The middle part consists of 9 intervention functions, and the outer part
consists of 7 policy categories. The Behaviour Change Wheel (Michie et al., 2011) provides an overview of
3 overall main aspects when designing for behaviour change: overall source of behaviour, overall
intervention functions, and overall policy categories. Even though the model provides a good overview
and example factors to consider when designing an intervention, it is difficult to apply directly in an
ideation session. On the other hand, both Lockton et al.’s (2010) Design with Intent Cards (A3.4.10), and
Pfarr’s (2014, website 7) Behavior Change Strategy Cards (A3.4.11), are designed to be used as a functional
part of ideation sessions in behavioural design projects. Even though the cards are not identical, they
both use the same system: a deck of cards where each card provides a behavioural influencer (it can be
physical e.g a way of using colour coding, or mental e.g. social norms), and all cards are provided with
concrete examples. Where Pfarr (2014, website 7) provides 23 cards, covering main points of 5 behaviour
strategies in Pfarr’s (2014, website 7) work called: make it personal, tip the scales, craft the journey, set
up the choices, and keep it simple. Lockton et al. (2010; website 6) provides 101 cards, approaching a
more detailed level of points of a mix of behaviour and generic design strategies, divided into 8 topics
(lenses), including: architectural, errorproofing, interaction, ludic, perceptual, cognitive, Machiavellian,
and security. Also in context of behaviour change ideation cards, Lucero’s & Arrasvuori’s (2010; website
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8) PLEX cards (A3.4.12) provide 22 cards with a core emotion on each, as inspiration for ideation.
Although they are designed with playfulness in mind, they can be used as a way of exploring behaviour
motivators for behavioural design solutions, which is not emphasised in both Pfarr’s (2014, website 7)
and Lockton et al.’s (2010; website 6) behaviour change ideation cards.
As mentioned during the discussion of existing support tools developed specifically for behavioural
design, the majority of them have similar weaknesses. Many of them have a very overall focus, making
them applicable to diverse project cases, however, a behavioural design mindset is needed in order to
gain value from using them. In addition, the design team must be able to apply the support methods
based on limited guidance on how to use them in practice. In the other end of the spectrum, the support
methods that are applicable only on very specific tasks in the design project, e.g. ideation cards, fail to
link to the rest of the project activities, making them relatively difficult to combine with other support
methods. Lastly, none of the reviewed tools give a concrete guidance on how to develop and implement
an intervention in practice, even though interventions are a core element when designing for behaviour
change.

3.4.1 - Main point


In section 3.2 we conclude that numerous different support methods for generic design exist. In
addition, we - based on the discussion in this section - conclude, that a range of different support
methods specifically developed for behavioural design exist. However, several of them are
difficult to apply in practice, especially if the design team is not familiar with or experts within
the field of behavioural design. This conclusion points towards the relevance of the need for
additional support methods developed for behavioural design projects that advantageously could
focus on perspectives of practical applicability to complement the existing tools.



In addition, several of the support methods discussed focus on providing overall guidance, e.g.
Fogg’s The Eight Step model, Dolan et. al’s (2012) MINDSPACE Checklist, the Community Tool
Box’s (2006, website 4) Developing an Intervention, and Michie et al. (2011) The Behaviour Change

Wheel. In contrast, many of the practical ideation tools, especially Lockton et al.’s (2010; website
6) Design with Intent Cards, and Pfarr’s (2011, website 7) Behavior Change Strategy Cards, provide
practical guidance and inspiration for ideation alone, with no guidance provided on how the
support methods are compatible with the rest of the activities in a behavioural design project.
This reveals a need not only for a practical support method for one specific design task, but also
for a support method that relates to both other design methods, and the overall project process
as well.
Based on the mapping of existing support specific to Behavioural Design, it becomes clear that the
available support in this field of design is limited, since most of them are designed to deal with either
overall focuses, or narrow design tasks.
We therefore identify a need for a support tool for early stage development in context of behavioural
design, which is not disconnected from other activities in behavioural design projects. To develop such
a support tool, we first review creative support for early stage development in general (section 3.5 and
3.6, however contextualise to behavioural design. Then, we review behaviour theories (section 3.7) to
provide a theoretical understanding of behaviour that can act as a foundation in a support tool for
behavioural design activities in early stage development.
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3.5 - Creative support in early stage development
Stated earlier in section 3.2, the early stage development has great influence on the overall costs of a
design project and thereby its success (Port, 1998). In addition, a thorough early stage development is
key to avoiding countless iterations later in the development, delays, and in worst case withdrawal of a
product, hence, not surprisingly companies are interested in early stage development tools that help
reduce product design costs and development times (Vairaktarakis, 1999).
It is generally accepted, that creativity is essential to design and developing (Chakrabarti, 2006), and
that also applies to behavioural design (e.g. Lockton, 2010; website 6; Pfarr 2014, website 7). In addition, a
high level of creativity (including a high number of ideas) in the early stage development, increases the
possibility for a better overall project performance (Taylor et al., 1958). This applies e.g. because
exploring a large solution space contributes to reducing the risk of comprehensive iterations, by
increasing the chance of creating a higher quantity of quality ideas (Gonçalves et al., 2014). In
behavioural design creativity plays an important role, however compared to other field of design, e.g.
bio-inspired design (e.g. Lenau et al., 2010), behavioural design is highly focused on users, also referred
to as target audience. This is not unique to behavioural design, as similarities in focuses can be found in
e.g. user centred design (e.g. Abras et al., 2004). However, in behavioural design facts about the target
audience, e.g. current behaviour patterns, are essential knowledge in the creative phase, since it can be
difficult to understand behaviour based on assumptions (Wendel, 2014), due to the complex and
intertwined behaviour mechanisms in play (e.g. Festinger, 1957; Tajfel et al. 1979; Tajfel 1982; Kahneman,
2011).
There is an ongoing discussion on which factors enhance and inhibit creativity (e.g. Amabile, 1998),
how creativity is best measured (e.g. Warr & O’Neill, 2005), and in general how creativity is systemised in
order to support design activities (e.g. Chakrabarti, 2006).
To explore the role of creativity in early stage development, we discuss 3 areas of creativity, and
contextualise to behavioural design:


Maximising creative output:

Covering different ways of - and opinions on - enhancing the
creative output



Measuring creative output:

Covering different ways of - and opinions on - how to
categorise creative output and determining its creativeness.



Operationalising creativity:

Covering different ways of - and opinions on - facilitating
strategies and tools to maximise the creative output

3.5.1 - Maximising creative output
A high level of creativity in the early stage development increases the probability for a better overall
project performance (Taylor et. al., 1958), e.g. because a high level of creativity is linked to better chances
of innovation (Silva, 2010). Also, in behavioural design, e.g. Lockton et al. (2010) emphasises this view,
and has created the Design With Intent Cards (described in section 3.4), to increase the level of creativity
when designing for behaviour change.
A study by Gonçalves et al. (2014) shows, that designers use a multitude of design tools in early stage
development activities to maximise creative output. The study shows, that function analysis (Cross,
2008), and brainstorming is used most often, and synectics (Gordon, 1961) and roleplaying (Simsarian,
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2003), is used the least often out of 14 different support methods for early stage development (Gonçalves
et al., 2014). Many of the existing tools for maximising creative output are developed to serve a specific
task in a specific design phase, e.g. Classic Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953): an ideation tool for generating
a high number of ideas in a short amount of time (Gonçalves et al., 2014). Hence, Classic Brainstorming
is typically used as part of an ideation phase to ‘think outside of the box’ and generate a lot of ideas.
Where Classic Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953) generates a high number of ideas, other tools or methods
must be applied in order to consider additional aspects of the creative output from a Classic
Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953) besides quantity of ideas (Shah, 2003). In other words, the only measurable
success criteria of using Classic Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953) is a high quantity of ideas per hour,
however, having a large amount of ideas does not necessary mean, that the ideas are either realistic,
useful or in a sufficient level of detail. Therefore, it is important to match support tools to specific design
activities that fit the strengths of the tool (Creswell, 2014), and to combine various design tools during a
design project (Gonçalves et al., 2014), (as illustrated in figure 3.2.1 in section 3.2), hence, a lot of support
methods with different aims exist.
However, not only the match between support tools and design activities is important. Further,
research shows that e.g. the type of inspiration (Gonçalves et. al, 2014), and the number and type of
people involved in an ideation session (Gough, 1979), also are important influencers for maximising the
creative output. This relates well to Andreasen’s (2003) point about design mindset; to achieve a good
creative output when applying support tools during e.g. behavioural design projects, the design team
must include team members with a behavioural design mindset. In relation, to match support tool to
design activities based on the wanted creative output, a designer on the first hand has to consider what
kind of creative output is wanted. One way to do that is to use the principles of measuring creative
outputs, which is discussed in the following section.

3.5.2 - Measure creative output
In the previous section we used Classic Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953) as an example of an ideation
tool for generating a high quantity of ideas per hour. However, there are more factors to a creative output
than merely quantity of ideas, and to determine the creativeness of a generated output, additional
measures are needed (e.g. Shah, 2003). Amabile defines creativity as “the production of novel and useful

ideas in any domain” (Amabile, 1996, p. 1), meaning that any idea is the result of creativity as long as it is
useful and novel in context of its domain. As an example, coming up with an idea for a reward system to
accommodate people forgetting their doctor’s appointments, might be a creative idea in context of
behavioural design, however, might not be considered a creative idea in the field of bio-inspired design
(Lenau et al., 2010). Even though Amabile’s (1996) definition of creativity provides a framework for
determining whether the generated output is creative or not, it does not provide a framework for
differentiating in the level of ‘creativeness’. To determine the creativeness of generated output, Shah
(2003) suggests 4 creative values and how to score them:


Quantity measures the total number of ideas generated.



Variety measures how different the generated ideas are - a high variety score indicates that the
solution space is well explored. This measure is scored by dividing ideas into functional
branches (groups) and calculating a weighted sum of the number of branches.
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Novelty measures how new an idea is compared to the generated pool of ideas. This measure is
scored by predefining a set of weighted functions and counting how many times ideas solve
functions in the same way. In addition, Shah distinguishes between 3 types of Novelty:



o

personal novelty: the idea is new to a person.

o

societal novelty: the idea is new to the society.

o

historical novelty: the idea is new to the history of all societies.

Quality measures how “good” an idea is. This measure is scored by predefining a set of weighted
criteria and scoring each idea on how well it fulfils it (e.g. on a scale from 1-10).

Where quantity is more straightforward to measure, both variety, novelty and especially quality is
more difficult to determine, since the quantification depends both on the specific case, and the level of
explicit knowledge on the field in question. To conclude, out of Shah’s (2003) creative values, quantity
determines the total number of ideas, however - and maybe more interesting - variety, novelty and
quality determine 3 aspects of the content of the ideas. However, the measurement procedures and
examples given by Shah (2003) are very biased towards traditional engineering, and mechanical design,
where functions (and functional groups) and criteria often are clear and relatively easy to define. In
behavioural design, the nature of problem definitions and ideas is more intangible and difficult to divide
into functions - and so, directly transferring the measurement procedures to the creative output of a
behavioural design ideation session may prove difficult, if not impossible.
Chakrabarti (2006) suggests another set of parameters for measuring the creative values of ideas:
Novelty, purposefulness, and resource-effectiveness. Most notably different from Shah’s (2003)
parameters is resource-effectiveness, which aims to measure how well an idea supposedly utilises
available resources to solve the problem most effectively. Arguably, this factor could be covered by
Shah’s (2003) (vaguely explained) quality parameter, but it is nonetheless more specific, and possibly
easier to evaluate. Chakrabarti (2006) is, however, not clear on how to quantify the three aspects. Lastly,
we highlight Kudrowitz & Wallace’s (2012) 5 creative measures: Creative, Clear, Novel, Useful and
Product-worthy, where they suggest that all ideas are rated in each category, on a scale from 0-2, where
0 = no, 1 = somewhat, and 2 = yes. The biggest differences from Shah (2003) and Chakrabarti’s (2006) are
the Creative and Clear measures, that measures if the ideas are perceived to be creative, and if the idea
is well communicated; which arguably are not a direct indicators of the creativeness of an idea.
However, product-worthy defines whether an idea is feasible and marketable, which is not directly
covered by Shah’s (2003) or Chakrabarti’s (2006) creative measures. Lastly, Kudrowitz & Wallace’s (2012)
5 creative measures are much easier to apply in practice, as all categories follow the same scoring
techniques. Especially when scoring intangible ideas from behavioural design projects, developed with
focus on the complex human mind and behaviour, the simple 0-2 range may prove crucial in order to
even be able to score the ideas.
Many researchers, including Shah (2003), Chakrabarti (2006), and Kudrowitz & Wallace’s (2012), agree
that measuring creative values of a pool of ideas is key to be able to increase the explored solution
space. Hence, a lot of different creative measures exist (Dean et. al, 2006). The principles of measuring
creative values, provide a framework for revealing potential gaps in the covered solution space, e.g.
when the variety score of a pool of ideas is low, it will in many cases mean that the solution space is not
fully covered (Shah, 2003). Also, measuring creative values help designers match a specific support tool
to a specific outcome, as discussed in previous section, e.g. if the quantity score is low, it would be an
obvious choice to apply Classic Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953). In other words, measuring creative values
can assist in exploring the matches between support method, design mindset (Andreasen, 2003), and
design task.
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Even though a creative metric is not provided specifically for behavioural design, the principles of
measuring creative values apply to behavioural design ideas as well. Many of the discussed creative
measures have the ability to fit on many types fields of design, since e.g. Shah’s (2003) quality measure
inevitably must, as discussed earlier in this section, be determined in context of the specific project and
project mindset. Hence, quality measures on ideas for interventions in a behavioural design project,
could, amongst other factors, cover aspects of e.g. the percentage of the target audience the intervention
potentially reaches, how robust it potentially is, and the level of risks of distractions.
One thing is knowing that maximising and measuring creative values are key element of a successful
early stage development, and therefore increases the potential for project success (Taylor et. al., 1958),
another is operationalising creativity in practice, which is discussed in the next section.

3.5.3 - Operationalising creativity in ideation
From the previous sections we argue that applying support methods can maximise creative outputs
(e.g. Taylor et. al., 1958), and measuring creative outputs can determine the ‘creativeness’ (creative
values) of the output (e.g. Shah, 2003). Further, measuring creative values can help to identify which
support tools and methods are ideal to combine in order to achieve a wanted output. In this section, we
elaborate more on operationalising creativity in ideation needed to have success with applying support
methods during design projects - with emphasis on early stage development activities.
Creative outputs are usually the result of ideation sessions, typically conducted in design teams in
early stage development (Amabile, 1983), further, Chakrabarti (2006) proposes 3 factors that influence
creativity and the creative output of an ideation session:


flexibility (in thinking): the ability to break existing thinking patterns



knowledge: the level of possessed knowledge specific to the task



motivation: motivation to do the task

All three factors are interconnected, and a high level of creativity (and thereby a high level of creative
output) is gained by aspiring for a high level of knowledge, flexibility and motivation. Again, we take the
Classic Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953) as an example. Classic Brainstorming (Osborn 1953) aims to
facilitate flexibility in thinking by including rules such as: avoid judgements, and all ideas are as valid

as each other. However, Classic Brainstorm (Osborn, 1953) does not facilitate use of or increase in
knowledge. This explains first of all why Classic Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953) is useful for generating a
high quantity of ideas. Further, it explains why ideas generated only with Classic Brainstorming
(Osborn, 1953) does not necessarily result in high quality, novelty or variety, since flexibility of thinking
is only supported implicitly by the tool. In addition, quality, novelty and variety (Shah, 2003) is
dependent on both the skills and mindset (including knowledge and motivation) of the members of the
design team (Andreasen, 2003, and Chakrabarti, 2006), and both are not supported by Classic
Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953). To accommodate this, brainstorming is often combined with other
methods, tools or prompts, in order to facilitate use of and/or increase of knowledge and or motivation.
Especially when designers deal with behavioural design, knowledge is of significant importance since
behaviour mechanisms are key to include in behavioural design (e.g. Tromp et al., 2011). Furthermore,
use of and/or an increase of knowledge is key in order to support flexibility in thinking in behavioural
design ideation activities. However, both flexibility in thinking and knowledge are difficult to obtain in
ideation activities if motivation is not present (Chakrabarti, 2006) - as a high motivation will result in a
higher drive to solve the task at hand (Cameron & Pierce, 1997). Amabile (1998) reflects on the role of
motivation as well in her “3 components of creativity”-model consisting of expertise, creative thinking
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skills, and motivation; much similar to Chakrabarti’s (2006) knowledge, flexibility and motivation.
Further, Amabile (1998) divides motivation into: extrinsic motivation (provided by the context, outside of
the individual), and intrinsic motivation (provided by the individual itself). Lastly, Amabile’s (1998)
research shows that intrinsic motivation has the greatest influence on creativity; people are the most
motivated and creative when they feel rewarded and satisfied by the work itself due to personal interest
(Amabile, 1998). Hence, Amabile’s (1998) findings, reinforces the importance of matching design
activities to design teams with a relevant design mindset (Andreasen, 2003), which is no exception for
behavioural design projects.
Working with design activities is often conducted in teams (Cross, 2008), providing the possibility of
putting together teams with somewhat different mindsets and skills, to increase flexibility in thinking
across the team members, - and thereby increasing the chances of high creative values of the creativity
output (Amabile, 1996). In addition, working in teams makes solving design tasks a team effort, and
research by e.g. Taylor et. al. (1958) shows, that the creative output of ideation sessions is influenced by
whether an ideation tool is used individually or in teams. Research by Mullen, Johnson & Salas (1991)
more specifically shows, that ideation activities conducted in plenum tend to have a lower quantity,
quality and variety, e.g. due to team members priming each other (Purcell & Gero, 2006). Lastly, research
by Nijstad & Stroebe (2006) shows that ideation activities conducted both individually and in plenum
result in overall high creativity, since some access to the ideas of others between individual ideation
activities sparks ideas without blocking flexibility in thinking. This backs up the argument from
previous sections (section 3.51 and 3.5.2) stating that a variety of support tools advantageously can be
applied in design activities in order to obtain different wanted outputs. However, this will in practice
inevitably be ‘a sweet spot of constraining’ Onarheim & Biskjær (2015), Nagai (2016), which the design
teams dynamically must explore with regards to team, skills, mindsets, resources and personal
preferences, - (we return to ‘the sweet spot of constraining’ in section 3.6). In other words;
operationalising creativity in ideation sessions in design teams depends not only on matching a
specific support tool to a specific task, but also to the design team solving the task. In addition, the right
combination of individual and in plenum use of support tools can enable a high level of creativity, by
exploiting different levels of knowledge, flexibility, and motivation of the team members involved.
These points are transferable to behavioural design projects as well, especially since a behavioural
design mindset is needed to redirect the behaviour of others through design solutions, and
understanding the current behaviour pattern and how to break it is essential. Without this knowledge, it
will inevitably be more difficult to create quality ideas with high creative measures in behavioural
design projects, and a support tool for ideation solutions for behavioural design must facilitate both
knowledge, flexibility in thinking, and motivation (Chakrabarti, 2006) - at least to some extend - in order
to be valuable.
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3.5.4 - Main points


In design projects (behavioural design projects included), a high level of creativity and a high
creative output are considered enhancers for project success (e.g. Taylor et al., 1958, and Amabile,
1996). A creative output can be measured on creative values in order to determine ‘creativeness’
of a generated output (e.g. Shah, 2003, and Chakrabarti, 2006), and can thereby function as a
foundation for matching tools with wanted output in an iterative design process



Successfully maximising the creative output is dependent on:
o

a match between supporting tools and the wanted output (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012)

o

a match between type of supporting tools and the design team (Andreasen, 2003, and
Chakrabarti, 2006)

o

a mix of ideation session activities in plenum and individually (Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006)

o

a high level of intrinsic motivation of the individuals and/or the design team (Amabile,
1998)

In section 3.2 and 3.5, we have emphasised the importance of creativity in early stage development,
and further the importance of matching design supports with both design activities and design teams.
Also, we have argued that overall factors as e.g. Chakrabarti’s (2006) knowledge, flexibility in thinking
and motivation are key factors to consider in order to match support tools to design teams. However, we
have not yet elaborated much on how support tools can facilitate an increase in knowledge, flexibility
(in thinking) and motivation. We elaborate thereon by introducing a discussion on constraining in
creativity support in context of behavioural design in the following section.

3.6 - Using constraints in creativity support
In general, constraining is when something is limited by something else, e.g. a deadline or a budget
on a project. Onarheim & Biskjær (2015) define constraints in context of creativity as follows: “ Creativity

constraints are explicit or tacit factors governing what the creative actor/s must, should, can and cannot
do; and what the creative output must, should, can and cannot be ” (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015, p.5). Also
in behavioural design, e.g. Wendel (2014) reflects on this by stating that especially two types of
constraints are important in behavioural design projects; first constraints given by the task at hand,
which is no different from other design projects. Second, Wendel (2014) uses resource constraints of the
target audience, which are key constraints to identify and understand, in order to design solutions that
accommodate the target audience’s ability. Both types of Wendel’s (2014) constraints are important
inputs in ideation activities in behavioural design projects, and are elaborated on further in subsection
3.6.2. Returning to design support in general, constraining often plays a bigger part than first
anticipated, and as Onarheim & Biskjær (2015) imply: constraining is present every time a limiting factor
is introduced. This applies to both more obvious constraints, as examples above with a project deadline
or budget, but of equal importance it applies to less transparent constraints. An example could be the
type of inspiration used in a creative session, which inevitably primes the participants and thereby
influences the ideas generated (Adams, 2001). Another could be constraints used unintentionally, and
even sometimes by mistake e.g. due to underlying expectations or faulty assumptions (Goldschmidt &
Sever, 2010). Constraining is an inevitable factor of any support to design, however, it is seldom a factor
design teams consider as an active activity in their practices (Joyce, 2009; Onarheim & Wiltschnig, 2010).
As with creativity discussed in section 3.5, there is an ongoing discussion on how constraining
enhances and/or inhibits creativity (e.g. Nagai, 2016), what the definition of ‘constraining’ includes in
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context of early stage design activities (e.g. Stokes, 2006), and in general how constraining can be
systemised in order to support creativity in design (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015).
To explore the role of constraining in creativity, we discuss 3 areas of using constraints in creativity,
and contextualise to behavioural design:


Level of constraining:

Covering different opinions on constraining in design, and
different levels of constraining



Type of constraints:

Covering

different

opinions

on

different

types

and

dimensions of constraints and constraining


Operationalising constraining:

Covering different ways of - and opinions on - facilitating
constraints

3.6.1 - Level of constraining
Constraining is an inevitable part of creativity in design (Nagai & Taura, 2015), however researchers do
not agree on the consequences of constraining, or on which levels of constraining are constructive to
the creative output. On one hand, Amabile (1996) argues that imposed constraints (provided by external
stakeholders) reduce the creative output. On the other hand, Stokes (2006, 2007) argues that constraints
in general have the possibility of being creativity enhancers, putting the role of constraints into
question. Where Amabile mainly argues that constraining is inhibiting for creativity, Stokes (2006, 2007)
argues that constraining is mostly creativity enhancing. However, Onarheim & Biskjær (2015), and Nagai
(2016), agree with both Amabile and Stokes (2006, 2007) by emphasising that the role of constraining in
design is not an either/or phenomenon, but rather both/and (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015) in terms of
inhibiting and enhancing creativity. Further, both Onarheim & Biskjær (2015), and Nagai (2016), refer to
‘the sweet spot of constraint’ as being the optimum ‘constrainedness’ in order to achieve the optimum
creative performance, however they do not provide a framework for achieving the sweet spot. To
accommodate their statement, Onarheim and Wiltschnig (2010) have provided ‘the H model’ (A3.6.2.1) as
a rhetorical tool to analyse the present constraints, by giving the design team the task of introducing
constraints and regulating constraints during a project or design activity, by discussion. Also, in
behavioural design Wendel (2014) proposes that discussion of different levels of constraining during the
project can increase creativity, and thereby reduce unnecessary iterations on a design (Vairaktarakis,
1999). However, to obtain the ‘sweet spot of constraining’, a designer must first assess what types of
constraints are of importance to the task at hand, and how to operationalise constraining actively to
achieve ‘the sweet spot’. We elaborate more on this in the following section.

3.6.2 - Type of constraints
Since constraints in design activities are both explicit and/or tacit factors (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015),
they can be divided into in many different categories, in many different ways. Onarheim & Biskjær (2015)
divides constraints into 7 types: individual, social, process, technical, source, domain and purpose.
Further, they argue that each type of constraint, can be characterised in 7 dimensions; articulation,
abstraction, complexity, flexibility, importance, origin and timing. This way of considering constraints
provides a framework for discussing the presence and changes of constraints dynamically during
design project or specific activities, e.g. working with list of requirements (e.g. Cross, 2008), however,
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they are difficult to apply directly in ideation creativity activities. For the purpose of considering and
balancing constraints in ideation, Stokes (2006) and Elster (2000) divides constraints into 3 more overall
types. Elster distinguishes between constraints in creativity through his ‘tripartition of constraints’
(Elster, 2000):


intrinsic constraints: constraints immediately given by the context (or inherited from it)



imposed constraints: constraints provided by external stakeholders



self-imposed constraints: constraints instigated by the individuals themselves

In comparison to Elster (2000), Stokes only (2006) distinguishes between imposed and self-imposed
constraints as overall types of constraints. However, she also argues, that the two types of constraints
can be further categorised in 4 categories: domain, cognitive, variability and talent (Stokes 2006), which
have some similarities to Onarheim & Biskjær’s (2015) 7 types of constraints. Where Onarheim &
Biskjær’s (2015) types and categories of constraints are easier to apply for describing identified
constraints, Elster’s (2000) tripartition focuses more on who and/or where the constraints comes from.
Identifying the source and reason for a constraint is key to being able to iteratively adjusting constraints
and thereby dynamically achieving ‘a sweet spot of constraint’ (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015, and Nagai
2016). In addition, research by Ajit et. al (2008) strengthens the value or achieving ‘the sweet spot of
constraints’ by stating, that using constraining as an active part of design activities, and that it
inevitably influences the creative output. More specifically, Ajit et. al (2008) argues, that either under- or
over-constraining is beneficial for increasing creative values. Over-constraining often results in
unnecessary, unintentionally used constraints that limit the solutions space, and under-constraining
often results in hesitation when making decisions, as all roads potentially are open for exploration, and
thereby blocks creativity. Achieving ‘a sweet spot of constraints’ is beneficial to any design activity
(Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015), and behavioural design activities are no exception. Being able to identifying
different constraints is important, in order to be able to use and constraints dynamically during design
activities. However, in early stage ideation, using different types of constraints actively, impacts the
creative values in various ways (e.g. Cai et. al, 2010). Therefore, it is important to identify and support
constructive combinations of types of constraints, possibilities of dynamic adjustments, and specific
tools and methods. This is elaborated on further in section 3.6.3, where we emphasise the impact of
inspirational stimuli as constraints during ideation activities.

3.6.3 - Operationalising constraining in context of creativity support
Even though constraints seldom are consciously operationalised during design projects (e.g. Joyce,
2009), they are often used in the ideation phase, since they are naturally present as a result of projects
decisions (Elster, 2000). When inspiration is applied in a creative session, e.g. a prompt or analogy as
part of a brainstorm, the inspiration is a constraint priming the designers. Research by Cai et al. (2010)
shows, that designers often use inspirational stimuli, consider it to be especially important in the
ideation phase, and prefer visual over textual stimuli (Cai et al., 2010; Gonçalves et al., 2011). However, Cai
et al. also argue that visual stimuli can both enhance creativity (Cai et. al, 2010), by increasing flexibility
in thinking (Chakrabarti, 2006), and inhibit creativity e.g. by enhancing the risk of fixation (Adams 2001);
similar to the both/and definition of constraining (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015), (Nagai, 2016). Further,
research by Goldschmidt & Sever (2010), and Cardoso & Gonçalves (2012), shows that using textual
stimuli for creative sessions, creativity wise, is a promising alternative to pictorial stimuli, e.g. due to a
more flexible adaption of the text, whereas pictures can be more fixating (Jansson & Smith, 1991). In this
example, the constraint - by the means of an inspirational prompt or analogy - is introduced as a
stimulus for a desired output (e.g. increase flexibility of thinking). The effect of visual versus textual
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stimuli is relevant to behavioural design projects as well, as they are likely to have both text and images
as input to ideations sessions in the form of e.g. case material provided by a client or results from
fieldwork done by the company. It may then be relevant to consider what parts of the case material to
introduce to introduce at what time in the ideation session to e.g. avoid fixation.
Operationalising constraints in creativity to maximise creative values is a complex task, since no
fixed measure on type or amounts of constraints can be applied in order to achieve ‘a sweet spot of
constraint’ (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015). This also applies to behavioural design, where no one has yet
come up with a model for constraints specifically relevant for behavioural design activities. However,
being aware of the functioning of constraints provides an extra dimension when matching design
activity with support methods and design teams, in order to increase creative measures. In other words;
actively exploring, and dynamically varying the amounts and types of constraining in a design process
is an valuable feature of support methods, as it can have a significant, positive impact on ideation and
the creative output. A design tool can therefore advantageously set the framework for relevant
discussions on constraining in the design team, and thereby help facilitate a conscious and dynamic
adjustment of constraints which should increase the chances of staying in the sweet spot of
constraining and maximise creativity. In behavioural design, it is of particular importance to identify
the resource constraint of a target audience (Wendel, 2014), in order to be able to generate feasible ideas
for interventions. In relation, the design team must be able to distinguish between genuine constraints
in context of the behavioural design project, and self-imposed constraints through assumptions.
Implementing an intervention founded on ideas generated from assumptions is at risk of failing, unless
it is correlated to genuine constraints during the development process.

3.6.4 - Main points


Constraints are an inevitable part of any design activity, and constraints can be divided into
overall types and categories (e.g. Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015). Especially Elster’s (2000) tripartition
of constraints, intrinsic, imposed and self-imposed constraints are important to consider in
ideation sessions.



Constraining is often used unconsciously (Goldschmidt & Sever, 2010), however, operationalising
constraints actively can add value to a design project by increasing the chance of achieving a
specific creative outcome by applying specific constraints (and avoiding unnecessary selfimposed constraints).

Constraints will inevitably be a part of any support method (e.g. Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015), also the
ones specific to behavioural design. However, designing a tool that can facilitate a discussion to
identify, and adjust constraints dynamically, is preferred in order to stay in “the sweet spot of
constraint” and maximise creativity. In addition, as mentioned in section 3.4, behaviour theories are
important to implement in a support method specifically developed to behavioural design, in order to
increase knowledge on behaviour (Chakrabarti, 2006). However, implementing behaviour theories is a
trade-off between enhancing and inhibiting creativity due to priming (Adams, 2001). Therefore, we must
consider which behaviour theories to implement by reviewing them in the following section. How to
implement them (and aspects of ethics, discussed in section 3.8) is considered during the development
in chapter 5.
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3.7 - Behaviour theories
As stated in section 3.3, behavioural design is based on social and cognitive psychology theories
(Francis et al., 2009). Hence, in this section a range of both social and cognitive behaviour theories are
discussed. The discussion of 12 behaviour theories in total is divided into 3 main discussions:


Understanding individual factors of behaviour



Understanding social factors of behaviour



Understanding behaviour change

During the discussions, we aim to identify which individual and social factors that influence the
behaviour of people, since inevitably they are the mechanisms the designers either align their designs
with or design against. Also, behaviour change theories are discussed in order to understand the more
overall factors of behaviour change, that go beyond (or intertwine) the individual and social aspect of
behaviour. In other words, we explore and identify what behaviour is, why we behave, and how
behaviour can be changed. All 3 aspects are important to understand when designing interventions,
since interventions should be able to 1) break a current behaviour, and 2) start a new one. In other words,
interventions redirect a behaviour from an unwanted (or non-) behaviour to a wanted behaviour.
The next 3 subsections review and discuss the 12 behaviour theories divided into 3 main discussions
as shown in table 3.7.1.
Table 3.7.1 - Overview of 12 behaviour theories: divided into 3 main discussions, understanding: individual factors of
behaviour, social factors of behaviour, and behaviour change.
Understanding
individual factors
of behaviour theories

AntecedentBehaviourConsequence model
(Miltenberger, 2008)

Dual Process Theory
(two systems)
(Chaiken et al., 1999,
Kahneman, 2011)

Theory of cognitive
Dissonance
(Festinger, 1957)

Theory of Planned
Behaviour
(Ajzen, 1991)

Understanding
social factors of
behaviour theories

Social cognitive
theory on Selfregulation
(Bandura, 1991)

Social Cognitive
Theory (SCT)
(Bandura, 1986)

Social Ecological
Model (SEM)
(Bronfenbrenner,
1986)

Social Identity Theory
(Tajfel et al. 1979;
Tajfel 1982)

Understanding
behaviour
change - theories

Fogg’s 3 factors of
persuasion
(Fogg, 2009)

Nudging
(Thaler & Sunstein,
2008)

Social Responsible
Design Theory
(Tromp et al., 2011)

The Transtheoretical
model
(Prochaska & Velicer,
1997)
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3.7.1 - Understanding individual factors of behaviour
Table 3.7.1.1 shows an overview of the included theories on understanding individual factors of
behaviour.
Table 3.7.1.1 - Overview of included theories for understanding individual factors of behaviour.
Understanding individual factors
of behaviour - theories

Brief Description

Antecedent-BehaviourConsequence (ABC) model
(Miltenberger, 2008)

All behaviour has an antecedent which triggers the behaviour, and results in a
consequence.

Theory of Planned Behaviour
(Ajzen, 1991)

An individual's behaviour and intentions are based on its: attitude towards the
behaviour, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control

Theory of Cognitive Dissonance
(Festinger, 1957)

Having contradictory beliefs or values at the same time can lead to irrational
or contradicting decisions.

Dual Process Theory / Two
Systems
(Chaiken et al., 1999) / (Kahneman,
2011)

Human thinking is divided into two systems: associative and true reasoning
(Chaiken et al., 1999). The theory has been further developed by Kahneman
(2011) to system 1 (unconscious) and system 2 (conscious) thinking.

Miltenberger’s (2008) Antecedent-Behavior-Consequence Model (ABC model) (A3.7.1.1) provides an
overall framework for understanding behaviour by dividing all behaviours into a 3 step process:
antecedent, behaviour and consequence, making the model able to describe all behaviour on an overall
level. For example, a specific person triggers an action in the antecedent, e.g. Jack’s girlfriend is present,
triggering the behaviour: Jack kisses his girlfriend. Another example is a sensory inputs or state of body
that triggers an action, e.g. Jack feels hunger, triggering the behaviour: Jack goes to the kitchen. A third
example is feedback from products triggering an action, e.g. cell phone indicates low battery, triggering
the behaviour: Jack recharges the phone. All 3 examples show a description of a trigger in the
antecedent, leading to behaviour, resulting in a consequence. However, since the model only describes
the overall antecedent, behaviour and consequence, it is difficult to apply in behavioural design - at least
when applied on its own - since it reduces complex human behaviour into 3 linear steps, without
additional analysis.
Where Miltenberger’s (2009) ABC model describes behaviour, Ajzen’s (1991) Theory of Planned

Behaviour model (A3.7.1.2) is more focussed on predicting behaviour. Further, Ajzen (1991) argues that an
expected consequence can be a motivational driver for behaviour. Where Miltenberger argues that only

a learned consequence can prevent the same antecedent and behaviour in the future, Ajzen (1991) argues
that the expectation of an unwanted consequence alone, can be enough for an individual to decide not to
behave in a certain way, in order to avoid the plausible unwanted consequence. In other words, the

Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991) suggests that behaviour cannot be reduced only to a linear
model, but is rather a complex network of intertwined factors that all can be drivers or inhibitors of an
actual behaviour. However Ajzen (1991) does not elaborate much on how the decision making works.
Ajzen’s (1991) Theory of Planned Behaviour provides a relevant dimension to understanding not only
what steps people’s behaviour consists of, as e.g. the ABC model (Miltenberger, 2009) explains, but also
why people behave, and in addition highlights that the intended behaviour is not necessarily identical
to the behaviour performed. Both are crucial factors to consider in behavioural design projects in order
to increase the chance of creating a successful intervention, and in addition to be able to reflect on why
current interventions might not work.
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Festinger’s (1957) Theory of Cognitive Dissonance (A3.7.1.3) also emphasises, that behaviour is based
on complex decision making. Festinger (1957) argues that most individuals will - at least to some extent
- have contradictory beliefs and/or values, which can result in irrational or contradicting decision
making - possibly leading to irrational behaviour. The Theory of Cognitive Dissonance (Festinger, 1957)
is therefore an important theory in context of behavioural design, because it helps explain some of the
irrational decisions that individuals make, typically to justify their unconscious, automatic behaviour.
Automatic behaviour is explained by Chaiken (1999) and Kahneman (2011) in the theory of Dual Process

Thinking (Chaiken, 1999) (A3.7.1.4), and the theory of System 1 and 2 Thinking (Kahneman, 2011)
(A3.7.1.4) respectively. They both provide an overall dimension to decision making by dividing human
behaviour into two systems: system 1 (unconscious, associative) and system 2 (conscious, reasoning).
Further, they explain why behaviour change (or performing a behaviour that is not desired by the
individual itself) can be difficult to achieve through generic design, since decision making of human
beings is more primitive than many would think. Therefore, design solutions aiming to obtain behaviour
change can advantageously consider and exploit system 1 thinking in order to increase chance of
success. The division of system 1 and 2 behaviour (Kahneman, 2011) is key to behaviour design, since a
designer roughly put has two choices. One, the designer can either design against system 1 behaviour,
develop a solution that demands that the target audience is convinced and accept the premises of the
solution, and thereby change behaviour according to the solution - all without being distracted, or
changing their mind in the process. Or two, the designer can develop a solution that exploits the
automatic behaviour patterns of the target audience, increasing the chance of the target audience’s
automatic accept of the solution, and thereby create an automatic or at least perceived effortless
behaviour change. Either way, being aware of which elements of the solution affects system 1, and
which affects system 2 behaviour, is valuable in order to create a successful solution.
Even though factors of behaviour from an individual's perspective are crucial to understand
behaviour, factors from a social perspective play a key part as well. In e.g. Ajzen’s (1991) Theory of

Planned Behaviour, an expectation of a negative consequence can come from observing or being
enlightened by the experiences of others. We explore the role of social factors of behaviour in more
detail in the following subsection.

3.7.2 - Understanding social factors of behaviour
Table 3.7.2.1 shows an overview of the included theories on understanding social factors of behaviour.
Table 3.7.2.1 - Overview of included theories for understanding social factors of behaviour.
Understanding social factors of
behaviour - theories

Brief description

Social cognitive theory on Selfregulation
(Bandura, 1991)

Behaviour is regulated by self-influence in three subfunctions: selfmonitoring, relation to personal standards (and environment), and affective
self-reaction.

Social Cognitive Theory (SCT)
(Bandura, 1986)

Behaviour can be acquired by observing other’s behaviour and their
consequences.

Social Ecological Model (SEM)
(Bronfenbrenner, 1986)

An individual's behaviour is interrelated with the near and far environment.

Social Identity Theory
(Tajfel et al. 1979; Tajfel 1982)

An individual has many social selves, which influence its (especially
intergroup) behaviour.
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Bandura’s (1991) Social Cognitive Theory on Self-Regulation (A3.7.2.1) states that behaviour is subject
to continuous evaluation and regulation by oneself. The regulation is the result of 3 consecutive subfunctions: self-monitoring of the individual’s behaviour and its effects, leading to judgement of the
individual’s behaviour in relation to personal standards (and environmental) factors, leading to affective
self-reaction in the form of positive-/rewarding- or negative-/punishing reactions (or no self-reaction at
all). Also, more generally, Bandura (1986) argues in his Social Cognitive Theory (A3.7.2.2) that human
behaviour is based on personal, behavioural, and environmental influencers. Bandura’s (1986, 1991)
theories are difficult to apply on their own to behavioural design projects, since they describe the social
factors of self-regulation on a very overall level, however, they still provide valuable contributions to the
individual factors of behaviour discussed in section 3.7.1.
Where Bandura (1991) provides a very overall framework in his Social Cognitive Theory on Self-

Regulation, Bronfenbrenner (1986) describes the interrelations between individuals and the
environment in more detail in his Social Ecological Model (A3.7.2.3). Similar to Bandura (1986, 1991),
Bronfenbrenner (1986) argues that interrelations between individuals and the environment influences
the behaviour. The Social Ecological Model (Bronfenbrenner 1986) describes the individual’s placement
in the middle of a circle of environmental layers, e.g. family, spare time activities, neighbours, mass
media, and culture. Bronfenbrenner (1986) argues that the processes between a defined person
(characteristics, age, ability etc.) and its context & time, defines the development (and thereby
behaviour) of an individual. In addition, the Social Ecological Model (Bronfenbrenner, 1986) argues that
behaviour influencers are various, complex, exist in many layers, and are difficult to link to isolated
actions. However not directly applicable in behavioural design project in practice, the Social Ecological

Model (Bronfenbrenner, 1986) describes relationships between an individual and its social context,
which is important to take into account when designing for behaviour change. Further, the Social
Ecological Model (Bronfenbrenner, 1986) is compliant with Tajfel et al. (1979) & Tajfel’s (1982) Social
Identity Theory (A3.7.2.4), describing that an individual has multiple social selves, due to multiple
influencers in different parts of the individual’s environment. For example spending time with one
group of friends compared to another group of friends (which can cause different in-group behaviour), or
in spare time compared to working hours. In other words; the Social Identity Theory (Tajfel et al., 1979;
Tajfel 1982) can be described as a social version of Festinger’s (1957) Theory of Cognitive Dissonance,
described in section 3.7.1, where Festinger (1957) describes that contradicting beliefs/behaviours of an
individual can result in irrational decisions/behaviour. Tajfel et al. (1979) & Tajfel’s (1982) Social Identity

Theory provides important insight when designing for behaviour change, even though behaviour occurs
on an individual level, since the individual’s social context can prevent or promote behaviour, and
thereby behaviour change, depending on which social context the individual is part of when introduced
to an intervention.
Reviewing individual and social factors of behaviour in section 3.7.1 and 3.7.2, reveals that numerous
psychological mechanisms are in play in context of behaviour, however, we are still to discuss them in
detail in context of behaviour change in section 3.7.3.
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3.7.3 - Understanding behaviour change
Table 3.7.3.1 shows an overview of the included theories for understanding behaviour change.
Table 3.7.3.1 - Overview of included theories on behaviour change.
Understanding behaviour change
- theories

Brief description

Fogg’s 3 factors of persuasion
(Fogg, 2009)

Motivation to do the behaviour, the ability to do the behaviour, and a trigger for
the behaviour must co-exist for behaviour to happen.

Nudging
(Thaler et al., 2008)

Influencing decision making of individuals or groups by indirect suggestions
(often unconscious) to try to achieve non-forced compliance.

Social Responsible Design
Theory
(Tromp et al., 2011)

Perceived influencing of behaviour can affect the effectiveness of an
intervention.

The Transtheoretical Model
(Prochaska & Velicer, 1997)

Changes happen in 5 stages: Precontemplation (not ready), Contemplation
(getting ready), Preparation (ready), Action, and Maintenance, before a
behaviour change can happen and a new habit can replace the old.

Fogg’s (2009) 3 factors of persuasion (A3.7.3.1) explains that the likeness of a successful behaviour
change can be explained by the correlation of: motivation - an individual must have a reason to behave,
ability - the individual must be able to perform the action, and triggers - something has to activate the
individual’s desire to behave. Further, Fogg (2009) argues that to create behaviour change the 3 factors
can be used as flexible parameters, however, especially increasing ability can be difficult. In relation,
Fogg (2009) also argues that increasing ability by designing for automatic and/or unconscious behaviour
(similar to Chaiken’s (1999) theory of Dual Process Thinking), has a better chance of succeeding, since
the individual is not confronted with a system 2 decision on whether or not to behave. As stated earlier
in section 3.7.1, considering when and how to design for system 1 or 2 behaviour (Kahneman, 2011) is
important when creating behavioural design solutions, and Fogg’s (2009) 3 factors of persuasion
provides a framework for considering the motivation and ability of a target audience. In addition, it
highlights the need for a trigger to (potentially) activate behaviour change.
Where Fogg’s (2009) 3 factors of persuasion explains behaviour change factors in ways that remind of
Chaiken’s (1999) Dual Process Thinking, the Nudging theory (Thaler et al., 2008) is directly built upon it.

Nudging (Thaler et al., 2008) - in its overall basis - is creating behaviour change by implementing an
intervention that exploits the system 1 thinking of individuals. Fogg’s (2009) 3 factors of persuasion and
Nudging (Thaler et al., 2008) can be seen as two sides of the same thing; where Fogg’s (2009) 3 factors of
persuasion provides a theoretical framework, and Nudging (Thaler et al., 2008) is a more practical
perspective of behaviour change. Hence, Nudging (Thaler et al., 2008) is one of the most directly applied
theories in behavioural design, since behavioural design focuses on creating and implementing
interventions to change behaviour. However, where Nudging (Thaler et al., 2008) (at least in theory)
focuses on automatic behaviour exclusively, behavioural design, although emphasising automatic
behaviour, to some extend also deals with conscious behaviour. The boundary between conscious and
unconscious behaviour is more difficult to distinguish between in practice than in theory, since
behaviour in practise often is partly based on conscious and unconscious decision making. Even though
being directly applied in behavioural design projects in practice in terms of discussing if and when to
nudge, the theory does not come with supporting methods or tools, and is therefore difficult to apply
directly to the early stage development phase to decide on how to nudge.
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Where both Fogg’s (2009) 3 factors of persuasion and Thaler et. al’s (2008) Nudging theory do not
emphasise the actions linked to an individual’s meeting with an intervention (besides that it must
happen in order to create behaviour change), the Social Responsible Design Theory (Tromp et al., 2011)
(A3.7.3.2) does. It emphasises that the perception of being influenced has an impact on how the
individual reacts to it. In addition, the Social Responsible Design Theory (Tromp et al., 2011) argues, that
an intervention must more than simply exist to become successful, it must also be designed to act in an
optimum way to fit the target audience’s expectations in order to eliminate unwanted counter-reactions.
This again, highlights the importance of considering whether a solution targets conscious or
unconscious behaviour, and in addition highlights the importance of successful intervention design (in
relation to a target audience) as a key part of successful behavioural design.
Lastly, where both Fogg’s (2009) 3 factors of persuasion and Nudging (Thaler et al., 2008) focus more
on behaviour change as a standalone activity, the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997)
(A3.7.3.3) looks at behaviour change on a higher level, as a long-term 5 stage process (with a timeframe
of days to years). The main difference between the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997)
and the 3 other theories discussed in this section is that it is more focused on self-selected behaviour
change, e.g. individuals who wish to stop smoking. Hence, the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska &
Velicer, 1997) is mostly focused on being a system 2 behaviour change tool to understand the process of
behaviour change. Nevertheless, the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997) can add to e.g.
Fogg’s (2009) 3 factors of persuasion by providing a focus on the ability of the target audience in relation
to where in the 5 stages the target audience is or perceive themselves to be, providing valuable insight
to the kind of intervention needed in order to create successful behaviour change.
Changing the behaviour of others is a discussed area, since it can be considered morally incorrect. We
briefly discuss the ethical perspective of behavioural design in section 3.8, after listing main point and
conclusions from section 3.7.1-3.7.3.

3.7.4 - Main points
There are multiple theories in the field of both cognitive and social psychology that explain essential
mechanisms of human behaviour, and therefore are relevant to implement (at least partially) in a
support method for behavioural design, however, they have to be transformed into more practical
activities applicable for industry.


Since behavioural design focuses on solutions for changing behaviour, models and theories to
untwine and understand the complexity of human behaviour, e.g. system 1 and 2 thinking
(Kahneman, 2011), are essential to create a successful solution.



Understanding that behaviour is: a chain of actions consisting of antecedents and consequences,
influenced both by the individual’s own thoughts and actions (Miltenberger, 2008), and the
physical and social context around them (e.g. Bronfenbrenner, 1986), - and is based on partial
conscious and unconscious decision making (e.g. Kahneman, 2011), is key when designing for
behaviour change. In addition, it highlights the importance of matching types of interventions to a
specific target audience and context of behaviour in order to increase the success of the
intervention due to reactions of the target audience (Tromp et. al, 2011) and thereby the success of
the behaviour change designed for.

Now, having identified valuable theoretical aspects of behaviour theories to include in a flexible
ideation tool for behavioural design projects, we are still to consider an ethical perspective of
behavioural design, in section 3.8.
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3.8 - Ethics in context of behavioural design
All designers, regardless of field of design, are entrusted with a social responsibility, and are required
to understand how products and systems influence the context of which they exist in, e.g. product life
cycles, infrastructure and individual factors (M. Andreasen, M. Hansen & P. Cash, 2015). Even though
ethical perspectives are often dictated by laws and standards, doing the right thing according to the law
is not always the same as being perceived positively in context of ethics from the population's point of
view, which many companies are interested in being. In addition, the field of behavioural design is built
upon Nudging (Thaler et al., 2008) theories, where ethics are widely discussed (Selinger & Whyte, 2011).
There exist multiple ways in which designers can incorporate and discuss different ethical
perspectives as part of their design practices. Here, 3 different ways are highlighted:


Design Principles by Pahl and Beitz (2007) that amongst guidelines on clarity and simplicity of
design provide a ‘safety’ guideline focusing on preventing environmental issues and accidents.



Use of mottoes, where e.g. Google, uses “Don’t be Evil” (Morozov, 2011), which works as an overall
moral compass for the company when e.g. designing search algorithms and developing business
plans. However, Google is occasionally accused for not living up to their motto (Morozov, 2011),
which in the end can hurt their brand by enforcing the dissatisfaction due to operating against
their own motto, instead of ‘just’ operating unethically.



Liu (2003) provides a two dimensional matrix (good /right vs. bad / wrong, and unattractive /
displeasing vs. attractive, pleasing), which can be used as a framework to considering ethical
perspectives of a product or system.

In context of behavioural design, Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander (1999) have made 8 principles of
Persuasive Technology Design, which they refer to as an appeal to rational and ethical thinking, shown
in table 3.8.1.
Table 3.8.1 - 8 Principles of Persuasive Technology Design (Berdichevsky & Neuenschwander, 1999)
1

The intended outcome of any persuasive technology should never be one that would be deemed unethical if
the persuasion was to be undertaken without the technology or if the outcome occurred independently of
persuasion.

2

The motivations behind the creation of a persuasive technology should never be such that they would be
deemed unethical if they lead to more traditional persuasion.

3

The creators of a persuasive technology must consider, contend with, and assume responsibility for all
reasonably predictable outcomes of its use.

4

The creator of a persuasive technology must ensure that it regards the privacy of users with at least as much
respect as they regard their own privacy.

5

Persuasive technologies relying on personal information about a user to a third party must be closely
scrutinised for privacy concerns.

6

The creators of a persuasive technology should disclose their motivations, methods, and intended outcomes,
except when such disclosure would significantly undermine an otherwise ethical goal.

7

Persuasive technologies must not misinform in order to achieve their persuasive end.

8

The Golden Rule of Persuasion: The creator of a persuasive technology should never seek to persuade a
person or persons of something they themselves would not consent to be persuaded to.
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In addition to their 8 Principles of Persuasive Technology Design, Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander
(1999) state that humans are free, moral agents, pointing out that persuaders (no matter persons or
companies) working with active persuasion (having a persuasive intent) always have an ethical
responsibility. However, even though humans are considered un-morally persuadable, they still operate
within freedom of choice. Those who are less approving of the principles of nudging (Thaler et al, 2008)
critique persuasive technology for being able to force people to act against their will (Selinger & Whyte,
2011), however, as e.g. Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander (1999) argue, that is either the intent of
behavioural design, or possible to do only by persuasive technology. In contrast, the behavioural design
mindset focuses on the research by e.g. Kahneman (2011) showing, that everything around us are
potential primers, and that a human makes thousands of unconscious decisions based on those
primings. Therefore, it is important to consider and be aware of how the solutions designers develop can
potentially prime - even though people cannot be forced to do anything they deep down would not
vouch for (Sunstein, 2015) - especially in behavioural design, even though relevant in all fields of design,
where the solutions coexists with human users.
Principles similar to Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander’s (1999) 8 Principles of Persuasive
Technology Design can function as guidelines both on being morally correct, however, also as an
enhancer for design success, since a consideration on the targets audiences reactions towards a
solution helps designers avoid including unnecessarily unpleasant features. In other words, considering
ethical aspects when doing behavioural design is not only something that should be done for moral
reasons, but also because it can have a positive effect on the designed solutions and their chances of
success.

3.9 - Conclusion and key takeaways
To sum up, main conclusions and key takeaways from the literature review are listed:
 Matching support methods to design projects, -teams, current situations, and wanted outputs, has
a positive impact on the creative output of early stage development (e.g. Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012;
Andreasen, 2003; and Chakrabarti, 2006). High creative values, and a thorough detailing in the
early stage development phases reduce the risk of numerous, costly iterations of a solution later in
the design process (e.g. Port, 1998), and in worst case withdrawals. Therefore, appropriate support
methods are key to aid the overall design process, and especially the outcome from early stage
development has a significant influence on the success of the overall project; making support
methods for early stage development a potential and relevant choice for improving design
solutions.
 Facilitating the active and dynamic use of constraints (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015) in a design tool
is preferred in order to maximise the creative output (e.g. Chakrabarti, 2006) in diverse company
or project cases. In other words; it is important that a design tool supports flexible use of the tool
content, in order to make it valuable to diverse companies and cases.
 Numerous types of design support methods exist in the field of design, and typically a ‘chain’ of
different support methods is used during a development project to support different design
activities (e.g. Andreasen, Mogensen & Cash, 2015). This also applies to behavioural design,
however, the number of support methods developed specifically for behavioural design is limited.
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 The existing support methods developed specifically to support behavioural design activities, are
either: difficult to apply in practice, have a very overall or broad scope, or are narrow and limited
in terms of their practical applicability. In addition, only a few of them support ideation, and the
few that do (Design with Intent Cards (Lockton et al., 2010; website 6), Behaviour Strategy Cards
(Pfarr, 2014, website 7), and the Reference Cards as part of the Brains, Behaviour and Design
Toolkit (2010, website 5)), do not explicitly link the ideation activities to other activities in the
later project phases. Lastly, none of the support methods for ideation include ethics as an explicit
factor, even though guidelines already exist (8 principles of Persuasive Technology Design,
(Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander, 1999)), and that an ethical framework is very relevant to
behavioural design, since it involves nudging (Thaler et al, 2008) principles.
 Lastly, it is essential to incorporate relevant cognitive and social psychological theories in a
support tool specifically developed for behavioural design. This increases the use of tacit
knowledge, and implements a behavioural design mindset, which thereby increases the potential
for quality and well-founded solutions that take advantage of the nature of human behaviour
rather than working against it.
In the preceding sections we have established a theoretical foundation for the relevant aspects of a
design tool developed specifically to support early stage development activities of behavioural design
projects. Based on the findings in the literature review, it can be considered essential for the tool to
include both an element of analysis of the design problem, and an element of ideation facilitation of
high creative values. However, the actual needs, problems and the current situation of the behavioural
design industry are still unknown to us at this point. For this reason we find it relevant to conduct a
series of observations in industry. The procedure, results, findings, and conclusions of these are
reviewed in the following chapter.
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4 - OBSERVATIONS
OF CURRENT
PRACTICES
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4.1 - Introduction to observations of current practices
In chapter 3 we have concluded that an ideation support tool aiming at early stage development is a
relevant addition to the already existing support methods in the field of behavioural design. However,
the specific content, structure, and functionality of the tool needed in order to best aid early stage
behavioural design activities in practice still remain unclarified. Therefore, we conduct a series of
observations in industry to:
1.

Understand existing practices for ideation in a behavioural design company (/Kl.7, ref. C).

2.

Determine what could be improved in terms of creativity aid, inclusion of behavioural theories,
and overall flow of the creative sessions, by combining theory (chapter 3) and practice.

4.2 - Context, setup and analysing methods
In the next three subsections, context, setup and analysing methods for the observations of current
ideation practices in behavioural design consultancy /KL.7, are described.

4.2.1 - Context
The observations of current practice was conducted at the Danish consultancy company /KL.7, which
is the largest consultancy in Denmark working primarily with behavioural design, consisting of approx.
15 employees. /KL.7 assists clients with data driven behaviour analysis and development of behavioural
design solutions, and has a wide variety of clients ranging from municipalities to private companies in
different fields of work. /KL.7 conducts 3 types of ideation sessions, where multiple employees ideate
together:


Internal ideation sessions, for assigned tasks or for bidding rounds.



External ideation sessions, for assigned tasks where the client and/or other stakeholders are
included as externals in the ideation session.



48 hour behaviour-audit ideation sessions, where /KL.7 is hired to do a quick behaviour analysis
and/or quickly come up with early stage proposals for behavioural design solutions.

One of the observed ideation sessions was a 48 hour behaviour audit (observation 1), and 4 were
internal ideation sessions for assigned tasks or bidding rounds (observation 2-5).

4.2.2 - Setup
All the ideation sessions were observed in /KL.7’s conference room. The sessions were filmed, and we
did not intervene or participate in any way other than being present in the back of the room. In addition,
we took notes during sessions on designated observation papers.

See appendix 4.2.2.1 for digital

versions - note that client sensitive information has been removed due to non-disclosure agreements.
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4.2.3 - Analysing methods
The qualitative data was primarily collected during observation sessions, and translated to the digital
versions of the designated observation papers (appendix A4.2.2.1), emphasising general structure,
employee roles and staging in general. The quantitative data was primarily captured on camera, and
translated to quantification spreadsheets (A4.2.3.1), emphasising:


Employees present



Level of documentation



Creative values generated through the observed sessions (quantity, variety (Shah, 2003) and
feasibility (Kudrowitz & Wallace’s, 2012)

We measure quantity according to Shah (2003), as the total number ideas generated in the session. In
addition, we calculate quantity per hour to account for different lengths of ideation sessions. Where
Shah (2003) measures variety on a list of key functions e.g. motion type, control mechanism etc., we
measure variety on an overall novelty level, where the variety score is measured as the number of novel
ideas generated in a session. Each idea is given a uniqueness number, where the first idea receives 1,
and the next significantly different idea receives 2. If the idea is not significantly different, it receives
1.1. The variety score clusters the ideas that are closely related (e.g. 9, 9.1, 9.2, 9.3). The total variety score
is the highest whole uniqueness number given in a session.
Out of Shah’s (2003) 4 parameters for measuring creativity (section 3.5), we exclude quality and
novelty from our data analyses, since we have little insight on the cases in question, and are therefore
difficult for us to score. In addition, the quality of interventions on idea stage is difficult to judge, since it
is typically based on assumptions, and needs testing to clarify a meaningful quality measure. This is
also implied from Durazo & Hartlev’s (2015) development phase, where interventions are developed
through iterative testing to improve the quality of the solution (section 3.3.1). Instead, we include
Kudrowitz & Wallace’s (2012) feasibility score (section 3.5.2). Each idea is given a feasibility score of
either 0 = not at all feasible, 1 = feasible with modifications and some development, or 2 = feasible right
away, - very similar to Kudrowitz & Wallace’s (2012) 0 = no, 1 = somewhat, and 2 = yes. The total feasibility
score is calculated as the average feasibility of all ideas in each session.
Where quantity and variety is a straightforward measure, feasibility is more of a judgement, which
will depend on how the ideas are perceived by the people scoring the ideas. Therefore, it is important to
note, that we alone have applied the creative measures used in the analyse.

4.3 - Findings
The observations of current practices provide a total of 5 hours, 43 minutes and 54 seconds of video
material. The cases inputted in each of the 5 observed ideation sessions were all phrased by clients and
very different in nature, and therefore not directly comparable. According to Simon Bentholm at /KL.7,
almost all their cases are different, and therefore the data provides a realistic section of the real-world
practice at /KL.7. Even though the metrics of the generated ideas in each ideation session are not
directly comparable, we look for overall patterns in the total results. The table below provides a selected
overview of the data collected from both the observation papers (A4.2.2.1) and the quantification
spreadsheets (A4.2.3.1).
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Table 4.3.1 - Baseline observation data. Note: each /KL.7 employee has been assigned an employee number, which is
used for anonymity reasons. CP = Current Practice.
Observation
number

/KL.7
employees
attending
[Employee no.]

Length of
ideation
session

Total
quantity
of ideas

Total
quantity
of ideas
pr. hour

Total
variety
of ideas

Total
variety
of ideas
pr. hour

Avg.
feasibility
of ideas

Documented
ideas
[%]

CP-1

1, 4, 5, 6

01:32:26

30

19.5

19

12.5

1.60

40

General observations: Vague written agenda. Case and desired outcome from ongoing activities were
discussed during the ideation session. Ideation in plenum without use of specific support tools.
CP-2

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9

00:53:16

13

14.5

8

9.5

1.46

8

General observations: No written agenda, no ‘at end of session’- sum up. Case and desired outcome
from ongoing activities were discussed during the ideation session. Ideation in plenum without use
of specific support tools.
CP-3

1, 2, 4, 5, 6

00:54:25

30

33

16

17.5

1.57
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General observations: Vague written agenda, no ‘at end of session’- sum up. Case and desired outcome
from ongoing activities were discussed during the ideation session. Ideation in plenum without use
of specific support tools. Employee 5 arrives at approx. time 00:29:45.
CP-4

2, 3, 9

00:58:20

14

14.5

12

12.5

1.64

29

General observations: Clear agenda, no ‘at end of session’- sum up. Case and desired outcome from
ongoing activities were discussed during the ideation session. A 5 minutes break was introduced at
approx. time 00:27:00. Ideation in plenum without use of specific support tools.
CP-5

1, 2, 3

01:25:27

57

40

29

20.5

1.47

84

General observations: Clear written agenda. Case and desired outcome from ongoing activities were
discussed during the ideation session. Ideation only in plenum, no support tools used.

Figure 4.3.1 shows the difference in total quantity and total variety of ideas for each of the 5 sessions.
Note that quantity and variety is calculated pr. hour to account for different lengths of ideation sessions.

Figure 4.3.1 - Bar chart showing quantity of ideas per hour, and variety of ideas per hour (novel ideas/h) for each of
the 5 observations.
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We see that the difference between quantity per hour and variety per hour varies a lot. E.g. in
observation 3 and 5, where approx. half of the ideas are not unique, and simply variations of already
generated ideas, whereas in observation 4 most of the ideas are unique and unlike the other ideas from
the session. This on its own does not tell us much, except that it can imply that:


The creative measures of the 5 observed current practices vary a lot in terms of both total
quantity and variety per hour, even though all 5 are lacking in structure, all ideation has been
conducted in plenum, and no supporting methods or tools have been applied.



The level of fixation (Adams, 2001) (section 3.6) is seemingly higher in the sessions where
quantity/h is high, and variety/h is low (observation 3 and 5).



The potential solution space might have been explored more in the sessions where the ratio
between total quantity and variety is low (Chakrabarti, 2006) (observations 1, 2 and especially 3).
However, since the total quantity of ideas is relatively low, it can be questionable to conclude
that the solution space is well explored in practice.

Analysing further, we are interested in the relation between total quantity of ideas and total quantity
of documented ideas, since one thing is generating a high number of ideas, but resources can be lost if
the ideas are not captured (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). Figure 4.3.2, shows the relation between total
quantity of ideas and total quantity of documented ideas.

Figure 4.3.2 - Bar chart showing relation between total quantity of ideas and total quantity of documented ideas of
each of the 5 observations.

We note that there is a large difference in quantity of ideas between the 5 sessions. This can be the
result of various factors e.g. different complexity of cases, different number of people participating and
who is participating, length of ideation session amongst other factors. In addition, we note the large
difference in the percentage of documented ideas, ranging from hardly any documentation in
observation 2, to quite comprehensive documentation in observation 5. Overall, all observed sessions
show a loss of ideas due to lack of documentation, resulting in a potential loss of creative resources
(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). In addition, it can cause trouble with backtracking the outcome of project
activities, which can be of value to the company, as they multiple times during our time with them
referred to ideas from old projects during the ideation sessions, e.g. “ maybe we can use the same

mechanisms as we did in the project with [censored]”, expressed by employee 2 in session 4. Going
forward with this finding, we explore how the average feasibility of the generated ideas is affected by
the lack of documentation, by exploring the differences in average feasibility of documented and
undocumented ideas, figure 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.3.3 - Bar chart showing the average feasibility of documented and undocumented ideas respectively from
each of the 5 observations. *Note: the feasibility rating of the documented ideas in observation 2 is based on only 1
idea.

The average feasibility of undocumented ideas is neither much higher nor much lower than the
average feasibility of documented ideas - and in general they all rate quite high at around 1.5. This
shows that a lot of feasible ideas are left undocumented which, in theory, results in a creative loss to the
company (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). Since we cannot decline that the perceived feasibility of the idea by
the employees correlates to whether an idea is documented or not, we briefly look to the roles of the
participating employees to see if it reveals any plausible explanations. See appendix A4.3.3.1 for
additional data; however, the main findings will be discussed in the section below.
During our time at /KL.7 we observed 3 overall roles at the ideation sessions:


Facilitators (F), who are charge of the case, briefs participants, and controls the flow of the
session.



Documenters (D), who writes down ideas either on paper or on whiteboard.



Regular participants who are part of the session.

We observed that the facilitating employee is always both facilitator and documenter. In addition,
some employees generate (or share) a very low number of ideas in some sessions, and especially
interesting in observation 2, where 3 out of 7 employees do not generate (or share) any ideas. This
reveals potential unused resources to the company, which according to creativity theories (section 3.5)
could be explained by 1) the lack of support methods and tools in the ideation sessions (e.g. Andreasen,
Mogensen & Cash, 2015), and 2) only conducting ideation activities in groups/plenum (Mullen, Johnson &
Salas, 1991).
Finally we observed a trade-off between the amounts of time that could be spend on the different
activities of the ideation sessions - several times the facilitator had to cut off discussion or ideation
because they were out of time or because there had to be time for other activities.
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4.4 - Conclusion and key takeaways
To sum up, conclusions and key takeaways from the observations of current practices are listed:


The cases /KL.7 works with are very different from each other, the amount of data and level of
detail on project cases provided by clients are varying. That means, that a support method for
ideation must - at least to some extend - accommodate varying inputs, in order to be valuable for
/KL.7.



/KL.7 only uses group ideation in their ideation sessions, resulting in a potential loss of creative
resources (Purcell & Gero, 2006). In addition, 3/7 employees did not share any ideas in observation
2, which might be a direct result of using only group ideation compared to individual ideation
activities, or a mix, as discussed in section 3.5.



Further, there is a potential loss of creative resources from /KL.7’s ideation sessions due to a lack
of documentation (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012), especially since the average feasibility of documented
and undocumented ideas are approx. the same. Further, a lack of documentation can cause trouble
if backtracking or recalling of project activities and/or outcomes is desired. One of the reasons for
the lack of documentation can be routed in the observed roles of the participating employees,
since the facilitators always are documenters as well. This reveals a need for facilitating
documentation of ideation outcomes at /KL.7, which advantageously can be somewhat included in
the developed support tool.

The observations from current practice at /KL.7 provide us with valuable insight on the needed
content, structure, and functionality of an ideation tool developed specific to behaviour design projects.
First, the observations reveal that working with behaviour change is complex, and almost every case is
different from each other. This can explain why no support tools for ideation are currently used
structurally at /KL.7, since the available support tools (section 3.4), are difficult to apply in a flexible way.
Second, the less knowledge available for the specific cases and target audience involved, the more
difficult it is to ideate and judge solutions, and therefore discussion becomes a big part of the ideation
session. This implies, that an ideation tool for behavioural design (besides contributing to ideation of
interventions) advantageously can be designed to 1) work with various types of behaviour change cases,
and 2) facilitating a structured discussion accompanying the ideation activities.
Finally, the very limited amount of time /KL.7 has available for their ideation sessions results in a
tight schedule with limited opportunity to use ideation- and design tools. With ample amounts of time
the employees at /KL.7 could likely benefit from using a wide variety of tools in their ideation, but
because of the tight schedule this is not an option in reality. In the designing of a tool to support the
early stages of behavioural design projects, the time limitation should therefore be kept in mind and
accounted for.
Based on the conclusions above from a practical perspective, together with the theoretical
conclusions from Chapter 3, we list requirements as foundation for the development of the support tool
(table 5.2.1, section 5.2.1) in the next chapter.
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5 - TOOL
DEVELOPMENT
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5.1 - Introduction to tool development
Based on findings in the literature review (chapter 3) and observations of current practices (chapter 4)
we developed the Intervention Design Tool by implementing multiple design methods and tools in the
tool development phase. An overall overview of the development phase can be seen in figure 5.1.1.

Figure 5.1.1 - Overview of Tool Development Phase

The next two subsections explain the tool activities in more detail in the early stage development
(ideation and conceptualisation) and late stage development (development workshop) respectively.
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5.2 - Ideation and conceptualisation
We started the tool development with a list of tool requirements (constraints) (section 3.6), see table
5.2.1.
Table 5.2.1 - Overall requirements based on findings from the literature review (chapter 3) and observations of
current practices (chapter 4)
Must have

Nice to have

Theoretical foundation in behaviour theories

Facilitation of documentation

Facilitation of structured ideation

Options of customising features in order to fit diverse
companies / projects

Facilitation of exploring a large solution space
Facilitation of working actively with constraining
Facilitation of discussions that potentially spark the
use of tacit knowledge
Options of both group and individual ideation
activities

Strong relations to other design activities in a behavioural
design project
Valuable to both project cases with tangible and
intangible solution spaces
Valuable to designers and engineers who are not
behavioural design experts

First, we created an ideation matrix covering the theoretical points from 3 key aspects of creativity
(section 3.5) and constraining in creativity (section 3.6) in the top row, and 4 key aspects of behavioural
design (section 3.3 and 3.4). We used the creativity matrix to ideate features of the tool in each of the
combinations of key creativity and constraint aspects, and key behavioural design aspects.

Figure 5.2.1 - Ideation matrix with 4 key aspects from behavioural design at the left, and 6 key aspects from
creativity and constraining theories. Ideas for each corresponding combination were written on post-its.
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In order to create a strong concept for the support tool, we explored the solution space by creating 3
main focus areas (clusters) as a framework for combining the ideas generated with the ideation matrix
above. We break the overall focus areas into three, since creating concepts that have strengths in all
areas at once is a difficult task. With this approach we end up with different concepts that possess
significant strengths in at least one of the 3 clusters below:
1)

Focusing on strengths from ideation support tool mechanisms and forms, in combination with
meeting the tool requirements (table 5.2.1).

2) Focusing on strengths from creativity and constraining theory, in combination with meeting
the tool requirements (table 5.2.1).
3) Focusing on strengths for analysing behaviour and designing interventions, in combination
with meeting the tool requirements (table 5.2.1).
From this approach, we ended up with 9 different concepts, explained in section 5.2.1.

5.2.1 - Concepts
In cluster 1, focusing on generic ideation support tool mechanisms and forms, four concepts were
created: “Game”, “Guided Brainstorm”, “Checklist” and “Ideation Cards”. The concepts are briefly
explained in table 5.2.1.1, and visualized in figure 5.2.1.1.
Table 5.2.1.1 - Overview and brief explanation of the four concepts generated in cluster 1.
CLUSTER 1

Focusing on generic ideation support tool mechanisms and forms
CONCEPT 1
“Game”

CONCEPT 2
“Guided brainstorm”

CONCEPT 3
“Checklist”

CONCEPT 4
“Ideation cards”

Uses games as a media
for facilitating the tool
activities. Should
improve the motivation
of the participants by
being fun to use.

All tool activities are
facilitated as brainstorms. The
tool provides specific guidance
for the brainstorms. When
ideating interventions,
different constituents of
interventions are combined in
brainstorms.

Tool activities are
mediated as a checklist
of info to input, and
things to consider, etc.
Brings structure to the
process and makes sure
no steps are missed.

Uses cards in different
categories to facilitate
each activity in the tool.
Relevant cards are chosen
along the way, and used in
the end to ideate
interventions.
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Figure 5.2.1.1 - Cluster 1: concept 1-4

In cluster 2, three concepts were created: “Maximising Creative Output”, “Anti-Fixation”, and
“Dynamic Sweet Spot”.
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Table 5.2.1.2 - Overview and brief explanation of the three concepts generated in cluster 2.
CLUSTER 2

Focusing on creativity and constraints theories
CONCEPT 5
“Maximising Creative Output”

CONCEPT 6
“Anti-Fixation”

CONCEPT 7
“Dynamic Sweet Spot”

Aims specifically at maximising
creative values of output - partly
by using active measuring of
ideas as an incorporated part of
the tool.

Strives to reduce fixation as much
as possible by keeping options open
and numerous, and by forcing
participants to combine aspects in
many ways.

Concept focusing on constraining, and
aiming at staying in “the sweet spot” by
allowing participants to actively vary on
the level of different constraints within
the tool.

Figure 5.2.1.2 - Cluster 2: concept 5-7
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In cluster 3, two concepts were created: “Behaviour Analyser”, and “Intervention Designer”.
Table 5.2.1.3 - Overview and brief explanation of the two concepts generated in cluster 3.
CLUSTER 3

Focusing on key elements of behavioural design: analysing behaviour, and designing interventions
CONCEPT 8
“Behaviour Analyser”

CONCEPT 9
“Intervention Designer”

Focuses on thoroughly analysing the project case by
creating a comprehensive behaviour chain and
matching it with detailed target audience
information. Ideation is in the form of classic
brainstorming.

Focuses on ideation and intervention design. Very basic
information on the project case is filled out. Ideation;
combining different aspects from behaviour theory with
different medias to generate ideas - and combining these
ideas to ideate further.

Figure 5.2.3.1 - Cluster 3: concept 8 and 9

In order to identify significant strengths, and discuss possibilities, each concept was scored on 20
parameters in an evaluation matrix, covering 4 main topics:


Staging, covering: levels of structure, intuitiveness, need of tool specific artefacts, and group use
vs. individual use (chapter 3).



Creativity, covering: how well the concepts enhance creative measures (Shah, 2003), antifixation, increasing explorations of solution space, skill and motivation (section 3.5 and 3.6).



Constraining, covering: levels of flexibility of constraining and active use of imposed and selfimposed constraints (section 3.6).



Behaviour theories, covering: implementation of behaviour theories for defining a target
behaviour and target audience, and for exploring intervention strategies, intervention design
and context (section 3.3, 3.4 and 3.7).
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The scores can be seen in appendix A5.2.1.1, however not surprisingly; they all have strengths and
limitations, and received an overall score between 46 and 64 out of 100. Hence, to develop a strong tool,
the strengths from the 9 concepts were combined into one, overall tool to go forward with. Figure 5.2.1.4
illustrates the basic ideas from the 9 concepts that were used in the creation of the final concept (from
now on referred to as the basic concept of the Intervention Design Tool).

Figure 5.2.1.4 - Combining the 9 concepts into one basic concept.

The basic concept of The Intervention Design Tool is described in detail in the following section.

5.2.2 - The basic concept of the Intervention Design Tool
Combining concept features can be difficult, since one thing is having strong individual parts that
work in other concepts, another is combining them into a new, coherent concept without creating
unnecessary complexity. To tackle this challenge, we took the basic foundations of the strong parts and
modified them slightly in order to create a better link between tool activities in the new concept (the
basic concept of the Intervention Design Tool). The basic concept of the Intervention Design Tool ended
up consisting of 4 overall steps described in table 5.2.2.1, and illustrated in figure 5.2.2.1.
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Table 5.2.2.1 - The overall steps and initial content of the basic concept. Note: this is not equal to the final tool - this
is the tool stage before going into development workshops.
1 – CLARIFY

2 - ANALYSE

3 - IDEATE

4 - EVALUATE

Set project frames

Map current behaviour

Ideate interventions

Filter, build on, and evaluate
Ideas

General text boxes for
project case and goal.
Picking out relevant
factors by target
audience cards to
discuss target audience
and physical context of
behaviour.

General text box to
determine current unwanted
behaviour. Mapping current
behaviour in a step by step
chain of actions, for
discussing the current
situation and opening up the
solution space.

Inspirational ideation
poster with priming words
in 3 groups: behaviour
means, ways to trigger and
trigger channels, to inspire
aspects of interventions
during brainstorming.

Checklist, providing a list of
factors to discuss generated
ideas, and inspire relevant
changes to the ideas in order
to make them realistic
within the frame of the
project case.

Figure 5.2.2.1 - Illustration of overall steps of the basic concept of the Intervention Design Tool.

Having a concept that is strong in theory is not the same as having a concept that is ready to
implement in industry, therefore we conducted a list of development workshops to improve the basic
concept of the Intervention Design tool before introducing it to industry. The development workshops
are described in the following section.

5.3 - Development workshops
To determine which functions of the basic concept of the Intervention Design Tool that work in
practice and which need iterations (or replacements) in order to keep the tool flexible, functional and
avoid unnecessary complexity, 9 development workshops were held with students and experts (in
separate workshops). The workshops were grouped in 5 main types as outlined in table 5.3.1, with
between 1 and 5 workshops of each type.
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Table 5.3.1 - Types of development workshops.
TYPE

1

2

3

4

5

MAIN AGENDA

Determine
company interest
of the concept

Improve tool
activities and
tool flow

Explore dynamics
of individual vs.
group use

Tool scalability
and staging of
tool activities

Explore use off
behaviour theories
in the concept

WORKSHOPS
INCLUDED

1, 2

3, 4, 5, 6, 7

5, 7

8

9

STUDENT /
EXPERTS
INVOLVED

Experts,
consultants from
/KL7 and DELTA

Students, D&I,
DTU

Students, D&I,
DTU

Expert, DTU
researcher

Student,
Psychology, KU

In type 1 of the development workshops, we emphasised clarifying the interest of two companies in
industry, /KL.7 [C], Danish behavioural design consultancy, and DELTA [D], Danish technical
consultancy. /KL.7 and DELTA were introduced to the overall idea behind the tool in order to discuss
initial tool activities and flow.
In type 2 we emphasised improving the content of the tool in context of tool activities and flow by
applying the tool on two different cases, A and B, with Design & Innovation students at DTU. Case A is
concerned with stress in working environments, and case B is concerned with illegal parking. The two
cases are made up and represent different levels of tangibility in context of the tool (where case A is
fluffy and case B is more straightforward) in order to explore how the tool tackles different kinds of
cases.
In type 3 we emphasised exploration of the tool activities possibilities and limitations, together with
the overall flow and dynamics when using the tool as a team or as an individual, by using the tool on a
team of Design & Innovations students compared to using the tool on one Design & Innovation student.
Note, that the workshops of this type (no. 5 and 7), are included in the type 2 workshops as well, as they
functions as both types.
In type 4 we emphasised possibilities and limitations of tool activities in context of using the tool
multiple ways in diverse industries by discussing tool activities, flow and staging with product and
service development researcher at DTU, Jaap Daalhuizen [B]. The discussion especially focused on the
differences between using the tool coherently in a limited amount of time, and using the tool activities
by breaking them up in different sub-sequences during a longer project development process.
In type 5 we emphasised the implementation of behaviour theories in tool activities by introducing
the tool to a psychology student who also has some practical understanding of behavioural design in
practice, as the participant had been an intern at /KL.7 since March 2016. The participant brought a selfchosen case concerning the handling of stolen goods.
The student workshops conducted (workshop type 2 and 3), were held primarily with current or
recently graduated Design & Innovation (D&I) students from DTU. Both are marked as D&I students in
table 5.3.2. See more information about all workshops participants in appendix A5.3.2.1.
The development workshops lead to 5 overall tool iterations and the creation of a tool guide. The
outcome of the development workshops is explained in more detail later in this section. First, Table 5.3.2
provides an overview of the workshops held, including: workshop date and length, tool version used in
the workshops, participants, key focus and -agenda, key outcomes, and the changes included in the tool.
Additional information of the development workshops can be found in appendix A5.3.2.2. Figure 5.3.1a
and figure 5.3.1b illustrate the overall iterations.
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Table 5.3.2 - Overview of total workshops conducted. WS = workshop, BD = Behavioural Design.
WORKSHOP 1

WORKSHOP 2

WORKSHOP 3

Date, length &
setting

April 1st, 1.5 hours, /KL.7,
Copenhagen (CPH).

April 6th, 1 hour, DELTA, Hørsholm.

April 11th, 1.5 hours, DTU
Library.

Tool version

Final concept.

Final concept.

Iteration 1.

Present

Experts: 2 /KL.7 employees.

Experts: 2 DELTA employees.

Students: 2 from D&I.

Key focus

Tool functionality in a BD
company.

Tool functionality in a non-BD
company.

Tool flow and activities.

Agenda

Explain tool content. Ongoing
discussion and feedback.

Explain tool content. Ongoing
discussion and feedback.

Apply tool activities on case
A. Ongoing feedback.

Key outcome

Initial proof of concept from a
BD company. Iteration of step
1 - target audience.

Initial proof of concept from a nonbehavioural design company.
Creating Intervention Design cards.

Include New Behaviour
Chain.

WORKSHOP 4

WORKSHOP 5

WORKSHOP 6

Date, length &
setting

April 11th, 1.5 hours, CPH,
Private.

April 12th, 1 hour, DTU Library.

April 15th, 1.5 hours, DTU
Library.

Tool version

Iteration 2.

Iteration 3.

Iteration 4.

Present

Student: 2 from D&I.

Student: 1 from D&I .

Student: 2 from D&I.

Key focus

Tool flow and activities.

Individual use of tool. Ideation
methods in step 2.

Tool flow and activities on
different cases. Graphics.

Agenda

Apply tool activities on case
B. Ongoing feedback.

Apply step 1 on case A and B. In step
2: apply Ideation Wheel on case B,
Intervention Design Cards on case A.
Ongoing feedback.

Apply tool activities on case
A and B. Feedback
afterwards.

Key outcome

Move parts of the step 1
activities to step 2.

Implementing multiple ideation
methods in step 2. Graphics.

Combining step 1+2.
Creating tool guide. Adding
rational thinking to step 1.
Graphics.

WORKSHOP 7

WORKSHOP 8

WORKSHOP 9

Date, length &
setting

April 21th, 1.5-2 hours, DTU
Library.

April 29th, 1 hour, DTU office.

May 4th, 1 hour, Egmont
Dormitory, CPH.

Tool version

Iteration 5.

Iteration 5.

Iteration 5.

Present

Students: 5 from D&I.

1 Methodology researcher.

1 Psychology student.

Key focus

Group dynamics. Tool guide
intuitiveness.

Tool scalability and functionality.

Use of behaviour theories.
Graphics.

Agenda

Apply tool + guide on case B.
Feedback afterwards.

Explain tool content. Ongoing
feedback.

Apply tool on case C.
Ongoing feedback.

Key outcome

Improving content of tool
guide. Graphics.

Creating worksheets, and use-mode
descriptions.

Confirmation of use of
theories. Graphics.
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Pictures from the workshops can be found in appendix A5.3.2.3. The tool iterations are illustrated in
figure 5.3.1a and figure 5.3.1b.

Figure 5.3.1a - tool iterations
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Figure 5.3.1b - tool iterations and final tool
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As indicated from table 5.3.2, and figure 5.3.1a+b, the tool has undergone significant changes from the
basic concept, through 5 overall iterations, to the “final tool” version. In the basic concept the tool
consisted of 4 steps: 1 - General case information and target audience definition, 2 - Creating the
behaviour chain, 3 - Ideating interventions, and 4 - Filter, build on, and evaluate Ideas, as described in
section 5.2.2. In the subsections below, the main changes included in each iteration are highlighted.
Iteration 1


Step 1: target audience analysis was made less meticulous, as proposed by /KL.7.



Step 3: the first interventions design cards were made to be used in conjunction with the
intervention design wheel (step 2), as a way of challenging the solution space.

Iteration 2


Step 1: Changes to wording and graphics; more room for writing and working with the target
audience analysis cards.



Step 4: Inclusion of new behaviour chains, as result of the explored interventions, to explore if
the ideated interventions solve the problem, and to identify new problems.

Iteration 3


Step 1+2: Target audience analysis is included in step 2. Wording and graphics.

Iteration 4


Overall changes to tool graphics.



Step 3: Addition of a long list of words to the 3 categories (behaviour means, ways to trigger, and
trigger channels), making them more comprehensive. Graphics of the intervention design cards.
Addition of new cards to match the new words on the intervention design wheel. Creating a
poster for the 3 piles of cards.

Iteration 5


Step 1: The two first steps are merged into one and the appearance is radically changed - it now
all fits on one poster, along with the target audience analysis cards.



Step 2 (was step 3 before): Graphics both of the intervention design wheel and -cards. Basic
guidelines added to the posters.



Step 3 (was step 4 before): Graphical improvements and wordings.

Final Concept: The Intervention Design Tool


Step 1: The new behaviour chain from the last step is added to the first sheet to allow direct
comparison to the old behaviour chain. The target audience analysis cards are discarded in favor
of a draft sheet with words provided directly on the sheet, instead of on the cards. Final graphics.



Step 2: More words are added to the 3 categories. The poster with no words, but room for cards is
discarded, as we saw no added value for this feature. Additional guidelines provided. Final
graphics.



Step 3: An additional question is added along with basic guidelines. Final graphics.

The final Intervention Design Tool is explained in further detail in chapter 6.
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5.4 - Conclusion and key takeaways
To sum up, conclusions and key takeaways from the tool development is highlighted:
Through ideation and conceptualisation activities we created a basic concept of the Intervention
Design Tool; a - in theory - strong solution for an ideation tool specifically developed for early stage
development activities in behavioural design projects. However, it needed to be translated from a
concept that works in theory into a solution that not only works on paper, but also works in theoretical
practise. The basic concept was improved through 5 iterations discovered, explored and implemented
through development workshops with students and experts. However, making the tool work in practise
on a few different cases is not the same as showing that the tool works in real life practises. We explore
how the Intervention Design Tool performs compared to /Kl.7’s current practices in chapter 7, but first
we describe and discuss the Intervention Design Tool in chapter 6.
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6 - THE
INTERVENTION
DESIGN TOOL
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6.1 - The Intervention Design Tool
In this chapter the Intervention Design Tool is described from a theoretical point of view, however, we
strongly recommend to read the Tool Guide provided in external appendix 1 for a more practical angle
on use flow and application of activities in practice. All tool materials (sheets and cards) can be found in
external appendix 2. First in his chapter, we describe the overall steps and activities of the Intervention
Design Tool. Afterwards each of the 3 steps are explained and discussed equally. Lastly subsection 6.6
showcases an example of using the tool on an illegal parking case.

6.1.1 - Overall description of The Intervention Design Tool
The Intervention Design Tool is an ideation tool that aids the ideation phase when designing for
behaviour change. The tool is developed for design teams familiar with design, development processes
or similar, who either work specifically with behavioural design or wish to take a behavioural
perspective to a project. In other words, the tool helps designers consider and discuss behavioural
design perspectives for a project where behaviour changes through design of products, systems,
infrastructure, or similar is desired. In addition, it helps designers ideate and explore interventions. The
tool activities guide a design team through 3 steps in early stage development. Alternatively, the
included activities can be introduced individually as part of additional activities during the project; we
return to this in section 6.5. Table 6.1.1 describes each step of the tool on an overall level. The flow
between the steps is illustrated in figure 6.1.1.

Figure 6.1.1 - Overview of the steps and activities of the Intervention Design Tool, on an overall level
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Table 6.1.1 - Overview of tool steps, activities, and tool materials needed - on an overall level.
STEP NO.

1

2

3

STEP NAME

Analyse

Ideate

Explore

OVERALL
GOAL

Creating a common

Ideating interventions that can

Improving ideas with potential.

understanding within the

break the existing, unwanted

Exploring how ideas affect the

project team.

behaviour.

current behaviour from step 1.

ACTIVITIES
INCLUDED

TOOL
MATERIALS
INCLUDED

Listing project information,

Ideating interventions based on

Discussing and improving

mapping current, unwanted

the knowledge established in step

ideas by going through the

behaviour (creating

1. Brainstorming freely to get

Explore Checklist. Ideas that

behaviour chain), and

initial ideas on paper,

cannot be improved to fit

considering individual,

brainstorming using Intervention

within the acceptable

social and contextual

Design Cards to challenge the

boundaries of the project are

factors of the behaviour. In

solution space for intervention

discarded. Improved ideas with

addition, identifying places

design, and brainstorm with the

potential can be explored by

where an intervention can

Intervention Design Wheel (poster)

inserting them into the

break the current chain of

to spark any last ideas. The

behaviour chain created in step

actions. All activities

ideation activities are performed

1, to reveal any shortcomings by

facilitate discussion within

in a mix of group and individual

discussing risks of introducing

the design team (e.g.

activities to enhance creative

new issues.

Chakrabarti, 2006).

measures (Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006).

Sheet 1 - Analyse

Sheet 2 - Ideate

Sheet 3 - Explore

Sheet 1.1 draft sheet for

Intervention Design Cards

Sheet 3.1 for developing ideas

Blank Intervention Design Cards

Sheet 1.X for creating extra

creating behaviour chains
Sheet 1.2 draft sheet for

(for custom made company or case

behaviour chains (to explore

target audience and context

specific cards)

multiple new behaviour chains)

analysis
Idea notes (to capture ideas on)
Sheet 1.X for creating extra
behaviour chains
ADDITIONAL
TOOL
MATERIALS

Suggested use flow in project mode
Blank suggested use flow in project mode
Tool steps flowchart

In subsection 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, we explain and discuss the 3 tool steps in further detail.
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6.2 - Step 1: Analyse
Step 1 is used to analyse aspects of the current behaviour, and the context of which the behaviour
change will take place. Tool materials included in step 1 are illustrated in figure 6.2.1.

Figure 6.2.1 - Overview of step 1 tool material: Sheet 1, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.X.
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6.2.1 - Purpose and tool activities
The purpose of step 1 is to discuss- and set a common aim for the project. First, the team must agree
to a project title and an overall wanted behaviour. In other words, the first task at hand is to set an
initial, however flexible constraint (section 3.6) on the behaviour change goal. Afterwards, the team
should discuss initial knowledge on the current unwanted behaviour by creating a behaviour chain
describing each step of action the target audience goes through immediately prior to, during and after
the unwanted behaviour. In other words, the participants must challenge themselves to widen their
assumptions on the unwanted behaviour, and try to consider the relation and impacts of other activities
connected to it. In addition, the team should connect the steps of actions to thought and selfargumentations of the target audience, as it helps reveal psychological mechanisms in play (section 3.7),
together with aspects of e.g. perceived motivation and ability (e.g. Fogg, 2006). To do this further, the
team should discuss aspects of individual factors, social factors, and the physical context of the
behaviour, sparked by a list of given subtopics in each of the three categories (tool sheet 1.2). Through
this activity, the designs team can not only expose psychological mechanisms (section 3.7), but also
reveal and consider conflicts of interests between actors involved in the behaviour considered, e.g.
bosses and employees, and municipalities and citizens. All activities mentioned help the design team
structure a behaviour analysis that provides a foundation for ideation in step 2. However, and maybe
more importantly, it helps the design team reveal gaps in their knowledge towards to the project case.
This information is a great advantage, since it can help reduce faulty assumptions by revealing where
more research is needed. However, since trade-offs between project duration, solution performance, and
project cost are an inevitable part of project work (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012), a design team must
sometimes rely on assumptions. In this case, the tool activities in step 1 can help the designers identify
what decisions have been taken based on assumptions, and thereby ease iteration as it can work as a
list of places to go back and try something different. Finally, the activities in step 1 help the designers
consider where an intervention ideally can break the current chain of behaviour, based on discussion.
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6.2.2 - Preparations and items needed
Preparations and items needed are listed in the table 6.2.2.1.
Table 6.2.2.1 - Preparations and items needed for step 1

Preparations
In order to have the best prerequisites for conducting
step 1, the design team should first of all know the
purpose of step 1 on forehand, together with its relation
to step 2 and 3. In relation to this the team should decide
whether step 1 is applied separately, or as a part of
applying the tool holistically (using all 3 steps). This can
e.g. be done by considering whether an intervention is
introducing an immediate behaviour change similar to
the principles of the antecedent, behaviour, consequence
model (Miltenberger, 2008) where step 1 activities are
directly applicable - or if the design team works with
interventions that introduce the foundation changing
behaviour later, or even in a context separate from the
intervention. In case of the latter the step 1 activities will
not always be as straightforward to apply.
In addition, a current unwanted behaviour, or current
non behaviour should be identified and delimited
through discussion, as a broad scope for behaviour
change, e.g. “getting all citizens in Copenhagen to
recycle more”, might be too broad. This can be done by
considering e.g. expectations from clients, initial
knowledge on the current behaviour patterns, and people
involved in the current behaviour. Alternatively, the
design team can iterate step 1 activities as a way of
narrowing the focus.

Items needed
Tool sheets:


sheet 1



e.g sheet 1.1 for creating a draft of the
current behaviour chain



e.g sheet 1.2 for target audience and
context analysis



e.g. sheet 1.X for creating multiple
current behaviour chains

Additional items:


A pile of Idea notes, post-its (or
similar), and a pen for each
participant.



E.g. sticky paste, tape, magnets or
similar

6.2.3 - Procedure - step by step
1.

Fill in project title and overall wanted behaviour in the top of sheet 1.

2.

Create a current behaviour chain, and connect steps of actions to thoughts and selfargumentation of the target audience. Sheet 1.1 can be used as a template, before transferring the
final behaviour chain to sheet 1.

3.

Define target audience and physical context of behaviour. Sheet 1.2 can be used as a template
before transferring findings to sheet 1.

4. Identify a number of plausible places in the behaviour chain where an intervention can redirect
the current behaviour, to create the wanted behaviour.
5.

Document the process and outcomes for future work and backtracking.
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6.2.4 - Outcome
The design team should have gained a common understanding of overall project goal and the
situation of current behaviour, making further project activities easier and more efficient. The design
team should have a good understanding of obtained knowledge, knowledge needed, and assumptions in
terms of current unwanted behaviour (or non-behaviour), the target audience, and the physical context
of the behaviour. Finally, the design team should have identified where in a current behaviour chain an
intervention ideally can be introduced, and of equal importance where an intervention is not ideal. The
outcome provides both a foundation for ideating ideas in step 2, and a baseline situation to compare the
influence of the interventions to in step 3.

6.2.5 - Considerations, limitations and alternatives
In order to have good prerequisites for conducting the step 1 activities, the design team should avoid
applying step 1 on too broad project scopes. Especially the behaviour chain can be difficult and complex
to manage if too many options are considered at once. To accommodate this problem the design team
can either narrow the project scope before applying the Intervention Design Tool, or explore behaviour
chains for different options within a broad project scope - and either choose one of the behaviour chains
to work with, or work with multiple behaviour chains in parallel, depending on project resources.
If the design team struggles to apply the step 1 activities to a project case, where an intervention is
not the direct link to start the behaviour change, it can be difficult to navigate within the behaviour
chain. In this case the design team should emphasise using the chain to explore the activities that
relate to the unwanted behaviour, however, not necessarily choose precise steps in the chain where an
intervention could be ideal to implement, since this can be difficult to decide upon. Instead, the design
team can allow the participants to ideate interventions for all steps of the chain instead of a few.
To gain optimum value of the step 1 activities, the design team should be critical towards the inputted
knowledge; especially by keeping track of knowledge provided based on data (fieldworks, statistics etc.)
and knowledge provided based on assumptions. In addition to revealing where additional data (e.g. field
studies) is needed, keeping track with assumptions also allows the project team to iterate more
efficiently if the solutions ideated do not work in practise.
Conducting the activities in step 1 provides a good foundation for ideating interventions in step 2 (and
working further with the ideas in step 3), however, the activities in step 2 can also provide value on their
own.
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6.3 - Step 2: Ideate
Step 2 is used to ideate interventions that can break the current behaviour. Tool materials included in
this step is illustrated in figure 6.3.1.

Figure 6.3.1 - Overview of step 2 tool material: a selection of Intervention Design Cards, and Sheet 2

6.3.1 - Purpose and tool activities
The purpose of step 2 is to ideate various interventions that plausibly can break the current chain of
behaviour and create a new. First, the design team should ideate freely to get any initial ideas (e.g.
sparked during step 1 activities) on paper to ensure that they are not forgotten. Second, the design team
should challenge their thinking patterns and the solution space by ideating with the Intervention
Design Cards. The Intervention Design Cards are divided into 3 categories: behaviour means, trigger
channels, and ways to trigger, and one keyword is provided on each card. Lastly, the design team can
introduce the Intervention Design Wheel (sheet 2), providing an overview of all the cards in each
category of the Intervention Design Cards, to spark any last ideas.
All the brainstorm activities should be conducted individually to increase creative measures
(Chakrabarti, 2006), and all ideas should be presented in plenum to share creative resources and e.g.
spark additional ideas between the team members (Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006).
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6.3.2 - Preparations and items needed
Table 6.3.2.1 - Preparations and items needed for step 2

Preparations
In order to have the best prerequisites for conducting step
2 activities, the design team should know the purpose of step
2 on forehand, together with its relation to step 1 and 3. The
design team should decide whether step 2 is applied
separately, or as a part of applying the tool holistically (using
all 3 steps), as mentioned in section 6.2.
If not used together with step 1, the step 2 activities can be
applied with no preparations. However, it is recommended to
set some criteria on target audience and intervention context
before ideating, e.g. through constraints given by clients, to
avoid underconstrainedness (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015).
Similar to Classic Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953), the
participants should try to be open minded towards both their
own and other’s ideas, since most ideas will be able to
provide something constructive towards a realistic solution.
In addition, the ideas can be transformed into realistic
solutions during the step 3 activities.

Items needed
Tool sheets:
 sheet 1 (filled in)
 sheet 2
Additional items:
 Intervention Design Cards
 Idea Notes, a block of post-its (or
similar),

and

a

pen

for

each

participant

 E.g. sticky paste, tape, magnets or
similar

6.3.3 - Procedure - step by step
1.

Brainstorm freely, to get initial ideas on paper. Present ideas to each other afterwards.

2.

Brainstorm using the Intervention Ideation Cards; draw at least 1 card from each category, and
let the cards spark ideas. Present ideas to each other afterwards.

3.

Brainstorm using the Intervention Design Wheel. Present ideas to each other afterwards.

4. Document process and outcomes for future work and back tracking.

6.3.4 - Outcome
The outcome of step 2 is a pile of generated ideas (interventions) on various levels; some are likely to
be realistic and easy to implement, others might be more unrealistic and difficult to implement. The
higher variety score the pile of ideas has, the bigger solution space is likely covered (Shah, 2003). On this
stage, the level of ideas, and level of realisticity of the ideas, is not critical, since the ideas are to be
developed in step 3.
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6.3.5 - Considerations, limitations and alternatives
The design team should consider the amount of time spend on the ideation activities to avoid
unnecessary, contrary views on time-efficiency trade-offs within the design team, as this can influence
the motivation of the participants (Chakrabarti, 2006). A common way of controlling the time
constraints is to agree on them on forehand and set a timer. However, the design team should also be
critical after a round of ideation and discuss the need for additional rounds in order to increase the
explored solution space. A good rule of thumb is; when the team members feel depleted for ideas, the
chance of coming up with new ideas is low (Liikkanen et el., 2009). If this is the case, but new ideas are
still needed, the design team can advantageously introduce an incubation activity (or break), as research
has shown that incubations are productive for creativity (Al-Shorachi et al., 2015).
In addition, the design team should consider the emphasis on the 3 provided ideation activities (free
ideation, Ideation Design Cards, and the Intervention Design Wheel), as the personal preferences of
ideation activity varies and can cause different reactions towards the ideation. Some prefer the Ideation
Design Cards over the Intervention Design Wheel, as the cards trigger new ideas and provide a sufficient
level of constraints for them, and others “freeze” as they feel over-constrained. To accommodate this
issue, the team members should be allowed to draw more than one card in each category, decreasing the
risk of getting stuck. The considerations towards ideation methods is important to address immediately
prior to the activity, as a lot of factors (e.g. case, composition of team, and personal factors) can
influence the preferences for ideation methods, and on the overall basis influence the motivation to
perform the activity at hand (Amabile, 1996).

6.4 - Step 3: Explore
In step 3 the generated ideas are developed further and the ones with potential explored in order to
consider how they impact on the current behaviour. See tool materials included in this step in figure
6.4.1.

Figure 6.4.1 - Overview of step 3 tool material: sheet 3 and step 3.3 on sheet 1.
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6.4.1 - Purpose and tool activities
The purpose of step 3 is to develop the ideated interventions from step 2 to a level that fits the specific
project case, by going through the questions on sheet 3. First, the design team should explore the
potential of the ideas by going through the questions in sheet 3 and capture the changes of the ideas as
they evolve. To accommodate e.g. the ethical considerations relevant for behavioural design solutions
(section 3.8), the design team is confronted with 3 questions (question 2, 7 and 8) with somewhat
evolving ethical perspectives, to ensure that the design team actively considers ethics. If ideas cannot
be modified to fit within the scope of the project, they are discarded (not thrown out, just put aside).
Then, the design team should discuss the modified ideas and choose a number to explore further, by
bringing them back to sheet 1 and creating a new behaviour chain where they theoretically simulate
and explore the impacts the intervention causes to the current behaviour. This activity should help the
design team capture initial shortcomings and/or unnecessary complexity of the solution which can be
accommodated before introducing a solution in real life.

6.4.2 - Preparations and items needed
Table 6.4.2.1 - Preparations and items needed for step 3

Preparations
In order to have the best prerequisites for
conducting the step 3 activities, the design
team should know the purpose of step 3 on
forehand, together with its relation to step 1
and 2.
Exploring the potential of ideas by using
sheet 3 only works if ideas are provided to
explore. Alternatively, the 8 questions can be
used as a constraint/focus to an ideation, and
ideas might be sparked. Further, exploring the
impact of an ideated intervention is easier to
do if the step 1 activities have been conducted
on forehand.
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Items needed
Tool sheets:
 sheet 1 (filled in)
 sheet 3
 e.g sheet 3.1 for developing ideas
 e.g sheet 1.X for creating extra behaviour chains
(to explore multiple new behaviour chains)
Additional items:
 Generated ideas from step 2
 A block of post-its (or similar), and a pen for
each participant
 E.g. sticky paste, tape, magnets or similar

6.4.3 - Procedure - step by step
1.

Develop ideas one at a time by going through the questions on sheet 3. Apply changes to the
ideas in the process.

2.

Choose a number of developed ideas with potential. Use sheet 3.1 to capture the changes of the
original idea, and to establish a desired level of detail of the idea.

3.

Explore and discuss how developed ideas impact the current behaviour, by creating a new
behaviour chain on the right side of sheet 1, and connect steps of actions to thoughts and selfargumentation of target audience. Sheet 1.1 can be used as a template before transferring the
final behaviour chain to sheet 1. If multiple new behaviour chains are needed, sheet 1.X can be
used.

4. Document process and outcomes for future work and backtracking.

6.4.4 - Outcome
The outcome of step 3 is a pile of ideas (interventions) on a realistic level in context of case given,
ready to be explored further. In addition to a theoretical mapping of new behaviour (behaviour chain),
which can function as initial foundations for testings of solutions and field studies.

6.4.5 - Considerations, limitations and alternatives
First, the design team must consider a time-efficiency trade-off, as exploring and evolving ideas with
sheet 3 is a time consuming task - especially if a lot of ideas are generated during step 2. To
accommodate this, the designers can split up and explore ideas individually, and present their findings
to the rest of the team afterward. Or they can limit the number of ideas before conducting the step 3
activities. This can be done be creating conditions and rating ideas similar to the evaluation matrix used
in chapter 6 (appendix A5.2.1.1), or by Wendel’s (2014b) CREATE Action Funnel as part of his Designing
for Behavior Change Toolkit. However, one of the advantages of using step 3 is that it helps the design
team transform quirky ideas into realistic ideas, and it might therefore not be advantageous to introduce
an evaluation method that discards all the seemingly unrealistic ideas. An example of a quirky idea
transformed into a more realistic idea can be seen in section 6.6, figure 6.6.5.
When exploring the intervention ideas’ impact of the current behaviour, the design team should again
consider the number of ideas they wish to explore. If they wish to explore multiple intervention ideas,
they can advantageously use sheet 1.X to compare the impacts of multiple intervention ideas in parallel.
This activity is especially valuable for revealing initial flaws and unnecessary complexity, however also
for considering if new problems are introduced together with the intervention, and to consider how
much of the problem the intervention potentially solves. To make this activity valuable, the design team
must be critical and avoid getting caught up with making the ideas work on paper by being too
optimistic. This approach can create broad gaps between theory and practice, and will most likely
become a root cause of costly iterations (Vairaktarakis, 1999).
The step 3 activities can be conducted in relation to step 2, and step 1+2 activities, however, do not
provide much value on their own if ideas are not generated on forehand.
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6.5 - Workshop mode vs. project mode
The Intervention Design Tool activities can be used in a variety of ways, ranging from applying some
of the activities individually during some project phases, to using all the steps consecutively, depending
on company, cases, resources and personal preferences. To give specific suggestions of how to use the
Intervention Design Tool, we describe two different ways: workshop mode and project mode, in the
following subsections.

6.5.1 - Project mode
To use the Intervention Design Tool in project mode, the tool activities described in section 6.2, 6.3,
and 6.4 still apply. However, we suggest that the activities are performed separately and iteratively
during longer projects. In addition, we recommend that additional activities are conducted to back up
assumptions made during the tool activities. Hard data is key to behavioural design, since determining
whether a behaviour change has happened or not after launching a solution is difficult if the difference
cannot be measured or backed up by data. In addition, and of equal importance, designing a successful
intervention is difficult if the designers do not understand the actual current behaviour that is targeted
for a behaviour replacement through behavioural design solutions. See appendix 6.5.2.1 for a suggested
use flow of implementing the tool activities from the Intervention Design Tool in a behavioural design
project.

6.5.2 - Workshop mode
To use the Intervention Design Tool in workshop mode, we recommend going through the tool steps
described in section 6.2.4, 6.3.4 and 6.4.4 continuously in approx. 1.5 - 2 hours. Using the tool in
workshop mode can initiate a project's early stage development phase, especially in regards to ideation
and opening up the solution space. In addition, the mode is very relevant for e.g. consultancies or
similar, who in a short amount of time have to provide a proposal or draft for an assignment to
stakeholders. Section 6.6 showcases an example of using the Intervention Design Tool in workshop
mode.
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6.6 - Example: illegal parking case
This section showcases an example of using the Intervention Design Tool in workshop mode (section
6.5.2).

Case: illegal parking in a big, Danish company
A big, Danish company is having trouble with its employees parking illegally (outside parking booths,
etc.) in its parking lots - this is mainly because there are not enough parking booths for everyone in the
main parking lot. However, there is also a secondary parking lot a little further from the main building including this, there are enough booths for all. However, many of the employees do not want to drive the
extra ~200 m, and take the walk back - and instead end up driving around the main parking lot for 5-10
minutes looking for a booth, and maybe end up parking illegally. The company has tried to put up signs,
asking people not to park illegally, but they have had little to no effect. Most of the employees feel they
are too busy to spend their time walking from the secondary parking lot. The company just wants people
to stop parking illegally - if the problem is solved by having the employees take the bus instead, that’s
fine by them.

Step 1.1
First, the project title, project responsible, and overall wanted behaviour in the top part of Sheet 1 is
filled in (figure 6.6.1).
Step 1.2
Next, the current, unwanted behaviour box in the middle left part of sheet 1 is filled in (see the top of
figure 6.6.1). Then sheet 1.1 is used to make a draft of the current behaviour chain where the behaviour is
mapped in a chain of consecutive steps of action (appendix A6.6.1). The tidied-up behaviour chain is
then transferred to the middle left part of sheet 1 (figure 6.6.1).
Step 1.3
For defining the Target Audience and & Physical Context of Behaviour , sheet 1.2 is used to make a
draft where the factors that are found the most relevant to the case are marked, missing factors are
added, and they are explained with notes (appendix A6.6.2). Finally, the relevant individual factors,
social factors, and factors of physical context are transferred to the bottom part of sheet 1 (figure 6.6.1).
Step 1.4
Last in Step 1, it is discussed what steps in the behaviour chain that are thought to be potentially
effective places to make an intervention.
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Figure 6.6.1 – Filled in Sheet 1.

Step 2.1
First, a free ideation based on the marked places of the behaviour chain of step 1.4 is conducted. All
ideas (interventions) are documented on Idea Notes. All ideas are presented in plenum after the
brainstorm.
Step 2.2
Then, the Intervention Design Cards are used to ideate further. Before starting, a timer is set to
constrain the amount of time spent on this activity. Each person takes three or more cards (at least one
from each category), and uses them as inspiration for an idea. The idea is then documented on an Idea
Note and at least 3 new cards are drawn. This activity is repeated until the time is up. All ideas are
presented in plenum after the brainstorm.
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Figure 6.6.2 – Ideating with Intervention Design Cards.
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Step 2.3
Last in step 2, the Intervention Design Wheel (sheet 2) is used to spark any last ideas.

Figure 6.6.3 – Ideating using the Intervention Design Wheel (sheet 2).
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Step 3.1
The generated ideas are improved or discarded, using the questions in sheet 3 (figure 6.6.4).

Figure 6.6.4 – Taking each idea through Sheet 3; flow overview

Step 3.2
Next, the ideas that are thought to have potential are chosen to move on with. In this example, one of
the ideas was to install a bakery goods vending machine at the secondary parking lot (the idea on the
top of the pile in figure 6.6.4). After improving the idea using sheet 3, it was turned into an ID scanner at
the secondary parking lot, where employees earn points when scanning their ID card, towards collecting
point to redeem prices. The idea has been modified in a draft sheet (sheet 3.1) (figure 6.6.5).
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Figure 6.6.5 – Filled in Idea worksheet: from bakery vending machine to employee ID scanner system.

Step 3.3
Finally, sheet 1 is used to explore the new behaviour chain, by creating a new behaviour chain (to the
right in sheet 1) corresponding to the current behaviour chain (to the left of sheet 1), however, the steps
of actions change after the intervention is introduced (see the filled in sheet 1 in figure 6.6.6). The
comparison of behaviour chains is used to reveal any flaws or unnecessary complexity of introducing
the intervention - before actually introducing it in real life. The design team can, if they wish, explore
multiple interventions, by creating a new behaviour chain for each intervention of consideration, using
sheet 1.X (figure 6.2.1).
Depending on the analysis of the new behaviour chain, the design team may choose to iterate and do
parts of step 2 or step 3 again. When the design team is satisfied with the level of detail on ideas of
consideration, they should document the tool sheets for future work, e.g. by collecting the documents
(figure 6.6.6) in a folder, scans or taking picture to archive the work digitally.
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Figure 6.6.6 – Filled in sheets and idea notes: documentation for the session.
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6.7 - Conclusions and key takeaways
To sum up, conclusions and key takeaways are listed:


The Intervention Design tool supports the early stage development in behavioural design project
by providing a 3 step framework with design activities bringing together principles and research
from design theory (section 3.5 and 3.6) and psychology theory (section 3.7).



The first step facilitates discussion on project scope and initial constraints of the project. In
addition it facilitates discussion and analysis of the current behaviour, target audience and
physical context of the behaviour, to explore the current situation and psychological
mechanisms involved, as a foundation for ideating ideas in step 2, and as a foundation for
exploring impacts of introduced interventions in step 3.



Step 2 facilitates use of tacit knowledge during brainstorm activities, to increase the chance of
generating both creative and quality ideas (Amabile, 1998; Chakrabarti, 2006) - at least from a
behavioural design perspective. In addition, the Intervention Design Cards can be used to
dynamically use constraints to increase chances of reaching a ‘sweet spot of constraints’
(Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015; Nagai, 2016), both by providing blank cards that can be customized to
the company and/or case, and by encouraging each team member to draw the amount of cards
they need to be creative. Lastly, the ideation cards force the team members to challenge existing
thinking patterns, and thereby increase chances of a higher variety and innovation (Chakrabarti,
2006)



The third step helps the design team develop the initial ideas from step 2 to a more detailed level
that better fits the constraints (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015) of the case. It provides an aspects of
ethics (section 3.8, that is actively considered in the design phase to avoid an unstructured
approach to ethics and moral, as these two aspects are very relevant to behavioural design
(Selinger & Whyte, 2011; Berdichevsky & Neuenschwander, 1999), and if not considered can result
in costly iterations, and or mistrust towards the company. Lastly, step 3 helps the design team
consider and explore the potential impacts of the intervention ideas to the current behaviour, to
reduce costly iterations and flaws in the design.



The Intervention Design Tool can be applied in two ways: Workshop- and Project mode. In
workshop mode (section 6.5.2) all tool activities are conducted in a single session of approx 1.5-2
hours. In Project mode the different activities of the tool are spread out over the entire project,
and iterated to a much higher extend than in workshop mode (section 6.5.2). The two modes can
also be combined, where the design team starts out a project by using the tool in workshop mode
(section 6.5.2), and then implements the Project mode for the rest of the project.

To explore how the Intervention Design Tool is received in industry, we introduced it to both /KL.7
(ref. C), and DELTA (ref.D); both companies provided feedback on the basic concept, however, had not
been presented with any iterations during development. Also, we had the chance to explore the tool in
action by a facilitated brainstorm at DELTA, and observations of a pilot implementation period at /KL.7.
Aspects and findings from experiences with both /KL.7 and DELTA is explained and discussed in
chapter 7.
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7 - PILOT
IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE TOOL
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7.1 - Introduction to pilot implementation of the tool
To explore how the Intervention Design Tool works in practise, and how using it affects the ideation
session compared to the current practices described in chapter 4, we implemented the tool at /KL.7 in a
pilot implementation period. The Intervention Design Tool was used in 2 ideation sessions.

7.2 - Context, setup and analysing methods
The context, setup, and analysing methods are almost the same as described in chapter 4, except for
the level of intervening. See differences from context, setup, and analysing methods described in
Chapter 4 in the subsections below.

7.2.1 - Context
All the observed ideation sessions with pilot implementation of the Intervention Design Tool were
internal ideation sessions for assigned tasks or bidding rounds, and phrased by clients.

7.2.2 - Setup
During the observations of current practises (chapter 4), we did not intervene, however, during pilot
implementations, we gave advice and suggestions on how to apply the tool to the specific cases.
However, we did not take part in activities during the ideation session.

7.2.3 - Analysing methods
We quantify our observations based on the same analysing methods as described in chapter 4.
However, in addition we also elaborate on the differences between current practices and pilot
implementation qualitatively based on both observations and a follow up interview with /KL.7 (appendix
A7.2.3.1).

7.3 - Findings
The observations of pilot implementation provide a total of 1 hour, 53 minutes and 3 seconds of video
material. As in chapter 4, the cases are very different from each other, and not directly comparable. The
table below provides a selected overview of the data collected from both observation papers (appendix
A7.3.1), and quantification spreadsheets, (appendix A7.3.2).
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Table 7.3.1 - Pilot implementation observation data. Note each /KL.7 employee has been assigned an employee
number, which is used for anonymity reasons. PI = Pilot Implementation.

Observation
number

/KL.7
employees
attending
[Employee
no.]

Length
of
ideation
session

Total
quantity
of ideas

Total
quantity
of ideas
pr. hour

Total
variety
of
ideas

Total
variety
of
ideas
pr.
hour

Avg.
feasibility
of ideas

Documented
ideas
[%]

PI-1

1, 2, 7

00:48:00

24

30

16

20

1.42

71

General observations: No written agenda. Case conditions were discussed during the session. The
steps of the Intervention Design Tool were not strictly followed; emphasis was put on the
Intervention Design Cards. Ideas were generated both from free brainstorm, and using the cards.

PI-2

1, 2, 7, 10

01:03:03

17

16

12

11.5

1.41

59

General observations: No written agenda. Case conditions were discussed during the session. The
different steps of the Intervention Design Tool were performed more in depth and consecutively
than in PI-1. Ideas were generated both from free brainstorm, and using the cards.

7.4 - Comparison of current practice and pilot
implementation
Even though we only have two PI observations to compare with, the initial pattern compared to the
CP-observations is interesting. The metrics of the current practice observations (section 4.4) and the
pilot implementations are relatively similar with a few exceptions. Looking first at total quantity- and
variety per hour of the 2 Pilot Implementation observations (PI1-2) versus the 5 Current Practice
observations (CP1-5) (see Figure 7.4.1), we see that they are not very different from each other. The total
variety per hour for PI1 and PI2 are however relatively high compared to the total quantity per hour,
meaning that a high percentage of the ideas generated were unique - unlike CP3 and CP5 where many
ideas were variations of previous ideas. This can be explained by the introduction of individual ideation
activities (Mullen, Johnson & Salas, 1991), where the risk of fixation due to priming of others decreases
(Purcell & Gero, 2006). Since ideas were presented in plenum, the unique ideas sparked both new ideas
and variation of existing ideas, and can therefore be considered constructive for the creativity of the
session.

Figure 7.4.1 - Bar chart showing quantity of ideas per hour, and variety of ideas per hour (novel ideas/h) for the 5
Current Practice- (CP) and the 2 Pilot Implementation (PI) observations.
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Both the introduction of individual brainstorming combined with group ideation during presentations
of ideas), and the introduction of relevant, textual stimuli to (ideation cards) to increase flexibility in
thinking (Chakrabarti, 2006), was considered a success by /KL.7 (A7.2.3.1).
The total quantity of ideas generated in PI1 and PI2 (See Figure 7.4.2), is relatively low compared to the
observations from current practices (CP1-5).

Figure 7.4.2 - Chart showing total quantity of ideas and % documented ideas from CP1-5 and PI1-2.

This can be due to many factors - however a relevant factor is that the Intervention Design Tool is not
designed to facilitate a high quantity of ideas, like e.g. Osborn’s (1953) Classic Brainstorming. The
Intervention Design Tool is more concerned with facilitation of a high variety of ideas, and a high
documentation rate. Comparing the rate of documentation to the observation data from current
practices, there is a clear improvement in the Pilot Implementation observations. Apart from CP5, the
percentage of documented ideas is considerably higher. This is likely due to the use of selfdocumentation as an explicit activity in the Intervention Design Tool. This has a significant potential of
becoming a valuable creative resource to the company, as documentation of ideas decreases the risk of
ideas getting lost (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).
Exploring the difference in feasibility of documented and undocumented ideas (see Figure 7.4.3), the
ideas generated in PI1 match the current practice observations well, but in PI2 there is a clear difference
with the documented ideas being noticeably more feasible than the undocumented ideas.

Figure 7.4.3 - Chart showing the average feasibility of documented and undocumented ideas respectively from each
of the 5 baseline observation sessions.
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Since all ideas generated specifically using the Intervention Design Tool (e.g. using the Intervention
Design Cards) are documented on idea notes, this could indicate that the ideas generated through
ideation in plenum in PI2 (and therefore not necessarily documented) are less feasible than the ideas
generated using the tool. However, since the exploration activity in the Intervention Design Tool’s step 3
is designed to increase both feasibility and quality (Kudrowitz & Wallace, 2012; Chakrabarti, 2006) of
ideas, all lost ideas can be seen as a potential loss of resource (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012), despite initial
level of feasibility.
An objective when designing the Intervention Design Tool was to make sure that the creative
resources of each participant is better utilised, and that everyone should be enforced to bring forth
ideas. This is to ensure that potential creative resources would not get lost due to e.g. vague structured
sessions, unfavourable group dynamics, or lack of motivation (Chakrabarti, 2006). The introduction of
individual brainstorming guided by the Intervention Design Cards aimed to accommodate both this
aspect, increase the documentation rate, since all participants are encouraged to think of ideas by
themselves, and document them at the same time. The number of ideas generated by each participant in
the two Pilot Implementation sessions can be seen in appendix A7.4.1. When compared to the
corresponding metrics from the Current Practice observations (appendix A4.3.3.1) there is an
improvement in the distribution of ideas between the participants - and all participants have shared at
least one idea.
In addition, the use of the Intervention Design Tool seemed to have a positive impact on the structure
of the ideation sessions of /KL.7, as the tool helped guide the team and keep the discussion on track.
According to employees from /KL.7 who have used the tool, it also helped them in finding ideas and
possibilities they would not have otherwise discovered, and improved their motivation by being fun to
use (appendix A7.2.3.1).

7.6 - Additional experience in industry: ideation session at
DELTA
To get additional experience with the applicability of the Intervention Design Tool in industry, we
facilitated an ideation session with 3 employees from DELTA, applying the tool activities in workshop
mode (section 6.5.2) to one of DELTA’s current cases (appendix A7.6.1). Unlike the pilot implementation
observations at /KL.7 we took active part in the ideation session at DELTA, as well as guiding the 3
DELTA employees through tool activities. The designers at DELTA are not working with behavioural
design on a regular basis like /KL.7, but have expressed a wish to learn more about the topic in order to
better incorporate it into some of their designs. Therefore their approach to the Intervention Design Tool
was also entirely different from that of /KL.7 - with more emphasis being put on understanding the
basic concepts of behavioural design, as well as the analysis parts of the tool. As indicated from the
observation sheet and notes in appendix A7.6.2 the tool functioned well with participants having little to
no experience with behavioural design. In addition, the employees from DELTA were happy with the
outcome, and stated that it was different, and more valuable, than what they expected to have generated
without using the tool. Especially the mapping of the behaviour (behaviour chain) and the discussions
of the target audience seemed to add much value to the ideation step. A high number of quite diverse
ideas was generated, and even though we have no observations of current practices to compare this
with, it provides an indication that the Intervention Design Tool functions as intended, and a
confirmation of tool interest from industry.
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7.5 - Conclusions and key takeaways
To sum up, conclusions and key takeaways are listed:


The implementation of individual idea generation and documentation meant that all
participants at /KL.7 contributed with ideas, and that the number of generated ideas were more
evenly distributed amongst the participants. Furthermore the percentage of documented ideas
has increased as a result of participants documenting their own ideas as they are generated.



Looking at the metrics of the creative output from the Pilot Implementation sessions, the
Intervention Design Tool performed lower compared to the current practice sessions in terms of
total quantity, and similar compared feasibility of ideas, however, better in terms of percentage
of documented ideas. Also, the ratio between total quantity and total variety is considered good
in relation to creativity (Shah, 2003). In addition, it should not be unreasonable to expect an
improvement in the metrics over time due to the learning curve of the tool.



Both /KL.7 and DELTA found the tool valuable and stated that it improved their creative output in
behavioural design solutions (appendix A7.2.3.1 and A7.6.2).

At first glance, the Intervention Design Tool does not stand out remarkably in the pilot
implementation observations compared to the current practices in terms of creativity measures (section
7.4). However, there is a high ratio to variety of ideas to quantity of ideas, which to some extend should
be expected to persist as the quantity increases due to the possibilities of dynamic constraining
(Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015) of e.g. the Intervention Design Cards - and the high documentation rate can
be seen as direct added value to the company (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). Furthermore, as already
suggested a learning curve for the use of the tool is also to be expected, as having the tool mindset
(Andreasen, 2003) together with experience should impact the efficiency of applying the tool. The
learning curve taken into consideration, a performance of the tool with a quantity relatively equal to the
current practice is arguably even a good result, since a lot of the time in the ideation session was spent
learning and getting used to the tool. When this learning period has passed, there will be more time for
effective idea generation, which can result in a higher quantity (and correlating high variety). Most
importantly, the employees intimated that they like the Intervention Design Tool (appendix A7.2.3.1 and
A7.6.2) and that they believe it adds value to their ideation process, which indicates that the tool both
has potential and is valuable to industry. However, to prove and determine the exact implication of the
tool both in terms of research and practice, the efficiency has to be investigated further through
experiments. We elaborate more on this in the discussion in chapter 8, and the further work in chapter
10.
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8 - DISCUSSION
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8.1 - Discussion of the project
The project was initiated to develop a support method to assist designers and engineers in
behavioural design projects (section 1.2). Through our research conducted in the literature review
(chapter 3), we identify that a flexible ideation tool specific to behavioural design, which has a strong
connection to other design activities during a behavioural design project, is a relevant focus area for
multiple reasons. First, as Port (1998) argues, 75-85% of the total cost of a project is accounted for in the
early stage development, and a lot of resources can be saved by avoiding costly iterations later in the
design process, making support methods for early stage development a key element of successful
design. Second, the majority of already provided support methods specifically developed for behavioural
design lack the support of ideation in detail, and do not connect ideation activities explicitly to
additional activities in the design process.
Looking at creativity (section 3.5) and constraints in creativity (section 3.6), we discovered through
literature research, that the main principles and paradoxes of constraints and creativity also apply to
the field of behavioural design. Thus, using a flexible framework for constraining tool activities provides
good foundation for challenging relevant knowledge (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015; Chakrabarti, 2006)
(behaviour theories) and best utilises the creativity of the users of the tool. This, together with the
possibility to customise tool content by composing tool activities to fit a specific company and case
(achieving ‘a sweet spot of constraint’) (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015; Nagai 2016), increases the value of the
tool. We discuss these matters in more detail in section 8.2.
The Intervention Design tool was developed on the basis of our research on design-, behaviour-, and
behavioural design literature (chapter 3), together with findings from observations of current practices
(chapter 4) at Denmark's largest consultancy working exclusively with behavioural design, /KL.7 (ref. C).
In addition, a follow up interview with /KL.7 (A7.2.3.1) verified a need for a structured, however flexible
ideation tool for behavioural design. The basic concept of the Intervention Design Tool (section 5.2.2)
was improved through 9 development workshops conducted with design and innovation students at
DTU, a psychology student and an expert on methodology research (ref. B), technical consultancy DELTA
(ref D), and behavioural design consultancy /KL.7. During the development workshops we observed that
even though the majority of the participants understood the overall functions and thoughts behind the
tool, the approach to each included activity varied, implying that Andreasen’s (2003) point of
matching/adjusting support methods and activities to design team is relevant. This finding
underpinned a need to create a flexible framework for the Intervention Design Tool in order to increase
the value of facilitating possibilities, rather than risking to ‘freeze’ the tool users in an over-constrained
tool framework (Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015; Nagai, 2016; Amabile 1998). We elaborate more on this point
in regards to our findings of the pilot implementation sessions in section 8.3.
Lastly, in section 8.4, we will elaborate on the main limitations of the project, to provide details on
which areas of the project has been a success, and point out areas for future work.

8.2 - Discussion of the Intervention Design Tool - in its whole
The Intervention Design Tool brings structure to the early stage activities of behavioural design
projects by providing a list of guided design activities, divided into 3 overall steps: Analyse, Ideate and
Explore (see e.g Chapter 6). Hence, the Intervention Design Tool can be seen as a toolkit, consisting of a
series of design activities that can be conducted either coherently in an ideation session, and/or
separately during the design project (see section 6.5). A few toolkits for behavioural design exist, namely

the Designing for Behavior Change Toolkit (Wendel 2014b), and The Brains, Behavior and Designs Toolkit
(Brains, Behavior and Design, 2010, website 5) (section 3.4) However, none of them provide a detailed
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guide on how to apply the design activities in a continuous flow, or provide strong links to additional
activities during the design process. One thing is having a support method available, another is
applying it in practice, where the right mindset is needed in order to gain value from using it
(Andreasen, 2003). In relation, applying a list of design activities is difficult to do in an optimal way if the
designers are uncertain of where in the design process a support method can provide value, and how
they interconnect with other support methods or activities. Therefore, the Designing for Behavior

Change Toolkit (Wendel 2014), and The Brains, Behavior and Designs Toolkit (Brains, Behavior and
Design, 2010, website 5) can be difficult to apply in an optimal way for designers, and especially those
not very familiar with either the toolkits, or behavioural design. Further, only the the Brains, Behaviour

and Designs Toolkit (Brains, Behaviour and Design, 2010, website 5) emphasises ideation activities,
functioning as a standalone activity within the toolkit framework. Lastly, especially the the Brains,
Behavior and Designs Toolkit (Brains, Behavior and Design, 2010, website 5) emphasises explicit use of
behaviour theories, making it more relevant for behavioural design experts, rather than designers in
general.
The Intervention Design Tool is a valuable contribution to existing support methods, since it provides
detailed guidance on how to apply the tool activities. In addition, it explains how they interconnect with
each other, and uses behaviour theories implicitly. This makes the tool applicable for non behavioural
design experts, however, at the same time supporting tacit knowledge of behavioural design experts.
Also, the Intervention Design Tool promotes flexibility in use without compromising the tool
functionality, making the tool not only applicable, but also valuable for diverse companies and cases. In
other words, the Intervention Design Tool is designed to be used both consecutively, and/or partially,
depending on company, case, or resources, by consisting of activities that provide value on their own,
but provide additional value when interconnected. The activities provided in The Intervention Design
Tool are a composition of principles and activities inspired from design literature (section 3.1; 3.5; 3.6),
already existing support methods (section 3.4), and behaviour theories (section 3.7), which have been
interconnected and further developed. Hence, parts of the tool can be recognised from other work. To
elaborate on this, the activities of each step of the Intervention Design Tool are further discussed in the
subsections below.

8.2.1 - Step 1 - Analyse
The activities in the first step of the Intervention Design Tool are chosen and designed with a
foundation in existing theory and behaviour design methods (chapter 3). The idea of defining a wanted

behaviour (also known as target behaviour) is not new, and the term is used by both Lockton et al. (2013)
and Miltenberger (2008) - in addition the latter emphasises the importance of clearly defining the target
behaviour when working towards effective behaviour modification.
The mapping of current behaviour in a chain of consecutive actions resembles the use flow diagrams
that are frequently used in user experience design, but the way it is used and the purpose of the chain is
different: where the use flow diagrams typically are more a way of designing the use flow of a product,
the behaviour chain is used for mapping out an existing behaviour (and later simulating the
implementation of an intervention). In Designing for Behavior Change, Wendel (2014) describes the use
of a Behavior Plan which to a higher degree than use flow diagrams resembles the behaviour chain from
the Intervention Design Tool. In the Behaviour Plan (Wendel, 2014) the designer must break down the
process of using a product into discrete steps, then look at each step to see if it can be e.g. simplified or
removed. In Wendel’s (2014) Process of Designing for Behavior Change the Behavior Plan is located in
the Design phase and so, is not meant as a tool for analysing the current situation but for designing the
actual solution. The guidelines given by Wendel (2014) are, arguably, not universal as they are geared for
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exploring behaviour in relation to a product, and not any kind of behaviour. Also the Behaviour Chain
from the Intervention Design Tool challenges the designer to think further and map not only the
unwanted behaviour, but also the behaviour preceding and ensuing it, together with valuable
considerations of thoughts and self-argumentations (approaching mechanisms of system 1 and 2
(Kahneman, 2011)). That being said, the Behaviour Plan provides actual design support in the design
phase, that the Behaviour Chain does not cover.
Last in Step 1, the definition and analysis of the Target Audience and Physical Context of the
behaviour is, perhaps not surprisingly, an activity that can be found similar in other tools and methods,
not exclusively for behavioural design. However, more interesting, aspects of analysing target audience
are mentioned in context of behavioural design by e.g. Wendel (2014) and Fogg (2009a). Wendel (2014)
uses the characterisation of Personas, that in a rigid way helps explore the diversity of the target
audience, and Fogg (2009a) implicitly incorporates target audience analysis through the exploring of

motivation and ability in his Eight Step Behavior Model. Where Wendel (2014) personas are difficult to
apply in a flexible way, Fogg’s (2009b) model of 3 factors of persuasion is very intangible and therefore
difficult to apply in practice as a support tool. The Intervention Design Tool aims to provide a flexible
framework for discussing and exploring diverse target audiences in diverse projects.

8.2.2 - Step 2 - Ideate
The second step of the Intervention Design Tool, ideation, is not new to any field of design.
Substantial research show, that ideation is an important part of a development project (e.g.
Vairaktarakis (1999); Chakrabarti (2006); Gonçalves et al. (2014)). The ideation activities of the
Intervention Design Tool is based on Ulrich & Eppinger’s (2012) research, showing that support methods
developed to specific fields of design or tasks increase the chances for valuable outcomes, together with
a confirmation from /KL.7 stating that an ideation tool specifically developed for behavioural is of
interest to them. A few ideation tools developed specifically for behavioural design already exist:
primarily Lockton’ et al.’s (2010; website 6) Design with Intent Cards and Pfarr’s (2014, website 7)

Behavior Change Strategy Cards (section 3.4). Even though the two ideation methods in general provide
a good support for ideating in behavioural design projects, there is a risk of fixation (Adams, 2001) if
designers using them are not natural flexible thinkers (Chakrabarti, 2006), e.g. due to pictorial stimuli
and very specific examples given as possible solutions, which can be difficult to abstract from. Also,
both Design with Intent (Lockton et al., 2010; website 6) and Behavior Change Strategy Cards (Pfarr, 2014,
website 7) - in addition to all the behavioural design support methods reviewed in section 3.4 - are not
specific on what an intervention is composed of, even though they all agree that interventions are
needed in order to change or redirect behaviour. Our Intervention Design Cards are divided into 3
categories, where the categories consist of a number of cards with one inspirational word on each,
providing an alternative to already existing ideation tools for behavioural design which support pictorial
stimuli. In addition, as an alternative to the Intervention Design Cards we provide the Intervention
Design Wheel, which gives an overview of all cards in the 3 categories. Ideating with the cards
challenges the designers to be flexible in thinking (Chakrabarti, 2006), where the wheel to a greater
extend facilitates knowledge (Chakrabarti, 2006) on options. Over time, designers using the Intervention
Design Tool will become familiar with the options in each category, but until then ideating with both the
cards and the wheel might be preferable in order to explore a large solution space.
The categories of the Intervention Design Cards are based both on literature elaborating on
interventions and existing support methods, describing elements needed to obtain a behaviour change.
Starting with Fogg’s (2009) 3 factors of persuasion, we identified the importance of ability, motivation
and triggers. However, ability is not a component of an intervention, since it is an attribute of
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individuals rather than the intervention itself. In addition, Fogg’s (2009b) use of motivation is somewhat
in between. Thus, combining Fogg’s (2009b) use of motivation with Lucero & Arrasvuori’s (2010; website
8) PLEX cards, became the basis of our “behaviour means” category (also called behavioural drivers),
which consists of psychological conditions that are part of creating human behaviour. Fogg (2009b)
uses the overall term trigger, Wendel (2014a) uses the overall term cue, and others e.g. Dolan et. al (2012)
uses the overall term intervention for describing the action that captures the attention (consciously or
unconsciously) of a target audience needed in order to initiate a behaviour change. In addition, none of
them clearly explain what elements the mean for capturing a target audience's attention consist of.
Based on additional literature (chapter 3), and practices at /KL.7, we argue, that an intervention has to
support a behavioural driver to create motivation - without motivation no action will take place. In
addition, an intervention must support a trigger in order to enter the mind of the target audience,
therefore our “ways to trigger” category consists of sensory inputs based on neuroscience and cognitive
psychology (Miltenberger, 2008). Lastly, in order to deliver a trigger, a manifestation for that trigger must
exist, hence, our last category is ”trigger channels”, which is partly based on the examples from Lockton
et al.’s (2010; website 6) Design With Intent Cards and Pfarr’s (2011, website 7) Behaviour Change Strategy

Cards, as well as Fogg’s (2009) and Wendels (2014) elaboration and examples on triggers and cues. This
category includes both physical, digital, and social trigger channels such as “sign”, “smartphone app”,
and “conversation” respectively.
To sum up, bringing together existing literature, we argue that an intervention consists of 3
components: a “way to trigger” - to enter the human mind, a “trigger channel” - to manifest the
intervention, and a “behavioural mean” - to maintain the captured attention of the target audience and
make them act. We argue that our tripartition of an intervention is an important contribution to
behavioural design, as it assists the ideation of interventions in a detailed, however, flexible way, and
provides an alternative to existing support methods by focusing explicitly on the components of the
intervention rather than psychological strategies, together with supporting of tacit knowledge. Ideating
with the Intervention Design Tool provides relevant inspirational stimuli, and focuses on a high variety
of ideas rather than high quantity (Shah, 2003; Chakrabarti, 2009; Kudrowitz & Wallace, 2010).
Emphasising a high variety can result in quirky ideas - especially since we encourage an initial openmindedness toward ideation as it helps expanding the solution space and increase flexibility in
thinking (Chakrabarti, 2009). Strategies to get value out of quirky ideas are implemented in step 3.

8.2.3 - Step 3 - Explore
The main activity in step 3 is developing and discarding ideas generated from step 2, by exploring the
potential of the ideas whilst going through the 8 questions on the exploration sheet (sheet 3). This
activity is not new to design, as elements can be found in similar evaluation checklists or activities; e.g.
Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander’s (1999) 8 principles of Persuasive Technology Design described in
section 3.8. Also approaches like Bono’s (1992) 6 thinking hats address exploration of ideas, where each
hat represents a focus including: process, facts, feelings, creativity, benefits, and cautions (A8.2.3.1).
Wendel (2014) uses a checklist in context of behavioural design, by using the CREATE action funnel in a
table where the team is asked to evaluate Cue, Reaction, Evaluation, Ability, and Timing on two
questions “Current state? Is it an obstacle?” and “Potential improvement?” (Wendel, 2014b; A3.4.4). Hence,
the exploration sheet in the Intervention Design Tool is nothing novel in itself, however, the
composition of questions to consider to the left is not seen before, and is carefully chosen to spark
relevant discussion in relation to behavioural design. Also, the “Can you…” questions to the right provide
a practical aspect helping the designers take action instead of getting stuck or just discarding the idea,
which we have not found on such practical level in other checklists provided for behavioural design.
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However, there is inevitably a trade-off within the level of guidance a checklist can provide without
becoming too specific, and thereby not applicable to diverse cases. Therefore, the questions asked on
sheet 3 are still on an overall level, and require both knowledge and the will to effectively challenge the
created ideas, in order to be applicable and significantly valuable. In other words, we facilitate a
discussion on relevant aspects, however, we do not answer e.g. when a solution is or is not
unnecessarily unpleasant, since this varies a lot from case to case. Lastly, the checklist in step 3
explicitly facilitates discussion on the ethical aspects of behavioural design and the ideated
interventions. The questions dealing with ethics are loosely based on Berdichevsky and
Neuenschwander’s (1999) 8 principles of Persuasive Technology Design, and an interpretation of the
“Golden Rule of Persuasion” is included as the final question: How would you react to this solution

yourself if you were exposed to it? Although it ultimately is the designer’s responsibility not to design
solutions that are ethically unacceptable or questionable, we still find it important to at least help
facilitate discussion and considerations on the matter - especially since behavioural design by some is
perceived an immoral approach (Selinger & Whyte, 2011).
Included in step 3 is the activity of exploring how a solution in theory impacts the existing behaviour
(or non-behaviour), by implementing the solution in the current behaviour chain and mapping out how
the behaviour changes. This activity is important to reduce the total cost of a project (chapter 3; Port,
1998). Similar activities are known from e.g. technical flow charts of products (e.g. Cross, 2008), which
aim to map the flows and functions of a product in e.g. product architectures, to identify faults and risks
before implementing it in real life. Therefore, it can be of great value to identify risks and fault on
forehand in order to 1) avoid initial implications in the solution, and 2) identify risks to watch out for
when testing the solution in real life. This activity is of significant importance to behavioural design,
since predicting human behaviour is a complex task due to the many psychological mechanisms
(section 3.7) that often are present simultaneously. In addition, real life testing of solutions can be both
expensive and difficult; if for example a solution includes redesign of the pathways in the metro, or reconstructing a parking lot area to make it more intuitive, real life testings can be costly. In these cases,
determining the plausibility of success on paper can assist in reducing unnecessary complexity and
faults in the design (Vairaktarakis, 1999). However, in other cases where a solution is e.g. adding an
additional feature to a garbage bin (e.g. footprint stickers on the ground leading to the bin - see appendix
A8.2.3.2), the designers have the possibility to point out a few number of bins, apply the additional
designs, and compare efficiency to generic bins. These cases are not necessarily as important to explore
on paper, however, flaws of the design can still be identified. In both cases the activities can assist in
argumentation backing up choices and apply for fundings to carry out the tests, as it on paper proves to
be a plausible success.
Having discussed the design activities in each of the 3 steps in the tool, we have emphasised that The
Intervention Design Tool - despite partially building upon existing support methods - is a novel addition
to existing support methods for behavioural design. The main implications of this project and the
Intervention Design Tool is further discussed in section 8.3.

8.3 - Implications of the project for research and practise
The aim of this project was to develop a relevant support method to assist designers and engineers in
behavioural design projects (see section 1.2). The Intervention Design Tool provides a framework for
structuring design activities for early stage development in behavioural design projects (discussed in
section 8.2). Since behavioural design is a relatively new field of design, and there has been conducted
limited research on the subject (Francis et al., 2009), the existing support methods for practical use in
industry are limited (section 3.4). The initial ideas for the Intervention Design Tool emphasised ideation,
however, were later in the process expanded to include an analysis and explore function (step 1 and 3),
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to support the ideation activities (discussed in section 8.2). This also opens up for using step 1 and 3
activities during both earlier and later activities in the behavioural design process; as step 1 activities
can be connected to desk research and baseline data collection (Hartlev & Durazo, 2015). Likewise, the
step 3 activities (especially exploring an intervention's impact on a current behaviour) can be connected
to the iterative testings in the development phase (Hartlev & Durazo, 2015). Especially step 1 and 3
activities can function as both:


Part of an ideation session (workshop mode, section 6.5.2).



Either as an active part of earlier and later project activities (mapping data), and/or as
preparation for expectations and plausible implications for data collection activities (project
mode, section 6.5.2).

Applying the same design activities in multiples ways depending on stage of project, case and/or
resources, is an attribute of flexible tools, and has shown to be a strength in the use of tool frameworks
in industry, e.g. known from Philips’ Experience Flows (Inside Innovation, 2014; Daalhuizen et al., 2015).
We return to the discussion on strengths and limitations of flexibility whilst discussing limitations of
the project in section 8.4.
As stated earlier, behavioural design is a relatively new field within design, however, the relevance
and need for this design approach can be justified in e.g. the increasing number of behavioural design
solutions implemented in our community (section 1.4), and the increasing research on mechanisms of
behaviour change (Kim, Yoon, & Gonzalez, 2012). Also, /Kl.7 has expanded their number of employees
with approx. 30% in the past year, due to an increase in demand. However, definitions used in the field of
behavioural design are still somewhat vague, and multiple terms are used to describe the same
mechanisms, making it difficult to apply the principles of behaviour change in practise as part of
support methods. Hence, to provide a relevant ideation method as part of the Intervention Design Tool,
we first had to clarify and provide a practical definition of the essential aspects of a behavioural design
solution and what it consist of, based on existing literature, support methods and practices in industry
(at /KL.7). As stated earlier, behavioural design is concerned with changing behaviour through the
implementation of solutions that exploit the nature of human decision-making (including unconscious
behaviour). Even though using different wordings, the theories and existing support methods reviewed
all describe the starting point of behaviour change of a third party, as capturing the attention of the
target audience and creating awareness (conscious as well as unconscious) (e.g. Wendel, 2014a; Lockton
et al., 2010; Fogg, 2009). In other words, they all describe interventions - the term used by e.g. Wendel
(2014) and Michie et al., (2011) (section 3.4). But they are unclear on the details of what an intervention is,
how it can be designed, and only provide examples of what interventions can be instead of providing
practical definitions. In order to develop a method to ideate interventions, it became necessary to define
the components of an intervention. Hence, we suggest the tripartition of interventions (discussed in
section 8.2.2):


Ways to trigger - activation of human senses as a mean to enter the human mind; in order to
capture attention and/or create awareness.



Trigger channels - the physical, digital or social manifestation of the trigger.



Behaviour drivers - the emotional conditions that motivates behaviour (behaviour means).

Fogg (2009b) has provided his 3 factors of persuasion - ability, motivation, and triggers as an
somewhat intangible framework, we provide a more practical defined framework for designing
interventions aimed at designers and engineers in industry. Based on Fogg’s (2009b) research it is
unclear whether he defines triggers as we do above, as an intervention in its whole (see e.g.
nomenclature), or in some way both. Nevertheless, we argue that our tripartition of interventions is a
practical counterpart to his 3 factors of persuasion, building upon it whilst putting emphasis to the
components of interventions, rather than on people. And further, including the considerations of ability
in step 3 activities of the intervention design tool instead. In other words, we argue that it makes more
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sense to discuss ability within a scale of having to not having ability - in contrast to the tripartition of
interventions where each category contains a large set of different options concerning interventions,
applicable to most cases.
Our research has differed from other research in the field of behavioural design, e.g. mechanisms of
behaviour change (Kim, Yoon, & Gonzalez, 2012) and designing sustainable behaviour (Lilley, 2009), by
focusing on the inclusion of both behaviour theories (section 3.7) and principles from existing support
methods in a practical framework valuable to industry. Our research is a small addition to an identified
need of providing and testing flexible support methods to aid design activities in behavioural design
projects in industry. Having provided both a practical definition of interventions, and a framework
bringing structure to design activities in early stage development in behavioural design, the project has
added to existing literature in this field of design. Inevitably, the project also has limitations which are
discussed in the following section.

8.4 - Limitations of the project
Inevitably, limitations mainly due to time and resources apply to this project, and in this section we
will elaborate on main limitations regarding both the Intervention Design Tool and the project on an
overall basis. First, the Intervention Design Tool is not a tool that a designer or design team can pick up
and use right away without familiarise themselves with it. Arguably there is a trade-off between how
detailed and in depth a tool can be, and how easy it is to pick up and use it. The Intervention Design Tool
is designed to be useable and provide value to designers who are inexperienced with behavioural
design, but at the same time also provide tacit support for behavioural design experts. In doing the
latter, it is inevitable that the tool has a certain level of complexity, which also means that there will be
a learning curve when a design team starts to use it. Although this can be seen as a limitation, it has
been a priority in the designing of the tool to find an adequate compromise in the trade-off between tool
complexity and learning curve. Even though the tool is useful to the behavioural design experts at /KL.7,
(chapter 7; A7.2.3.1), designers with limited experience in behavioural design, such as the employees at
DELTA, can also benefit from using it (chapter 7; A7.6.2).
This being said, the Intervention Design Tool is designed specifically for people with experience and
competencies in design methods and work. It is unlikely that people with no experience in design work
will be benefit from- or even be able to use the tool as intended. Throughout the tool and tool guide
terms from design have been used, and knowledge on how a design process is structured is
presupposed.
The initial idea with the Intervention Design Tool was that it should be used in a single workshop
simply as an ideation method (workshop mode, section 6.5.2). However, during the development
workshops (section 5.3), pilot implementations (chapter 7) and experiences from industry (A7.2.3.1;
A7.6.2) the functionality of the tool was extended to also cover the use in project mode (section 3.5.1).
This flexibility of the tool also means that the different steps can be used individually depending on the
project and desired outcome. However, because of the time limitation to this project, it was only possible
to implement the tool in workshop mode (section 6.5.2) in industry for a short amount of time. Hence
observations of using the tool in project mode (section 6.5.1) have not been conducted. Assessing project
mode (section 6.5.2) in industry is likely to result in improvements of the tool to better fit the conditions
of project mode (section 6.5.1).
Based on theoretical findings in the literature review (chapter 3), the results from the pilot
implementation observations (chapter 7), and feedback from companies (section 5.3; A7.2.3.1; A7.6.2) we
have acquired an initial proof of tool concept. Based hereon, The Intervention Design tool is a valuable
addition to the already existing tools created specifically for behavioural design, and it brings together
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and utilises core behavioural theory from acknowledged researchers in the field (section 3.4; 3.7; 3.8).
The pilot implementation observations at /KL.7 (chapter 7) show an improvement in distribution of
generated ideas amongst the participants, higher rate of documentation, and improved overall structure
of the ideation session. However, creativity metrics such as total quantity and average feasibility of
ideas were almost similar to baseline observations (chapter 4; chapter 7). However, it is debatable if a
metric such as high quantity is even a success criterion for the Intervention Design Tool. Arguably, a
high quantity of ideas is unnecessary if a smaller quantity of higher quality and/variety of ideas can be
generated instead. In section 3.5 of the literature review we describe how a high quantity of ideas is
important as it increases the chances of one or more of those ideas being very good. This argument is
put forth by both Taylor et al. (1958) and Gonçalves et al. (2014), but is only explored in terms of high
quantity versus low quantity. We argue, however, that in practice there is a trade-off between quantity,
quality and variety of ideas. For this reason, the Intervention Design Tool emphasises both quantity and
quality in the idea generation. In addition, we mainly emphasis total variety of ideas, because of time
limitations - and because it is often more difficult to bring forth unique ideas in contrast to variations of
already existing ideas due to e.g. priming and fixation mechanisms (Adams, 2001). Nevertheless, a
limitation to this project is that the quality of the generated ideas in the baseline observations (chapter
4) and pilot implementation (chapter 7) observations is not assessed. As described in chapter 4, this is
because the quality of an idea is difficult to assess, especially for outsiders to the design team, and
because there is no clear framework for assessing the quality of behavioural design ideas. Hence, given
the fact that the tool is designed to increase the quality of the generated ideas, ways to consistently and
objectively assessing the quality of behavioural design related ideas, should be developed and used
when conducting further testing of the tool (chapter 10).
Finally and perhaps most importantly, both /KL.7 and DELTA employees express that the tool adds
value to their existing practices, by facilitates the generation of ideas that would otherwise have been
unexplored, and providing structure (chapter 4; chapter 7; A7.2.3.1; A7.6.2). However, this is based on
qualitative analysis - to thoroughly determine if the Intervention Design Tool produces better results
from an ideation session than by using generic methods, an experiment with a control group and a
sufficient number of participants would have to be conducted (chapter 10).
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8.5 - Conclusions and key takeaways
During our research, we have identified a lack of structured support tool and methods in context of
behavioural design projects, where only a limited range exists (section 3.4). Our findings from both
existing literature (chapter 3), and from observations of current practices (chapter 4), concludes a
potential need for flexible support methods specifically developed for behavioural design. Even though
the development of such a tool is relevant and valuable to the entire development phase, we identified a
more significant need in early stage development; based on both the significant effect it has on the total
project activities and costs (Port, 1998), and the relatively identical attributes of the few existing
behavioural design tools emphasising ideation. To achieve relevance of a design tool for behavioural
design, we argue that it must bridge behaviour models and principles from cognitive psychology
(section 3.7) and principles engineering design tools (section 3.1; 3.5; 3.6), in order to provide optimal
value to designers and engineers in industry (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). The Intervention Design Tool
provides a structured framework for design activities in early stage development, and has its core
strengths in its ability to implement behaviour theories and translate them into practical aspects of
design; and further that the tool activities provide value both when conducted consecutively and
individually. The Intervention Design Tool uses the principles of ‘the sweet spot of constraining’
(Onarheim & Biskjær, 2015; Nagai, 2016), by providing a chain of single design activities, that on one hand
come with clear objectives and a framework for conducting the activities, however, also accommodate
diversity by avoiding unnecessary rigidness. We argue, that the ‘sweet spot of constraining’ in a support
tool cannot be designed on forehand, however, a dynamic and flexible framework that facilitates
exploring and applying constraints dynamically (known e.g. from chunking (Chandrasekaran, 1990)), is
a more realistic way of approaching and implementing the principles of the ‘sweet spot of constraining’
in practise. Hence, the Intervention Design Tool is a flexible tool that provides value to diverse
companies and cases concerned with behavioural design; it brings structure to either a single design
activity, and/or a chain of early stage development design activities, by facilitating a dynamic use of
constraints; both within each design activity (e.g. excluding some ideation cards), and across design
activities (e.g. using project mode, section 6.5.1).
Our findings from the pilot implementation of the Intervention Design Tool at /Kl.7 (chapter 7),
together with feedback from both /KL.7 and DELTA (chapter 4; chapter 7; A7.2.3.1; A7.6.2), provides an
initial proof of the potential of the tool, and confirms an interest in the tool framework and activities
from companies in industry. However, initial data must be collected and analysed from further
observations and or studies to establishing a clear proof of tool efficiency and increase of relevant
creative output with statistical significance. Possible aspects and areas to test and develop further are
suggested in further work (chapter 10).
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9 - CONCLUSION
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9.1 - Conclusion
The aim of this project was to develop a relevant support method to assist designers and engineers in
behavioural design projects. In addressing this, a 4 phased project was conducted consisting of
literature review, observations of current practices, tool development and a pilot implementation of the
tool in industry. Findings from the two first project phases revealed a need for a flexible support method
assisting early stage development activities in behavioural design, to complement both a practical need
in industry, and a gap in existing behavioural design research. The Intervention Design Tool meets this
need by providing a 3 step framework; consisting of various design activities to be implemented either
consecutively or individually in projects, where behaviour change of third parties are of interest. The
Intervention Design Tool offers key advantages to early stage development activities in behavioural
design, by bridging psychology research with both existing early stage design research and actual needs
in industry. The tool offers a flexible framework with detailed described suggestions for alternative use
flows, making the tool activities applicable both consecutively and individually, in diverse companies
and project cases. The step 1 activities provide key frameworks for analysing current behaviours, and
facilitate relevant discussions on psychological aspects of behaviour - supporting activation of tacit
knowledge in the users or the tool. Hence, it works both as a strong foundation for ideating
interventions in step 2, and comparing theoretical impacts of explored interventions from step 3, to
reduce costly iterations in later stages. Step 2 activities support a constructive exploration of the
solution space, by facilitation ideation of diverse interventions, by providing key inspiration
(Intervention Design Cards) in a flexible framework. Step 3 provides a behavioural design framework to
adjust generated ideas to fit within the project scope, increasing the number of quality ideas. As no clear
definition of interventions - usable in the practice when designing interventions - has been found
during the literature review, the tripartition of interventions (ways to trigger, trigger channels, and
behaviour drivers) has been introduced to assist in ideation (and designing) of interventions in practice.
The Intervention Design Tool provides both a structured framework for conducting valuable activities
in early stage development, as well as revealing any shortcomings in knowledge needed to take the
project further. The provided tool sheets allow an ongoing documentation of conducted work, to capture
both project progress and outcome, useful for backtracking, re-assigning project activities and
presenting to stakeholders. This project opens up for further research of practical implementation of the
extensive cognitive psychological research already conducted, in order to strengthen the design
activities during behavioural design development, to increase process efficiency and success of
developed solutions. Additional work is needed in order to further assess the performance of the
Intervention Design Tool, as the findings in this project are based primarily on qualitative feedback, and
only a short pilot implementation period in behavioural design industry, where a small amount of
quantitative data has been collected and analysed. By the conduction of additional research and
experiments including assessments of relations between: input, outcome, context, and useflows with
controlled condition, it is our expectation that the potential value of the Intervention Design Tool can
become statistically validated.
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10.1 – Further work
Due to limitations of time and resources, a list of further activities to strengthen the project and
Intervention Design Tool is to be considered.
Additional testing of The Intervention Design Tool activities:


Expansion of observation data to compare current practices (section 4.3) with implementation of
The Intervention Design Tool (section 7.3).



Extension of the pilot implementation period to observe changes in the creative measures over
time, in order to determine learning curve implications, and long term effect of the tool mindset.



Conduct observation data on using the Intervention Design Tool in project mode (section 6.5.1),
compared to using the tool in workshop mode (section 6.5.2).



Development of metrics for assessing the quality of ideas in behavioural design.



Measuring outcomes in relation to e.g. case inputs, tool activities conducted etc.



Experiments to explore creative output using the Intervention Design Tool compared to using
generic ideation methods. Ultimately to determine if the Intervention Design Tool is an
improvement to generic methods in behavioural design projects.



Experiments exploring the optimal combination of inspirational stimuli provided in the
Intervention Design Cards. Based on research by e.g. Goldschmidt & Sever (2010), experiments
could include a comparison of visual stimuli, textual stimuli, and a mix.



Long term data collection exploring the value of documenting ideas and additional work
conducted using the Intervention Design Tool, including e.g. a comparison on hard copy and
digital documentation.

Developing guidance to interconnect tool activities to each other, and to the rest of the development
process:


Develop activities prior to using the Intervention Design Tool, to help designers prepare case
knowledge needed, and reach a project maturity needed to gain value from the Intervention
Design Tool.



Develop clear instructions on how to decrease the number of ideas, in order to apply step 3
activities on not only a reasonable number of ideas, but also the right ideas from the total pile of
ideas generated in step 2 (section 6.3.5).



Develop more detailed guidance on how to gain optimum value from using the activities of the
Intervention Design Tool in project mode (6.5.1).

Exploration practical aspects of conducting project work in industry, in order to support practical
applicability of the tool, e.g including:


Effective handover of tool activities both between conducted tool activities, and in cases of
temporary project shutdowns or replacement of team members.



Development of a condensed Intervention Design Tool and tool guide for designers and
engineers familiar with the tool.



Development of a simplified Intervention Design Tool and tool guide for designers (and possibly
people with little to no prior experience in design) with little to no experience in behavioural
design - where the full version of the tool may seem overwhelming and overcomplicated.
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12.1 - Assignment A: Preliminary assignment
Focus area and possible project options - 19-01-2016
Preliminary assignment at DTU
Formalia

Students
Camilla Kirstine Elisabeth Nielsen, s094737, Stud.MSc.Eng. Design & Innovation, DTU Management
Engineering
Johan Aakerlund, s103004, Stud.MSc.Eng. Design & Innovation, DTU Management Engineering

Supervisor
Philip Cash, Associative Professor, DTU Management Engineering

Collaborative partner
Christine Boysen Durazo, /KL.7 - the only consultancy company in Denmark working exclusively with
Behavioural Design of products, services and systems.
/KL.7 ApS
Nørregade 6
1165 Copenhagen K
Denmark

Time frame and ECTS
January 4th - July 4th 2016
35 ECTS
Scope

“Development and testing of an ideation tool for expert use - bringing structure to creativity in a
behavioural design process”
Keywords
Ideation tool, behavioural design, creativity (in design development), design process, development,
design tool, communication (between stakeholders),
Focus
The development of an expert ideation tool will be based on design development theory, combined with
a mapping of the current ideation process at /KL.7 and behavioral design theory. Further, it will contain
parts of theory on creativity in design development.
On forehand, three important aspects to the expert ideation tool development are decided upon:
●

The ideation tool should be applicable for staging at /KL.7 to gain value of applying the

developed ideation tool
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●

The ideation tool should be based on behavioral design theory

●

The ideation tool should bring structure to the creative process

Fig. 1 - The 3 domains in which the expert design tool is to be developed

The main focus of the thesis will be in the domains between: design and behavior, and design and
creativity, with references to design, behavior, creativity and the domain between creativity and
behavior.
Key outputs for DTU
A structured master thesis containing:


Mapping of relevant theoretical aspects on design processes, behavioural design and creativity



Collecting and analysing of empirical data on ideation processes, at a relevant company working
with behavioural design, primarily conducted by observations



Development of an ideation tool, based on the two bullet points above



Testing / some degree of verification of tool potential by applying tool on a behavioural design
project scope and/or comparing output by use of developed tool with a control case output not
using the developed tool

Project phases
The project is divided into 3 phases, with emphasis is on phase 1.

Phase 1: Behavioural Design ideation tool development
Step 1.1

Development of ideation tool based on theory on design development, behavior,

and /KL.7 practises based on observations and interviews.
Step 1.2
Development of ideation tool in 3 phases: range of ideation tool “mock-ups” → test → choose
ideation tool, apply corrections → test → ideation tool refinement
Step 1.3
Proposal on how /KL.7 can visually communicate their process- and results of
using the ideation tool to clients.

Phase 2: Application of Behavioural Design ideation tool
Step 2.1

Applying the developed ideation tool on a project scope (e.g. a /KL.7 behavioural

design task) and comparing outcome with “generic” ideation process applied on same
project scope
Step 2.2

Refinement of the Proposal on how /KL.7 can visually communicate their

process- and results of using the ideation tool to clients, from step 1.3.
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Phase 3: Conceptualization and development of solution for a /KL.7 design project
Step 3.1

Further development on the outcomes of the developed ideation tool on the
project scope, from phase 2.1

Step 3.2

Create a mock-up/prototype solution based on the developed outcomes of step 3.1
project scope

Step 3.3

Testing/collecting initial reactions on proposed solution (mock-up/prototype
from step 3.2)

Time frame and milestones:

Scenario A
The ideal project process is “phase 1 frontloaded” to release time to phase 2 and 3. Success of scenario A
depends on a quick kick-off and close collaboration with /KL.7 in week 1 to 12, since a compressed
period of observations for mapping out current ideation strategies at /KL.7, development and testing of
ideation tool together with /KL.7, is needed.
A milestone plan for scenario A can be seen in figure 2.

Scenario B
In scenario B phase 3 is greatly diminished or entirely removed to allow emphasis on the first two
phases which will then be conducted more thoroughly.

Scenario C
Scenario C will contain a thorough development of the ideation tool, phase 1, thus, a vague testing and
actual application on a project scope, phase 2 and 3, due to limitations of access at /KL.7, or unforeseen
events.
In all 3 scenarios the writing of the master thesis report will be conducted regularly, and all 3 scenarios
should end up with a strong master thesis and proposals for further work.
Project management
The project phases act as the project’s 3 main stages, where the initial planned shift from one phase to
another acts as a milestone gate. At each of the project's two, planned main gates, it will be decided
whether a phase is completed or prolonged. If prolonged, a new milestone gate is to be added to the
initial plan.
The Stage Gate project management method will help keep track of the project activity progress, and for
it to be successful, the initial project plan must be considered at least once a week. See the project plan,
project phases and main activities in the Master Thesis Task Calendar on the next two pages.
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12.2 - Assignment B: Postliminary assignment
Project reflections - 27-06-2016
Postliminary assignment at DTU
Main objective of postliminary assignment
To perspective the project progress to initial project plans in the preliminary assignment, and address
learning objective 12: “Be able to adjust the staging of the project based on assessment of magnitude of

the task, complexity, and desired result”.
Keywords
Support methods, ideation tool, behavioural design, creativity, constraints in creativity, support tool
development
Focus and project progress
The Intervention Design Tool was developed by bridging theory and practice by:


Literature review, including: design literature, creativity (including constraints) literature,
behavioural design literature, existing behavioural design support methods, behaviour theories,
and ethics in context of behavioural design.



Current ideation practices in /KL.7 (ref. C).

Findings from the two areas became the foundation for a list of tool requirements. The tool was
developed through 9 development workshops with students and experts. The developed tool was
introduced to industry (/KL.7 and DELTA); DELTA used the tool in a facilitated workshop, and /KL.7
implemented the tool in two of their ideation sessions (pilot implementation) - providing us with initial
data to compare to data from their current practices.
Project phases, timeframe, milestones and project management:
We introduced Blessing & Chakrabarti’s (2009) Design Research Methodology as the 4 overall phases of
the project with overall focuses as follows:


Phase 1: Literature review



Phase 2: Observations of current practices



Phase 3: Tool development



Phase 4: Pilot implementation of tool

The project progress covers phase 1 from the preliminary assignment, alternative activities in phase 2,
however, with the same focus: exploration of the tool in practice. Phase 3 from the preliminary
assignment was discarded, however, other activities were introduced to strengthen the original phase 1
and 2 (now covered by the 4 phases above). This corresponds to a scenario in between scenario B and C
provided in the preliminary assignment.

Phase 1 - Literature review:
Initial research on literature on: design literature, behavioural design literature, existing behavioural
design support methods, and ethics in context of behavioural design, provided a foundation for
conducting observations of /KL.7’s current practices. Findings between phase 1 and 2 in parallel lead to
an expansion of topics in the literature review, hence, creativity (including constraints) literature and
behaviour theories were included.
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Phase 2 - Observations of current practices:
We got access to /KL.7’s current practices relatively early in the project, hence, we chose to conduct
observations as soon as possible, leading to phase 1 and 2 activities being conducted in parallel (even
though the initial intention was to have a rigid milestone between each phase, and conduct one phase at
a time). Due to a low amount of brainstorms at /KL.7, the observations of current practices continued
into the beginning of phase 3, necessary in order to conduct a fair amount of observations.

Phase 3 - Tool development:
Our initial plan was to ideate and conceptualise, then provide /KL.7 with a few solutions for the tool to
develop further, through 2-3 workshops with /KL.7. However, /KL.7 was very busy, and we emphasised
conducting observations of current practices instead of spending the time available on multiple
workshops. Alternative to the original plan, we narrowed the number of concepts down to one basic
concept, which we developed through workshops with experts and students. We held an initial
workshop with /KL.7, and one with DELTA - as we got the opportunity to involve them in the project in
phase 3. The next 3 to 7 workshops were conducted with Design & Innovations students (or recently
graduated). In addition, we had the opportunity to conduct a workshop with methodology expert, Jaap
Daalhuizen (ref. B), assistant professor at DTU, and a workshop with a psychology student, recently
employed at /KL.7. A rigid milestone separated phase 3 and phase 4, as we wanted to freeze the tool for
the pilot implementations in industry.

Phase 4 - Pilot implementation of tool:
As /KL.7 continued to be busy, we had to rely on any opportunities we got to implement the tool in their
practices. In order to gain a minimum insight of the tool in industry, we introduced the final tool to /KL.7
and DELTA. In addition, we got the opportunity to implement the tool in 2 of /KL.7’s ideation sessions
before handing in the project. Lastly, we had the chance to facilitate a workshop at DELTA, using the tool
on one of their cases together with 3 DELTA employees. All activities in phase 4 provided relevant
experiences with the tool, and helped reveal real life tool strengths and limitations, providing a better
understanding of possibilities for further work.
The actual project progress and main activities can be found in the iterated Master Thesis Task
Calendar on the next page.
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Reading guide to appendices
The first numbers of the appendix number refers to section, and the last number corresponds to the
sequence of appendices in that section. E.g. A1.2.3.1 would correspond to first appendix referred to in
section 1.2.3, and A1.2.3.2 would correspond to the second appendix referred to in section 1.2.3.

Appendix A2.1.1 - Blessing & Charkrabarti’s DRM model

(Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009, p.15)
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Appendix A3.4.1 - Fogg’s Eight-Step Design Process

(Fogg, 2009a)

Appendix A3.4.2 - The Behavioral Design Method

(Hartlev & Durazo, 2015)
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Appendix A3.4.3 - The Process of Designing For Behavior
Change model

(Wendel, 2014)
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Appendix A3.4.4 - Designing for Behavior Change Toolkit
(activities and models provided)
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Discover, Design, Refine models (Outcome-Actor-Action, Action-Environment-User, and Impact-IdeaMeasuremnet)

123

CREATE action funnel idea evaluation matrix
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CREATE action funnel idea evaluation matrix - continued
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(Wendel, 2014b)
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Appendix A3.4.5 - Fogg’s Behaviour Grid

(Fogg; website: http://www.behaviorgrid.org/)

Appendix A3.4.6 - The MINDSPACE checklist

(Dolan et. al, 2012; website: http://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/our-work/better-policymaking/mindspace-behavioural-economics)
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Appendix A3.4.7 - Developing an Intervention

Section of the designing an intervention checklist (community tool box, 2016, website:
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/developing-intervention)

Appendix A3.4.8 - The Brains, Behaviour and Design
Toolkit
A reference card
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Section of concept ecosystem poster
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Section of one of the irrational situation guides

A strategy card
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Loss/gain worksheet

133

A loss/gain worksheet card

(Brains, behaviour and design group, website: http://www.brainsbehavioranddesign.com/kit.html)
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Appendix A3.4.9 - The Behaviour Change Wheel

(Michie et al., 2011)

Appendix A3.4.10 - Design with Intent cards

Selection of Design With Intent Cards (Lockton et al., 2010; website:
http://designwithintent.co.uk/downloads/)
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Appendix A3.4.11 - Behaviour Change Strategy cards

Example of a Behaviour Change Strategy Card (Pfarr, 2014, website:
https://www.artefactgroup.com/resources/behavior-change-strategy-cards/)

Appendix A3.4.12 - PLEX cards

Two PLEX cards (Lucero & Arrasvuori, 2010; website: http://www.funkydesignspaces.com/plex/)
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Appendix A3.6.2.1 - The H model

(Onarheim & Wiltschnig, 2010)

Appendix A3.7.1.1 - The ABC-model

(Miltenberger, 2008)

Appendix A3.7.1.2 - The Theory of Planned Behaviour

(Ajzen, 1991)
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Appendix A3.7.1.3 - The Theory of cognitive dissonance

(Festinger, 1957)

Appendix A3.7.1.4 - Dual Process Thinking, System 1 and 2
thinking

(Kahneman, 2011)
(Thaler et al., 2008)

Appendix A3.7.2.1 - The Social cognitive theory on selfregulation

(Bandura, 1991)
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Appendix A3.7.2.2 - The Social Cognitive theory

(Bandura, 1986; website: https://wikispaces.psu.edu/display/PSYCH484/Spring+2014+-+SelfEfficacy+and+Social+Cognitive+Theories+Case+Study)

Appendix A3.7.2.3 - The Social Ecological Model

(Bronfenbrenner, 1986; website: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/24247760_fig2_Figure-1Ecological-Model-Bronfenbrenner's-Ecological-Model-describing-the)
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Appendix A3.7.2.4 - The Social Identity theory

(Tajfel, 1979; website: https://wikispaces.psu.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=41095610)

Appendix A3.7.3.1 - Fogg’s 3 factors of persuasion

(Fogg, 2009b)
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Appendix A3.7.3.2 - The Social Responsible theory

(Tromp et. al, 2011)

Appendix A3.7.3.3 - The Transtheoretical model

(Prochaska & Velicer, 1997; website: http://www.prochange.com/transtheoretical-model-of-behaviorchange)
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Appendix A4.2.2.1 - Digitised observations papers: current
practices
CP1 - Introduction and short description of
observation

Set up

Brainstorm observations #1 at /KL.7 - Jan. 18th.,
15:00-16:30.
Ideation session: 48 hour behaviour-audit.
Subject: ‘safety and parking rules at parking
area for two locations at a big company’.
Overall impressions:
Ideation session: 4 workers talking
about/discuss solutions and ideas. Connection
issues with equipment (TV, Power Point,
remotes and PCs). White board was partly used
to document some ideas, in addition with limits
and outputs discussed in the session.

Agenda, motivation, roles
Notes

Actors
Time

48 hour /KL.7 product
Traffic and safety at
[censored] parking lots

Notes
/KL.7 employees:
employee 1, 4, 5, 6

Competencies and knowledge
Notes

Time

Methods and tools
Time

All /KL.7 employees work with
behavioral design.

Notes

Time

Behavioral tools and methods
“Septigon” model mentioned
Dan Locktons: DWI Cards mentioned
Generic tools and methods
Conversation

Staging objects
Notes

Boundary objects
Time

(Conversational
references to old projects)

Notes
Project power point presentation, fieldwork
observations + solution space suggestions
from the facilitators, employee 1 & 6

Surroundings/environment
Notes
Room (one man office* / conference
room)
* The CEO’s office, which is also
arranged as the company’s conference
room
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Time

Other
Time

Notes
No structured use of supporting tools
Limited documentation of ideas.
Problems with laptop-TV connection
(Chromecast)
Cell phone distractions
Vague written agenda
No structured sum up after session

Time

CP2 - Introduction and short description of
observation

Set up

Discussion of an offer from [censored] for
200.000 DKK to do behavioral design on
farmers; influencing them to make wiser
choices in their selling and purchasing (of
grain, etc.) activities.
[censored] is however not completely clear on
what they want, and the offer is difficult for the
team to understand.
The session is primarily a discussion and
brainstorm of the solution space, not so much
on actual solutions to the problem.

Agenda, motivation, roles
Notes

Actors
Time




General discussion;
understanding the case
Budget discussion

Notes

Time

/KL.7 employees:
employee: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9

Competencies and knowledge
Notes

Methods and tools
Time

The team has very limited knowledge
on actual farmer practices (e.g. harvest, selling-, purchasing times, etc.)

Notes


Boundary objects
Time

Conversational references to old
projects)

Notes

Room (one man office* / conference
room) with items below, which was
part of ideation session area:
Table & chairs (expensive furniture)
White walls, Wooden floor, Persian
Carpet, Few decorative items, Warm
lighting above table, Whiteboard +
black marker.
Additional items in the room:
High desk

Time

Offer-document from [censored]

Surroundings/environment
Notes

Conversation

Mentioned but not actually used:
 Nudging
 Habits

Staging objects
Notes

Time

Other
Time

Notes

Time

Door telephone rings multiple times
(interruption)
The customer is asking for a lot for the money
they’re offering
Very unclear case
Many assumptions
Agreements, understandings etc. are lost or at
least not documented during the session.
No written agenda
No sum up after session

44:00
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CP3 - Introduction and short description of
observation

Set up

Company selling nutritional products
primarily to gym users.
Client: Existing customer in a crisis: they
are making less money than anticipated.
Losing customers to [censored].

Agenda, motivation, roles
Notes

Actors
Time Notes

Find ideas to boost clients sales and
win back customers. /KL.7 is losing
a bonus if [censored]’s sales are not
high enough.
Employee 6 is project responsible +
Meeting facilitator + documenter

/KL.7 Employees:
Employee: 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6.

Competencies and knowledge
Notes

Time

Methods and tools
Time Notes

Knowledge on sales and marketing
is well represented.

General briefing and conversation
Generic idea generation
“Porters 5 forces” mentioned
“The Jam Effect” mentioned

Staging objects
Notes

Time

37:00
42:30

Boundary objects
Time Notes

Time

Sales-document from [censored] on laptop.
Information on whiteboard provided by employee
6.
Surroundings/environment
Notes
Room (one man office* / conference
room) with additional items
compared to #2:
Black painted brain on the wall,
Pastel coloured flowers.
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Other
Time Notes
The consideration of behavioral aspects of the
case is not as apparent as the previous
workshops.Quite a lot of disagreement and
discarding of ideas. Participants agree that the
sound of the whiteboard marker is unpleasant; can
this influence how much it is used?

Time

CP4 - Introduction and short description of
observation

Set up

Ideation session for a [censored] mobile app.
The app should contain product information
and establish a link between the following
stakeholders:
Users/customers
Affiliates (All companies selling
protein supplements etc.)
Producers (of the products

Agenda, motivation, roles
Notes

Actors
Time

Employee 2 is leader/facilitator of the
meeting

Notes
/KL.7 Employees:
employee: 2,3, and 9

Competencies and knowledge
Notes

Methods and tools
Time

Knowledge on sales and marketing is
well represented. Seemingly no
particular knowledge on app
programming etc.

Notes

Boundary objects
Time

Notes

Surroundings/environment
Notes
Room (one man office* / conference
room) with items below, which were
part of ideation session area:
same as #2.

Time

General discussion, Detailing, Drawing app
functions on paper/whiteboard, Nice to
have/need to have mentioned by employee 9,
Push and Pull effect mentioned by employee 2
and 9.

Staging objects
Notes

Time

Time

Other
Time

Notes

Time

In the App:
“Pricerunner” aspect, How to use (the
products), Guide aspect, with advice for
products etc., Review aspect.
Notes: Employee 9 has not read pre-meeting
document
27
5 min. break
~34
App detailing on paper, Annoying construction
noise.
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CP5 - Introduction and short description of
observation

Set up

Strict non-disclosure agreement
App for improving visibility of employee’s
behaviour. (“Facebook for workplace”)
The company has made 8 use scenarios with a
storyboard for each.
The Case (ideation session) is about barriers.

Agenda, motivation, roles
Notes

Actors
Time

Employee 2 is leader/facilitator of the
meeting/”brainstorm”

Notes
/KL.7 Employees:
employee: 1,2, and 3

Competencies and knowledge
Notes

Time

Methods and tools
Time

Knowledge on sales and marketing is
well represented.

Notes

Time

Somewhat negative brainstorming.
Reading use scenarios provided by company →
discussing →some ideas →“I don’t have more” →
Reading next scenario.
Behavioural theory was discussed to a much
higher degree than usual.
Theory: Over-confidence-bias, Over-optimisticbias, Halo-effect, First movers, Actionintention gap, Perception, and Random
error/predictable error

Staging objects
Notes

Boundary objects
Time

Notes

Time

Case paper from the company with 8 detailed
use scenarios (storyboards)
Surroundings/environment
Notes
Room (one man office* / conference
room) with items below, which was part
of ideation session area: same as #2 and
#4.
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Other
Time

Notes

Time

Documentation of ideas so far (employee 2
23:50
takes a picture of the whiteboard). A lot of time
is spent reading the scenarios. Perverse
incentive for app. Employee 2 mentions
system 2

Appendix A4.2.3.1 - Quantification spreadsheets: current
practices
Current Practice Observation 1
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Current Practice Observation 2
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Current Practice Observation 3
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Current Practice Observation 4

150

Current Practice Observation 5
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Appendix A4.3.3.1 - Roles and distribution of ideas: current
practices
Distribution of ideas pr. /KL.7 employee attending the ideation session. - = /KL.7 employee did not
attend, F = facilitator of the session, and D = documenter of ideas of the session. CP = Current Practise .
Observation number

Ideas pr. employee in each baseline observation (ideation sessions)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

CP-1

F, 3

-

-

10

15

F, D, 2

-

-

-

-

CP-2

2

3

-

0

F, D, 6

0

-

0

1

-

CP-3

8

6

-

3

3*

F, D, 10

-

-

-

-

CP-4

-

F, D, 7

2

-

-

-

-

-

5

-

CP-5

25

F, D,16

16

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

*= entered ideation session approx. halfway
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Appendix A5.2.1.1 - Evaluation matrix

Appendix A5.3.2.1 - Participant info
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Appendix A5.3.2.2 - Additional information on the
development workshops
WS
NO.

PRESENT

TOOL
VERSION

KEY FOCUS

DETAILED PLAN AND AGENDA

1

Experts: 2
/KL.7
consultants

Final concept

Tool functionality
in a behavioural
design company.

Introduction to the current stage of project, and
introduction to the final concept of the tool.
Discussion of tool activities and activity flow from a
behavioural designer perspective. Ongoing
discussion and feedback.

2

Experts: 2
DELTA
consultants

Final concept

Tool functionality
in a nonbehavioural design
company.

Introduction to the project, and final concept of the
tool. Discussion of tool activities and activity flow
from a technical designer perspective. Ongoing
discussion and feedback.

3

Students: 2
D&I

Iteration 1

Tool flow and
activities.

Short introduction to the tool at iteration 1. The 2
student used the tool as a team, consecutively on
case A (stress). Ongoing feedback on activities and
flow.

4

Students: 2
D&I

Iteration 2

Tool flow and
activities.

Short introduction to the tool at iteration 2. The 2
student used the tool as a team, consecutively on
case B (illegal parking). Ongoing feedback on
activities and flow.

5

Student: 1 D&I

Iteration 3

Individual use of
tool. Ideation
methods in step 2.

Short introduction to the tool at iteration 3. The
student applied step 1 and 2 on both case A and B.
Student applied the behaviour wheel as ideation
methods for case A, and ideation cards as ideation
method for case B. The dynamics of individual use
of tool was observed, and feedback from the student
was given afterwards.

6

Students: 2
D&I

Iteration 4

Tool flow and
activities on
different cases.
Tool graphics.

Short introduction to tool at iteration 4. Students
used the tool as a team, applying it on both case A
and B. Feedback and discussion on tool activities,
flow and graphics afterwards

7

Students: 5
D&I

Iteration 5

Group dynamics.
Tool guide
intuitiveness.

No introduction to the tool. The 5 students applied
the tool guide and tool activities on case B without
guidance. Observation of group dynamics of using
tool, and feedback on the experience, tool guide and
tool activities afterwards.

8

1 Methodology
researcher

Iteration 5

Tool scalability and
functionality.

Introduction to the tool at iteration 5. Discuss tool
activities and flow, focusing on functionality,
staging and scalability in context of other project
activities in companies.

9

1 Psychology
student

Iteration 5

Use of behaviour
theories. Tool
graphics.

Short introduction to tool at iteration 5. Try all tool
activities consecutively on self-chosen case, case C
(receiving stolen goods) together with the
psychology student (we participated). Discussion
and feedback afterwards focusing on behaviour
theory alignment in tool.
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Appendix A5.3.2.3 - Selected pictures from workshops
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Appendix A6.5.2.1 - Suggested use flow for project mode
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Appendix A6.6.1 - Parking case example: filled in tool sheet
1.1
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Appendix A6.6.2 - Parking case example: filled in tool
sheet 1.2
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Appendix A7.2.3.1 - Follow up interview with /KL.7
Questions in cursive
June 7th 2016




Go through sections about /KL.7
Show how we represent data in the thesis
Clarify stuff

Present: Sebastian from /KL.7, Johan & Camilla
Questions:

Observations: type of brainstormings:
1# - 48 hour
2# - not 48 hour
3# - not 48 hour
4# - not 48 hour
5# - not 48 hour
Sebastian confirms that this is correct


How diverse would you say the cases you work with are?

Very diverse. Some are very tangible, like “fix this specific problem” and others are much more
intangible, like “we want to improve our brand in this direction”. Clients range from small to big
companies and municipalities - so naturally, the cases vary equally. No two cases are alike.


What is your thought on our developed tool?

Sebastian likes the tool. It clearly helps to generate ideas that wouldn’t have been generated
otherwise - some of them are of course pretty far fetched, but others are good. He likes the flexibility of
the tool, and that each step can be performed without the others, and thinks that this is very important
to /KL.7’s use of the tool. He thinks that going through the entire tool in one session might be too big of a
task in many situations.
The individual brainstorming with the cards is fun and challenging - it’s nice to combine it with the
plenary brainstorm.
Finally, Sebastian points out that him and all the other employees at /KL.7 who have tried using the
tool think it is very useful and imagine that they can easily implement it in their further practices. They
are impressed with how useful the tool is in practice.


Would you like us to come and present the project?

Sebastian is interested in this and believes that the rest of the company is too. A date is set.
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Appendix A7.3.1 - Digitised observations papers: pilot
implementation
PI1 - Introduction and short description of
observation

Set up

Insurance company wants more people to
check their insurance costs.

Agenda, motivation, roles
Notes

Actors
Time

Employee 2 is leader/facilitator of the
meeting

Notes
/KL.7 Employees:
employee: 1, 2, and 7

Competencies and knowledge
Notes

Methods and tools
Time

Facilitator (employee 2) has the most
insight in the case and briefs the other
two on the insurance company.
The participants do some online
research during the session.

Notes

Boundary objects
Time

Whiteboard is used

Notes

Room (one man office* / conference
room) with items below, which was part
of ideation session area:
Table & chairs (expensive furniture)
White walls, Wooden floor, Persian
Carpet, Few decorative items, Warm
lighting above table, Whiteboard + black
marker.
Additional items in the room:
High desk
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Time

No Case Paper provided by the company

Surroundings/environment
Notes

Time

The Intervention Design Tool.
They do not create a behaviour chain.
They don’t write on sheet 1.2
They do not perform step 3 (evaluation)

Staging objects
Notes

Time

Other
Time

Notes
The participants are having fun during the
ideation.
They had to ask us for help and advice on how
to best use the tool several times during the
session.

Time

PI2 - Introduction and short description of
observation

Set up

Make people go to/from work earlier or later to
avoid congestion on the highway. Only using
signs (sequentially)

Agenda, motivation, roles
Notes

Actors
Time

Employee 2 is leader/facilitator of the
meeting

Notes
/KL.7 Employees:
employee: 1, 2, 7, and 10

Competencies and knowledge
Notes

Methods and tools
Time

Facilitator (employee 2) has the most
insight in the case and briefs the other
two on the information given by the
client - the possibilities and limitations.

Notes

Time

The Intervention Design Tool.
They make 2 behaviour chains: one for going
to work, and one for going home.
They use the Intervention Design Cards but not
the purple channel-cards.
After generating ~8 ideas they move on to step
3, but only with 1 idea.

Staging objects
Notes

Time

Boundary objects
Time

Notes

Time

No Case Paper provided by the company
Surroundings/environment
Notes
Room (one man office* / conference
room) with items below, which was part
of ideation session area:
Table & chairs (expensive furniture)
White walls, Wooden floor, Persian
Carpet, Few decorative items, Warm
lighting above table, Whiteboard + black
marker.
Additional items in the room:
High desk

Other
Time

Notes

Time

The participants are having fun during the
ideation.
They had to ask us for help a few times.
They begin with the Intervention Design Cards
but find out it would be better to start with the
behaviour chain.
They use post-its for making the behaviour
chain.
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Appendix A7.3.2 - Quantification spreadsheets: pilot
implementation
Pilot Implementation Observation 1
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Pilot Implementation Observation 2
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Appendix A7.4.1 - Roles and distribution of ideas: pilot
implementation
Distribution of ideas pr. /KL.7 employee attending the ideation session. - = /KL.7 employee did not
attend, F = facilitator of the session, and D = documenter of ideas of the session.

PI = Pilot

Implementation.
Observation
number

Ideas pr. employee in each Pilot Implementation observation (ideation sessions)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

PI-1

9

F, D, 12

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

PI-2

7

F, D, 4

-

-

-

-

1*

-

-

5

*In PI-2, employee #7 chose to combine Intervention Design Cards for 3 ideas into just 1 idea - going
against the rules of using the cards.

Appendix A7.6.1 - DELTA case description
Case at DELTA: getting users of an activity center nearby Ringe to go to Ringe city center
Ringe (small town in the Danish island Funen) wants more activity, and has found out that the activity
center (including swimming, fitness center etc.) has a lot of users everyday. The activity center is only
approx. 500-800 meters from Ringe city center, however, the distance is on either foot or bike through
footpaths, as the road to take by car goes around a green area. Ringe municipality wants the users of the
activity center to both be aware of Ringe city center and go to the city center, as a lot of the users are
coming from nearby towns or rural area. The target audience is both or either the users of the activity
center (children, young and adults who go to activities), and adults/families/parents who drop off
children to activities, whilst they sit in the activity center and wait for them to finish.
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Appendix A7.6.2 - Digitised observation paper: DELTA case
DELTA WORKSHOP - Introduction and short
description of observation

Set up

Ringe (small town on the Danish island Funen)
wants people who visit their activity center
located outside the city center, to be aware that
the city center of Ringe also exists and is a nice
place to go.

Agenda, motivation, roles
Notes

Actors
Time

2 of the DELTA employees are very
familiar with the case and act as
facilitators - the third to a lesser degree.

Notes
3 DELTA employees
2 external participants; Aakerlund & Nielsen

Competencies and knowledge
Notes

Methods and tools
Time

The DELTA employees have little
experience with behavioural design

Notes

Time

The Intervention Design Tool.
All tool steps are performed. Emphasis is put on
the behaviour chain and ideation. Limited time
for step 3.

Staging objects
Notes

Time

Boundary objects
Time

Notes

Time

There is a case paper provided by Ringe, but it is
not brought to the ideation session
Surroundings/environment
Notes
Small conference room on the 3rd floor.
Basic furnishment; table and chairs. A
TV and a whiteboard.

Other
Time

Notes

Time

The DELTA employees need a little explanation
of some behavioural design theory to begin
with, but rather quickly get into the behavioural
design mindset. They express that the analysis
of the target audience and the behaviour chain
seems valuable and provides a good
clarification for them. They found the ideation
part fun, and generated a high number of ideas.
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Appendix A8.2.3.1 - Bono’s 6 thinking hats

(Bono, 1992; website: https://highlandliteracy.com/reading-2/de-bonos-six-hats/)

Appendix A8.2.3.2 - Example of a behavioural design
solution

(Website: http://landscapeandsoon.dk/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/KBH_NUDGING3.jpg)
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